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Hard Economic Times at PC: Sodexo
Employees' Hours Cut
"Economic Hard Times at PC" is
the Second Installment of an
Ongoing Series Investigating the
Effects of the Ailing Economy on
Providence College.
Rick Kurker '09
Asst. News Editor

by

•

NINA RATZENBERGER 'lifThe Cowl
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Raymond Cafeteria workers and Alumni Cafeteria workers were told shortly before students returned to campus for the
spring semester that their hours had been cut, essentially cancell ing out a raise they received in November.

Freshman Orientation
Schedule Changed
Devin Murphy '10
News Editor

The change has received criticsm by
some current students.
"I work at the security office over
Rev. Brendan Murphy, O.P., vice the summer, so I know how bad the
president
of
Student
Affairs, orientations are," said Chad Fallon TO.
announced that the format for "Trying to bring everyone on campus
Freshman Orientation will change at once is a terrible idea. I really think
beginning with the it will be worse if they get everyone
CAMPUS incoming Class of 2013 here all at one time."
What prompted the change is
NEWS at the end of last semes
ter. Instead of three ori unknown. The change to freshman
entation sessions held throughout the orientation was a cabinet-level deci
summer, the entire freshman class will sion which was rendered by Rev.
now have one orientation session the Brian J. Shanley, O.P., president of
week prior to the start of classes.
* Providence
College,
and
the
All the details of orientation have not College's vice presidents.
been finalized as of yet As the seven
Previously, freshmen attended an
months until the beginning of the next aca orientation session over the summer
demic year dwindle and orientation gets according to their majors. According
closer there will be a definite plan in place.
by
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At the start of the spring 2009 semes
ter, employees at Raymond Cafeteria
and Alumni Food Court were told that
they would be receiving cuts in the
number of hours
SPECIAL worked per week.
FEATURE
Vera Hunte, an
employee at Raymond
Cafeteria, said that the employees were
notified at a meeting on Jan. 16,2009.
"Everyone wasn't happy at all," she
said. "They didn't tell us until we came
back from Christmas break."
Hunte said that the employees were
not told much about the situation, only
that -the hour cuts were due to the
decreased student population in the cafe
teria. According to Hunte, the Raymond
Cafeteria employees received a 60-cent
hourly wage raise in November.
However, she indicated that she and
most of the other employees, who all
make varying amounts of money, are
now making less money than they made
before the wage raise. Hunte said that for
her personal situation, her hours were cut
own by an hour and a half on Sundays.
Al Santee, another Raymond Cafeteria
employee, said that the hours were cut
down with no justification, and that
many employees have been trying to
fight to get their hours back.
"It went from a full-time job to a

ECONOMY/Page 6

The Vagina Monologues Prepare
for Another Year Off Campus
by

Kylie Lacey '11
News Staff

Controversy over the decision to
ban The Vagina Monologues from the
Providence College campus is still
simmering nearly three years later.
Rev. Brian J. Shanley,
CAMPUS
O.P presdient of the
NEWS College, announced in
2006, during his first
year as president, that the play
would not be permitted to be per
formed on campus. Since that deci
sion was announced, female stu
dents from the College have been
organizing off-campus performanc
es each year.
The off-campus performances for
this year will be Feb. 18 and 20, at the

Beneficent Congregational Church at
300 Weybosset St. in Providence. The
student organizers of the play have not
been able to reach any compromise
with Shanley.
"I remember getting the e-mail [that it
was banned] the first day of the second
semester of my freshman year," said
Whitney Henderson '09.
Henderson, who is currently
involved in The Vagina Monologues,
said she felt disappointed when she
learned the play she deemed socially
important was banned.
She said she understands that there
are theological reasons for not allowing
the play on campus.
"I understand that the administra
tion has grounds for their moral
beliefs," she said.
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E-CHUG GIVES STUDENTS
INSIGHTON DRINKING HABITS
Providence College students have
been receiving e-mails and fliers about
e-Chug, a program designed to help
students gauge their alcohol consump
tion through a series of survey ques
tions. This effort has been a collabora
tion of the Office of Student Sewices,
the Health and Wellness Department,
and the Personal Counseling Center.
"E-Chug is an education and interven
tion type of online tool that was, in its
development stages, thought to make
students aware of what other students
are doing in relation to alcohol," said
Catherine Gates, Health and Wellness
educator of Student Health.
Many other colleges around the
country are using e-Chug.

It is really an onl ine assess
ment that anonymously asks
you questions about your
drinking behavior...
Catherine Gates, Health and
Wellness educator

"Colleges and universities across the
country are using this kind of tool to
deliver education, prevention, and
intervention types of activities regard
ing high-risk drinking," said Gates.
Originally started at San Diego State
University, e-Chug is now used in over
400 colleges and universities across the
country, as well as in Canada and

Australia. As for at PC, the program
has not entirely taken off quite yet.
"It is very new," said Gates. "It is too
early to give it an accurate evaluation.
We know people have logged on, how
ever, I think that is relative to the expo
sure of the e-mail."
The survey begins with questions
regarding demographics, personal
information, and family background,
all of which are used to examine the
student's risk of developing a serious
drinking problem. Following such
questions, students must estimate how
much alcohol they consume in a week,
specifically marking off the type of
drink as well. Finally, the survey asks
about specific experiences the student
may have had in the past, such as
blackouts and driving while intoxicat
ed. It even touches upon cigarettes.
"It is really an online assessment
that anonymously asks you ques
tions about your drinking behavior
and it gives you some feedback tai
lored to the data that you put into
it," said Gates.
At the conclusion of the survey, the
results are divided up into different cate
gories: the student's personal drinking
profile, physical costs, BAC levels, risk
factors, comparisons, tobacco use, mak
ing changes, and outside resources.
"As a result of the data that you put
in it, e-Chug gives you some sugges
tions for what you can do to change
your drinking behavior and compares
you to your peers," said Gates.
The tool will graph your use on a pie
chart, showing the user how they rank
in comparison to others of their own
age and gender at PC, as well as
throughout the country.
A less statistical result that is cal
culated by e-Chug is the amount a

student will spend in a year on alco
hol, and what one could buy with
that money.
While the survey gives students
insight into their own drinking
behavior, the value of e-Chug goes
far beyond interesting facts. Gates
explained that the results from the
survey, while anonymous, may
potentially be used holistically in the
future as statistics to drive more pro
gramming and heighten awareness
of alcohol abuse on campus.
"It is about making Providence
College a productive, enriching
healthy campus," she said.
Although there may be concern as to
the disclosure of the information pro
vided for the survey, Gates assures stu
dents that this is not the case.
"It is not confidential, it is anony
mous," said Gates. "You are assigned a
random ID number because you can
go back and track yourself if you are
looking to modify your behavior."
While the length of time spent
answering the questions varies
between students, depending on their
seriousness or level of inquiry, it is
usually completed within eight to 10
minutes. Students can take the e-Chug
survey at www.providence.edu/echug.
—Valerie Ferdon '12

DANCING AND HYPNOTIST
ADDTO FESTIVITIES OF CHINESE
NEWYEAR CELEBRATION
On Friday, Jan. 30, a celebration for
the Chinese New Year was held in the
Slavin Center. Around the upper level
hung banners describing various tradi
tions and facts about Chinese culture,

Campus Calendar
8:00 a.m. PC Women's
Track—Giegengack
Invitational, Yale
University, New
Haven, Conn.

8:00 a.m. Aspiring
Teacher Workshop,
Slavin Center, '64
Hall

8:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. Class of
Performance of
2011 Sophomore Ball, "Waiting for Lefty,"
Peterson Recreation
Smith Center for the
Center, Field House
Arts, Angell
Blackfriars Theatre
8:00 p.m.
Performance of
9:00 p.m. Latin Night
"Waiting for Lefty,"
at McFL

8:00 p.m. 1U9 Nights
'Til Graduation,
Peterson Recreation
Center, Field House

11:30 a.m. Pmk TShirt Sales, Slavin
Center, Ground Level

7:00 p.m. "Real
8:00 p.m. Future Friar Estate: Boom or
Executives Board
Bust," Aquinas
Meeting, Slavin
Lounge
Center, Room 117
7:30 p.m. BMSA
Meeting, SJpvin
Center, Room 112
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Can you write well?
Do you want to be a campus insider?

Apply to The Cowl News Staff Today!
Pick up an application in Slavin G05!
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while entertainment in many forms
drew in audiences.
"We have two different dance
groups," said Emily Ewens, graduate
assistant in the SAIL Office. "We have
a dance group from Rhode Island and
one from UConn and they will both be
doing some cultural dances. Their per
formances will not necessarily be
Chinese dances, just ones that relate to
the New Year because many other cul
tures celebrate it as well."
"The performances were really good,"
said Regina Etienne '12. "I didn't think
they would be interesting but I was sur
prised about how much of their culture
you could see in just their outfits."
Not only were there performances,
but also activities in which students
could partake.
"We have some Chinese food, and
some crafts as well," said Ewens.
"The airbrush tattooist is doing
Chinese symbols and we have the
Asian-American Association going
to come and do calligraphy names at
10 o'clock."
The renowned hypnotist Jim
Spinnato was also featured at the
event, mainly in an attempt to "have a
bigger draw," according to Ewens.
"We figured it was around the
Chinese New Year, which was on the
26th," said Ewens. "We were looking
to bring a little bit of culture to PC and
offer the students something different,
hoping that they would embrace it."
Allison White '11, a member of the
Asian-American Association, explained
that while she doesn't celebrate the New
Year at home, she was "looking forward
to celebrating this event with friends and
meeting new people."
—Valerie Ferdon '12

FEBRUARY 6 > 11

12:00 p.m. Tumitin:
Supporting Academic
Honesty Across
Campus, Feinstein
Academic Center,
Room 304
7:15 p.m. Simply
Healthy, Slavin
Center, G19

6:00 p.m. Friars Club 11:30 a.m. Alternative
Spring Break Tote
Meeting, Slavin
Center, Room 112
Sale, Slavin Center,
Ground Level
6:30 p.m. Admission
Ambassadors Coffee 7:00 p.m. Jungle
House, Slavin Center, Encounters, Slavin
Center, '64 Hall
McPhail's

Accuracy Watch
The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into
print to ensure that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. Ifyou find an error
in any article, please e-mail the editor at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will
he printed as necessary on page 2.
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Friar Fanatics Inspiring Student Section of Dunk
by

Ted DeNicola

'll

News Staff
Seniors James Emeigh, Mark Twohig,
and AJ Massetti are taking the idea of the
'Friar Fanatic' to a whole new level. They
can be found at the Dunkin' Donuts
Center during every
STUDENT Providence College
SPOTLIGHT
Friars' Mens
Basketball
game
dressed in spandex body suits. They
have not established a name for them
selves, but are renowned among mem
bers of the PC community, especially
among fellow Friar Fanatics.
Twohig first came up with the idea
to dress in black, white, and silver
spandex suits while hanging out on
the softball field. The idea was sparked
from the Green Man suit in It's Always
Sunny in Philadelphia.
"I thought to myself, 'I'd look good
in a body suit,"' said Twohig.
Twohig, an economics major, is an
avid basketball fan.
"I started [going to the Friars' bas
ketball games] my sophomore year,"
said Emeigh. "It was fun to go to the
games, but something was missing."
"Our goal was to unite the student
section," said Emeigh. "People are not
outside the box at PC. Everyone is the
same. The student section was weak
and we wanted to make it better."
By donning the spandex suits the
three were able to give the student sec
tion at the Dunkin' Donuts Center a lit
tle variety.
"I thought that we would either get
ridiculed or the fans would love us,"
said Emeigh.
They received a warm welcome
from their fellow Friar Fanatics.
"We were able to boost the spirit of
the fans," said Emeigh.
The suits were initially only black
and white.
Twohig was black;
Emeigh was white. It was not until
the beginning of the 2008-09 season

PHOTO COURTESY OF KAYLA BOSCO '10

James Emeigh '09, MarkTwohig '09, and AJ Massetti '09, wear spandex body suits to
basketbal I games to foster support for the Friars from the student section.
when Massetti, a chemistry major,
joined the group that they had a
complete trio exhibiting all three of
PC's colors: black, white, and silver.
"IPs a privilege to be in this group,"
said Massetti. "They're hard to please."
Massetti especially enjoys the effect
the group has on the student section.
"With our help, the rest of the stu
dent body gets their creative juices
flowing," he said.
The suits were initially difficult to
wear because there were no cut-out
eyeholes.
"We couldn't see," said Emeigh.
"The lights were too bright."
Emeigh and Twohig's suits had a zip
per in the back, but by the time Massetti
joined the squad, the suit had evolved. It
now zips like a regular pair of pants.
The body suit men set a precedent.

According to Twohig, other schools
have adopted these spandex suits as
part of their cheering strategy.
"We were definitely the first,"
said Twohig.
Thanks to Dunkin' Donuts Center
security, the body suit men now have
seats reserved for them at each game.
"We received a little bit of inside help,"
said Emeigh. "A lot of people were
instrumental in improving the PC stu
dent fan section. We created a Facebook
group called The Purgatory Pit. There
was a big meeting to put the whole plan
into motion. During the second half of
the year the Athletic Department made
an effort to sell more tickets and get more
people to the games."
But Emeigh was still not satisfied, he
wanted to be seen on ESPN.
"I wanted to get noticed, to be

unique and different," said Emeigh.
"Our friends and the people around us
know who we are."
The group did receive some back
lash this year from both visiting teams'
fans and Friar Fanatics.
"We were called the 'Three
Condoms' after the PC-URI game,"
said Emeigh.
Emeigh claims that the PCMarquette game on Saturday, Jan. 17,
was [he first time PC students had ever
ridiculed the body suit men.
"I'm a Fantasy Baseball nerd and am
very goal-oriented," said Emeigh.
"When it comes down to it, we are
Providence fans. You're in the Big East.
Half the students are standing cheer
ing while the other half would stand
there silently with their arms folded."
Emeigh said that because the three
body suit men will be graduating in May,
they are debating what to do with their
suits afterwards. They were skeptical
when asked whether or not they would
hand on their suits to continue to
increase the "fanaticism."
"The suits smell really bad," said Twohig.
"If we hand them down we want them
to become a tradition," said Emeigh.
The three are passionate about
their suits.
"The players like them too," said Emeigh
Emeigh specified that players Geoff
McDermott '09, Brian McKenzie '10,
and Jonathon Kale '09 supported the
three of them in their efforts to
improve the student fan section.
"The students, combined with our
wins, have helped the spirit of the stu
dent section to evolve," said Emeigh.
"We want to sustain it."
"We hope that in the long run the
Providence College student section
will be among the top student sections
in the country alongside the likes of
Duke and Kansas," said Massetti.
Emeigh's advice to his fellow Friar
Fanatics is: "Don't be embarrassed."
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Congress Hears Resolutions for Proposed Clubs
by

Allison O'Connor

'10

News Staff
Student Congress held its first meet
ing of the month on Tuesday, Feb. 3. The
main focus of the meeting was on six
proposals regarding the recognition of
six different organiza
STUDENT tions as official clubs
CONGRESS at Providence College.
The meeting opened
with an announcement from President
Liz Wolf '09 that the expected special
guest of the night, Chris Fortunato,
Dean of Students, was unfortunately
unable to attend.
Before the new dub recognitions were
presented, voting was held regarding
the Class of 2010 proposal made last
week for the implementation of a
Committee on Policy and Procedure for
handbook review and policy changes
made to the Student Handbook.
Congress members applauded as Wolf
announced the unanimous passage of
the legislation.
Subsequently, the Committee on
Clubs and Organizations began its pres
entation of the resolutions regarding the
potential recognition of the six different
groups and organizations as offidal pro
posed dubs of Providence College.
Each club was required to fill out

an application that contained a mis
sion statement providing an idea of
what they are all about. These mis
sion statements were read aloud by
Sean Jones '10, chair of the Clubs and
Organizations Committee.
The first resolution addressed was for
the recognition of the Global Citizens
Action Network as an offidal proposed
club. The Global Citizens Action
Network has "a common goal of active
ly educating each other about global
issues," according to its mission state
ment. The group is working to broaden
the scope of the community in which
PC students live and how its issues fit in
globally, through bringing global issues
to the local campus community.
"I just want to advocate for this club
because if this passes this is going to be
really great for this campus," said
Michelle Palermino '09. "This club will
potentially...give everyone on this
campus, regardless of major, access to
knowledge that just a few privileged
are getting right now. I think it's a real
ly great thing."
Discussion then turned toward
recognition of the Providence College
Animal Rights Club as an official pro
posed club. This group works to
spread awareness on campus of ani
mal rights issues that are relevant

Monologues: Student Organizers
Still Angry About Campus Ban
continued from front page
"Roman Catholic teaching sees
female sexuality as ordered toward a
loving giving of self to another in a
union of body, mind, and soul that is
ordered to the procreation of new life,"
said Shanley.
He also said that by using the
phrase "new bible," the play
attempts to replace the Bible, which
inspires the teaching of the Roman
Catholic Church.
According to Rachel Davison '11,
the administration is taking the play's
anti-Bible sentiment too far.
"I don't know too much about the
play," she said. "But to my knowledge, I
don't think it ever slams tlie Bible or says
anything about wanting to replace
Catholic teachings. Any biblical lan
guage could just be for literary effect."
Currently, The Vagina Monologues is
performed at Catholic schools, including
DePaul University, Georgetown, and
Boston College.
"If other Catholic schools allow the
performance, then it's clearly not an
anti-Catholic play," said Davison.
The Vagina Monologues serve as one
aspect of what is known as the VDay Movement. Across the world,
the play and other events are put on
to raise awareness of the plight of
violated women.
"A lot of people think that the peo
ple associated with The Vagina
Monologues are just feminists who
want to overturn traditional values,"
said Henderson. "But it's really about
raising funds and awareness for
domestic violence."
SAVE Week, which is held annually
in late spring, is PC's event for’raising
awareness for domestic violence.
Events include various speakers and
Take Back the Night, an open forum
for students to discuss abuse.
However, while Henderson believes in
the merit of the week, she said she
believes more ought to be done.
"SAVE Week is so late in the year that
by the time it's over, people aren't think
ing about its meaning, but about finals,"
she said. "Something so rampant ought
to be talked about year round."
The monologues include the story
of a 16-year-old victim of sexual
abuse healing herself by having an
intimate relationship with a 24-yearold woman. Ensler also included a
monologue called "I Was There in the
Room," about experiencing the birth
of her granddaughter.

KELLY PHILLIPS '11/The Cowl

Each year the V-Day organizers
choose a particular group of women
on which to focus their attention and
funds. "Spotlights" have included
the women of the South Pacific used
by the Japanese army as sex slaves.
Last year, the survivors of Hurricane
Katrina benefited financially. The
2009 spotlight is on the women of
the Congo.
A new monologue is written yearly
commemorating the spotlight and is
worked into the play.
"The Congo is probably the most
dangerous part of the world for
women right now," said Henderson.
The Panzi Hospital has been set up to
aid victims of genital mutilation in the
Congo. The V-Day movement requires
that at least 10 percent of profits made by
The Vagina Monologues performances are
sent to finance the Panzi Hospital.
This year's performance will split
profits between the Panzi Hospital in
the Congo and Sojourner House in
Providence. Sojourner House repre
sents Rhode Island survivors of assault
who help other victims heal.
"We decided we wanted to make a
difference on a local and a global
scale," said Henderson.
Liza Dunbar '11 said she does not
understand why PC has taken a stand
against a play that seeks to raise
awareness and funds.
"If the point of The Vagina Monologues
is to help women worldwide, why
would a Catholic college take a stand
against helping?" she said.
Since the organizers are not allowed to
advertise the play on campus, they have
utilized Facebook to get the word out.
"The Facebook group is Vagina
Monologues 2009," Henderson said.
"Anyone looking for information can
go there."
"We got lucky that The Vagina
Monologues are scheduled the same days
as alumni weekend," said Henderson.
"A lot of former cast and crew members
are coming to support!"

today. Jones mentioned that the
Animal Rights Club was one of the
very first clubs to notify the
Committee of Clubs and Orgs of its
desire to be officially recognized.
"I know there is passion for it,"
said Jones.
Club representative Allison Filepp
'11 demonstrated the interest for
issues such as the lack of vegan aware
ness and vegan food here at PC that
concerns the group's members.
The next issue proposed was for the
recognition of the International
Students Organization, which accord
ing to its mission statement, seeks to
"bring international students together
to facilitate integration into the PC
community." Club members Abird
Sthapit '09 and Ramit Khanduja '10
expressed to Congress the difficulties
and hassles that international students
often face, such as language barriers
and lack of information on various
issues and procedures.
The next piece of legislation up for
discussion turned to the resolution
regarding the recognition of the
Hellenic Students Association as an
officially
proposed
club.
The
Hellenic Students Association, which
cultivates interest in Greek culture,
seeks to contribute to the intellectual
enhancement of the PC Community,
and currently has about 15 to 20
actively involved members.
Additionally, the group received 30
signatures of interest at the last
involvement fair.
"I fully support this club," said
Dan Moyer '09. "[Peter Koutroubis
'10, representative of The Hellenistic
Students Association] has been one
of the most persistent people. I think
it's going to be a great resource for
Hellenic Students and also the entire
PC Community."
"We don't want people waiting
over a full year to get a club going,"
said Moyer.

He pointed out that Koutroubis has
been working to establish this official
organization since November of last
year, thus advocating the current
revisal of the process for recognition as
an official club.
The next order of business was the
resolution for recognition of the
Providence College Film Club.
Group member Kyle Heaney '11
advocated the club as being "for
those who want to pursue film or go
to film school."
At least 20 different students are
currently interested in this club, as it
would provide opportunities in all
areas of writing, directing, acting,
and producing films, as well as the
possibility of creating an outlet for
filming different events and activi
ties to be held on campus by other
clubs and organizations.
The last proposal for discussion
concerned the recognition of Six
Gents Sketch Comedy as an officially
proposed club. Six Gents Sketch
Comedy will provide a place for stu
dents interested in certain acting and
theatre, and the entire process of act
ing and performing.
"Students [are] actually engaged in
the writing, directing, producing, and
acting portion of this comic group,"
said Jones.
It would differ from current
comedic groups on campus such as
Rejects on the Rise since their material
would be completely unscripted.
Wolf reminded Congress that
recognition for these aforementioned
clubs would be applicable for this
semester only.
"The people who are here today are
authorizing that this recognition is just
until our last Congress meeting this
year," said Wolf.
Congress is currently seeking to
revise the process pertaining to pro
posed club legislation.
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New Harkins Classrooms Offer U.N.-Style Conference Room
by

Lauren Ballback

'11

News Staff
The former home of the Blackfriars
Theatre was converted into four class
rooms and one conference room over
winter break. Two of the classes seat
approximately 45 and
CAMPUS the other 32. In
NEWS addition to the state-of
the art classrooms, there
is also a meeting room. The project
began 18 months ago, and was opened
for the first time to students at the start
of the semester.
"The space became available when
the Smith Center was built, and it's
been in its life numerous things," said
Michael Frazier, vice president for
Finance and Business and chief finan
cial officer. "It's been a gymnasium, an
atrium, and cl assrooms... It's been
many things, but most recently, as long
as I've been here, which is 15 years, it's
been, Blackfriars Theater."
After the completion of the Smith
Center for the Arts in 2004 there was
some question as to what to do with
the Blackfriars Theatre. Frazier said he
always envisioned the space being
converted into classrooms.
To make that vision a reality, Frazier
and his office worked with the Office
of Academic Affairs to best fit the
needs of the College and the space.
Working with Vice President of
Academic Affairs
Hugh F. Lena,

DAN NIETO 'n/The Cowl

The new classrooms and meeting room in lower Harkins Hall are now being used
for classes since their completion over winter break.
Ph.D., it was decided that midsized
tiered classrooms would utilize the
space best.
"We didn't have a large meeting
space on the campus, and what was
there certainly wasn't acoustically ade
quate, so we built a meeting room,"
said Frazier. "Many people call it the
trustee room, but the trustees only use
it three or four times a year."
According to Frazier, the room will
now function as a space for guest lec
turers, academic department meet
ings, faculty orientation, and possibly
even faculty senate meetings.

The room is set up in the style of a
senate, with tiered levels, micro
phones at 23 of the 52 seats, and
capabilities for voting. There are
speakers camouflaged in the walls
around the room, as well as three
flat-screen monitors in the front of
the room.
The Office of Admissions is current
ly using the meeting room for informa
tion sessions.
In planning the space, it was desired
that the classic elements of the 1920sstyle building would be kept.
Construction focused around keeping

within the style with the ceiling and the
original architecture.
Many elements from the original
Blackfriars Theatre were recycled.
They put the classrooms on the inside
of the hallway in order to use the
windows to create natural light in the
hallways and classrooms. Wood from
the original stage and other areas was
also used to line the hallways. The
desks are also made of recycled wood
from the original room.
The lighting and HUAC systems are
all energy efficient.
"I think that they are really pretty,
much prettier than the other rooms
in Harkins," said Libby Considine
'12. "I really like having class in
there. It's nice to have new rooms.
All the technology is new. It's a
good atmosphere."
Lauren Walker '09 has two classes in
the building, and as an Admissions
Ambassador she may be showing the
space on future tours.
"It's a funny thing, one of my friends
in our class said 'they're distractingly
beautiful,"'said Walker. "They are so
nice.. .A lot of people have said they feel
like they're in Hogwarts."
Professors also notice the difference.
"It's a beautiful setting for class,"
said Rev. Dominic Legge, O.P.,
Department of Theology. "It's nice for
the professor because you easily can
see all the faces of your students. I
think that they were a success."

ORIENTATION: New Schedule
Offers More Activities, Student
Reaction Mixed
continued from front page
to Sharon Hay, director of the SAIL
Office, the students will no longer be
divided into groups by their majors.
Meg Chrosaw '11, said that she
thinks not dividing students into
groups by major is a mistake.
"Then you won't know people who
are in your major [when you start
classes]," said Chrosaw.
Freshmen will now be divided into
groups after they arrive on campus
which will then be led by two orienta
tion leaders. Each group will consist of
20 to 25 students.
"Our goal is to make certain the
ratio of Orientation Leaders to new
students remains similar to the ratio
we've enjoyed in the past," said Hay.

We will be having dynamic
activities each of the nights
the students are here. We will
be working in the coming
months to final ize the events.
Sharon Hay, director of SAIL

Information sessions have been held
to attract prospective orientation lead
ers. The response has been over
whelming. According to Hay, over 300
students attended the information ses
sions. Approximately 80 new leaders
will need to be hired.
In the past parents have been able to
stay on campus during orientation.
They were housed in apartment style
housing. Now parents will not have
the option of staying on campus.
However, the College has reserved
blocks of rooms for them at various
hotels in Providence.
Various alternative activities will
be offered for students keeping them
on campus and away from off-cam
pus establishments.
"We will be having dynamic
evening activities each of the nights
the students are here," said Hay. "We

will be working in the coming months
to finalize the events. Events dis
cussed include a hypnotist show, com
edy show, live band[s], taste of
Providence, etc."
However, there is some skepticism
from students about whether alterna
tive activities will curtail drinking.
"It would be really hard to enforce
anything because you would only
have RAs and orientation leaders to
temper the alcohol consumption,"
said Croshaw.
Fallon, however thought that fresh
men would not be more tempted to
drink during orientation.
"The older student body basically
encourages alcohol consumption,"
said Fallon.
Rula agreed that pressure to drink
comes from the student body.
However, he said that there was pres
sure to drink at his orientation.
"My orientation leaders encouraged
us to go out and drink," he said.
McPhail's will still be used for small
er events during orientation, but it will
not be used to host a social for the
entire group. Other larger spaces on
campus will be used to bring the entire
freshman class together at once.
The social at McPhail's was a popu
lar event with incoming freshmen in
the past. Andrew Rula '10 said that it
was his favorite part of orientation.
"There will be events each night,"
said Hay. "We will utilize indoor and
outdoor venues and intend to fully uti
lize the new space the renovation of
Slavin will provide us. McPhail's will
be utilized but... is not large enough
for the whole class to be in at once."
"It will be a comprehensive pro
gram with a blend of academic,
developmental, and social program
ming," said Hay. "All students will
participate in a Day of Service on the
Saturday of orientation."
Rula said that overall he did not
think orientation needed to be revised.
"I kind of liked it how it was honest
ly," he said.
The Urban Action program will not
be affected by orientation and will be
from Aug. 30 to Sept. 2.
The Orientation Committee is contin
uing to work on freshman orientation.

YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
CONFIDENTIAL RESOURCE S. SUPPORT
FOR VICTIMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
Providence College Sexual Assault Response Team

For more information, visit

www.providence.edu/sart
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ECONOMY: Ray and Alumni Cafe Workers Suffer Financially
continued from front page
part-time job," said Santee. "You can't
pay the bills on that. You might need
another job to live."
Hunte said that the hour cuts espe
cially affected her due to her status as
"single and self-supporting."
"A lot of people here have two
incomes, so it doesn't matter as much
for them," she said. "It's harder when
you're like me and have one income."
"Everyone is affected, even the man
agers," she said. "I haven't seen any
new hired employees."
Hunte said she feels fortunate to still
have a job. She said that her home life
has not been drastically affected, and
she still has her Fridays and Saturdays
off as usual.
"At least we have a job," she said.
"The economy is bad, so we're lucky
to have a job."
This semester, Hunte said that the
employees in Raymond Cafeteria have
been switching stations a lot more.
Though she has not received any com
plaints from students, Hunte said that
she has noticed longer lines in the cafete
ria now, especially at the "Center Stage"
and "Classics" stations, and that she is
sure the students have noticed also.
Hunte said that there have not been
hour cuts like this since she started work
ing at the cafeteria almost four years ago.
Dot Marcello, another Raymond Cafeteria
employee, said she has been working at
the cafeteria for 11 years. According to
Marcello, similar cuts were made a while
back but have since been restored.
Marcello said that she believes the hour
cuts are probably due to financial budget
problems. She said that she works parttime, primarily during weekends.
"My hours were cut down by two
hours [per week], but I got them back
due to job duties," she said.
Marcello, a union member, said that,
"many employees here cannot afford the
hourly cuts," and indicated that some
employees had their hours cut by as
much as eight to nine hours per week.
"They took away our water bottles,"
said Valerie Robinson, Raymond
Cafeteria employee. "I guess it was too
much money."
Janina
Goszcz,
employee
at
Raymond Cafeteria, said that her
hours were cut by two and a half hours
two days a week, for a total of five
hours per week, and 20 hours a month.
"They gave me a raise, but you don't
see it now," she said. "Medical costs

are up too. You don't feel the losses
after a week, but after a month... that's
when you feel it. It's a lot of money."
"I'm glad I have a job, and I'm com
ing every day because I really like the
students," said Goszcz.
"I feel so close to everyone: seniors,
juniors, sophomores," she said. "I
enjoy spending time with [students].
We work both ways. Everyone is nice
to each other. It's no problem."
Marcello mirrored Goszcz's sentiments.
"I absolutely love this job, love the
students, and our employers," she
said. "We all get along well."
Despite longer lines, Goszcz said
that she has not heard any complain
ing from students, who she described
as "very patient."
Goszcz said that she has to support
herself, with only the external help of
a widow pension, but that she works
so that she can afford to take care of
herself and her house.
"The economy is not so bright," she
said. "I'm glad to have my job of 35
hours a week, but I would be more
happy with more hours."
Santee said that the union was sup
posed to retaliate, but he noted that he
has heard nothing about it yet.
Raymond Cafeteria employee Mary
Ann Defeo said that she had 10 hours
cut per week, which she said was the
highest she had heard about.
Debra Mercurio, Raymond Cafeteria
employee, said she had five hours cut
per week with no warning, which she
said has affected her greatly because
she is single and this is her only job.
"If there were problems then [when
the employees were given a raise],
why didn't they just say it at the nego
tiating
table?"
said
Mercurio.
"Nothing was said."
Mercurio said that she was offended
that everyone lost different numbers of
weekly hours.
"If it were done across the board,
say, with two hours taken from every
one, I wouldn't have liked it but it
would have been fair," said Mercurio.
"Before I was told I earned preferentials because I've been working here
the longest, and that's why I was given
the morning shift. With the hour cuts,
seniority didn't matter."
Mercurio said she has been working at
the cafeteria for seven and a half years, and
in comparison to her five hours cut, she
said that someone who had been working
there for a year only had two hours cut.
Still, others lost no hours, she said.

GRAPHIC BY MATT LONGOBARDI 'll

"It's more work now," she said. "We
have to follow recipes and do more
cooking and chopping. I'm far from
the kitchen, and every minute counts."
Mercurio said that she only takes
one 15-minute break per day and has
to miss her lunch break on Friday to
get all of her work done.
"Everything I made in the raise in
November they took off now," she
said. "It's totally unfair. They don't fol
low our contract at all."
"I'm taking it very personally,"
Mercurio said. "It feels like everything I
accomplished went down the tubes. If
they had any respect for me, I wouldn't
have had so many hours cut, especially
because of my seniority. I've been a good
employee, and this is how I'm repaid."
Mercurio said she is especially both
ered because so many "supervisors"
are brought in who are paid more than
the rest of the employees.
"If there's such a budget crisis, how
are we bringing in more supervisors?"
she said. "These 'supervisors' are just a
fancy way to pay more money to peo
ple for something any of us could be
trained to do."
"Dishwashers make about $9.50 to
$10.00 an hour," said Mercurio. "They
won't pay one of them for a shift on
Friday, but they will pay a supervisor
$20 an hour to do dishes. We feel like
it's because we're in the union."
A Sodexo employee who requested
anonymity said that hour cuts were like
ly due to the declining economy. She said
that hours were cut more at Raymond
Cafeteria than at Alumni Food Court. She
said that a few months ago, Alumni Food
Court employees received a 60-cent raise
per hour as well as five percent off health
benefits, for a total of a 65-cent raise.
Then, the employee said that most of the
Alumni Food Court workers lost about a

half hour per shift. She also added that
managers must clock out for their half
hour lunch break, and that no overtime is
allowed. Furthermore, she said that there
is a "freeze" on hiring, such that no new
employees have been hired.
"Employees are upset about the cuts,"
she said. "Some lost an hour, some lost a
half hour, and some did not have their
hours cut. Because of the budget, the
cost numbers have to be kept down.
That's what they have to do."
According to the employee, the issue
was brought to the union, as the amount
of hours cut was "not seniority-based at
all." She said that the inequality did not
appear to be intentional, but still, many
employees thought that everyone
should receive an equal cut in hours.
"I don't think it's fair to the employ
ees or to us either," she said.
Unlike at Raymond Cafeteria, the
employee said that she has heard com
plaints from students about the lines
being too long, and she said that the
hour cuts are to blame.
Sodexo had little to say on the topic.
"Sodexo is committed to providing
safe, healthy working conditions for all
our employees, and providing them with
competitive wages and benefits that con
tribute to the quality of their lives," said
Jaya Bohlmann, vice president of public
relations at Sodexo. "At Providence
College, we are proud that our employ
ees provide high-quality and nutritious
food for the students and faculty. We
respect the privacy of our employees and
we must adhere to our company policy,
which holds in highest confidence any
details related to employee agreements,
including information about wages,
hours and other details."
The situation is still a work in
progress, however, as employees await
the union's response.

Habitat For Humanity
Spring Break
Habitat

for Humanity

March 7th-March 15th

Habitat for Humanity needs drivers for
Spring Break! If you are 21 older with a
valid license, please contact
Sarah Bidinger(sbidinge@providence.edu).
It's a great chance to build, meet
friends, and drive a 12 passenger van!
” H the world
apply today in Slavin GD5
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Ever wonder why your
friends call you Mandy?
Ever wonder why everyone can
sing along with Copacabana?

Ever wonder where your parents
had been the night you were conceived?

Wonder No More
Ultimate

MANILOW
The Hits... and then some
February 11, 2009
Dunkin' Donuts Center

Tickets start at 20 bucks and are available at
401-331-2211 or www.ticketmaster.com
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Divided Somalia Elects New Leader
by

Victoria Ngare '12

World Staff

Africa: Somalia
he ushering in of a new head of

T

state is usually a joyous occasion
for the majority or a nation, filled with
the appropriate amount of patriotism,
pomp, festivity, and optimism for the
times to come. But for some nations,
this event prefaces yet another ill-fated
attempt at reconciliation of issues that
have plagued the people since time
and memorial.
Somalia is one such nation. During
the "scramble for Africa," when Euro
pean nations haphazardly divided the
continent amongst themselves, Italy
claimed what is known as Southern So
malia (Italian Somaliland), Britain con
trolled what is known today as
Northern Somalia (previously known
as British Somaliland), and France what
is modern-day Djibouti. In 1960, Britain
and Italy withdrew from their prospec
tive holdings, rendering Somalia an in
dependent nation. In 1969, Mohammed Newly elected President Sheikh Sharif Sheikh Ahmed, shown here in 2006, has been a prominent figure in Somalia since he
Siad Barre ushered in a socialist regime began leading the country's Islamic Courts Union in 2004.
that managed to keep Somalia rela
tively stable for about two decades. In lia, was not safe enough to host 500 group of Sharia Law Courts who united vious Somali governments managed
1991 Barre's dictatorship was toppled, members of parliament (MPs) and the themselves to form an opposition to alienate many nations that consis
14 candidates, a secret ballot for the group against the Transitional Federal tently give aid to Somalia, including
and to this day, Somalia has remained
the U.S. and Ethiopia.
500 members of parliament was held Government (TFG) of Somalia.
unstable and lawless.
Ahmed must work to mend these
Even if he succeeds in overcoming a
in Djibouti with Ahmed ultimately
relationships
if he is to attempt to
long,
turbulent
history
of
instability
winning
293
votes.
n Jan. 30, 2009, a new head of
A moderate Islamist and a former ana clan-based division, the new head make any headway in Somalia's eco
state, President Sheikh Sharif
teacher,
Ahmed is also the former head of state faces some tough times to come. nomic woes. War continues to rage
Ahmed, was elected in Somalia. Be

cause Mogadishu, the capital of Soma- of the Islamic Courts Union (ICU), a For example, with factors such as 1.64 between splinter groups, such as Alpercent arable land and an economy Shabaab, and Ethiopia. Somalia has
that relies heavily on agriculture (65 also made claims to certain lands in
percent), Somalia's economic outlook northern Kenya.
remains bleak. Ahmed must also com
ASK
bat problems such as a starving popu
lation (3.5 million relying on foreign
food aid), a state of lawlessness (espe
cially in southern Somalia), and an im
poverished nation.

O

PC

Do you think that the regime change will have any effect on the
state of Somalia in the near future? Why?

"I have to say I am
skeptical. There is a
lot of work to be done
in Somalia before we
can see real moves to
wards peace in Soma
lia. The new regime
will need assistance
from the international

he most pressing issue for Somalia

T

This is a victory
for myself and a
victory for all
Somali people.

is the state of lawlessness and un
rest caused primarily by Al-Shabaab, an
extremist group formed after the defeat
of the ICU in 2006.
The main goals of Al-Shabaab are to
control Somalia by first hijacking the
major cities such as the capital city Mo
gadishu, and institute Sharia Law (a
Newly-elected Somali President
form of Islamic Law) in Somalia. This
Sheikh Sharif Ahmed
group has been linked to many attacks
on civilians who support counter-ter
rorism (carried out mainly by the U.S.
and Ethiopia) in Somajia, stolen arms
long with the division of extremist
(specifically from Eritrea), stealing mil
versus non-extremist, Somalia re
lions of dollars to fund their activities,
mains segmented according to clan af
and many other activities classified as filiation. Ultimately, Ahmed's most
terrorism by Washington.
difficult task will be placating the mul
Extremist groups such as Al Shabaab titude of clans in Somalia.
have alienated many Somalis. It is the
There have been 14 regimes in So
hope of Somalis and many members of the malia since the dictatorship was
international community that moderate ousted in 1991 and all have failed to
Islamist Ahmed will be able to unify the accomplish this arduous task. Lines
Islamic extremists and the moderates are so sharply drawn between clans
under one body politic. President Ahmed that the northwestern region of Soma
sounded optimistic about this task when lia, Somaliland, seeks to secede from
he said, "This is a victory for myself and a the rest of Somalia. Meanwhile, the
victory for all Somali people."
northeastern region, Puntland, re
mains autonomous but does not seek
nfortunately, internal strife is secession. In Somalia, clan affiliations
not the only issue Ahmed will have supersede any government authority,
to deal with. Somalia does not co-exist
leading to the state of lawlessness that
peacefully with its neighbors. In 2006, exists today.
Ahmed led an ICU government in So
There is a saying in Somalia:
malia for six months.
I am Somali, my country against the world
In what some may call an attempt to
1 am Somali, my clan against my country,
unite Somalis against one common
I am Somali, me and my brother against
enemy, the goyernment began to lay
my clan
claims to lands in southern Ethiopia. To
I am Somali, me against my brother.
stop any attempts at forced reclamation
This saying encompasses all the di
of these lands, Ethiopia invaded Soma visions that President Ahmed must
lia, with U.S. satellite support, and remedy in order to be a successful
ousted the ICU government.
head of state in Somalia. As outside
The members of the ICU govern observers, we can only watch, but the
ment fled to neighboring countries people of Somalia must be actively in
such as Djibouti, Yemen, Kenya, and volved to make peace and unity a re
Eritrea. The ICU government and pre ality in their nation.
*

A

community."

Tinacho Chitongo '10

Compiled By Victoria Ngare

'12

"It's going to be a long

process ... The change
has to be throughout the
entire system. It's going to
take time, it's going to be
a process for the next few
years, but it's a positive
step. It's a complicated
issue just like any other
government."
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Davos Forum Takes On Somber Mood
'09

In years past, the forum served as banks, the pride of Wall Street, have
a place for world leaders to boast of virtually ceased to exist," he said.
the growth of globalization. Nobel
China's Premier stated that the fi
Prize-winning economist Joseph nancial crisis was "attributable to in
International
Stiglitz said, "I think quite often the appropriate macroeconomic policies
effect is that they get more and more of some economies and their unsus
excited in a positainable model of
n Sunday, Feb. 1, the World Eco
five sense about
development characthe virtues of glob
nomic Forum ended in Davos,
terizea by prolonged
alization. This time
Switzerland, with participants reeling
low savings and
It's
vital
for
everyone
that
they've got more
from an uncharacteristically negative
high consumption;
depressed as they
the discussions at Davos excessive expansion
meeting. The five-day meeting ad
learned about the
dressed a plethora of issues from cli
of financial institu
look outwards, not in
problems that each
mate change to the developing
tions in blind pur
wards ... We can only do suit of profit."
of them faced."
financial crisis.
The World Economic forum was ini
WEF Executive
Those outside the
this by working together. U.S.
tially dubbed the European Manage
Chairman
Klaus
were not the
And solutions won't be
ment Forum in 1971 by its founder
Schwab
added,
only ones to point
"From an economic
Klaus M. Schwab, a Swiss business
influential
lasting or effective unless blame;
professor. The intent is to provide popoint of view, cer
Americans have ac
itical leaders, professionals, and inteltainly
it's
the
they are seen to be fair.
knowledged
their
gloomiest meeting
ectuals with a time and place to forge
own country's role in
we ever had."
partnerships and share ideas that can
the economic tsu
Former U.N Secretary-General
Russia's Prime
potentially benefit the state of the
nami. Alan Binder,
Kofi Annan
Minister, Vladimir
world. The forum is one of the few
former vice chairman
Putin, and China's
places where business leaders rub el
of the U.S. Federal
Premier, Wen Ji
bows with Prime Ministers.
Reserve, commented
Last year's meeting included
abao, took shots at America, holding it after the two leader's speeches: "The
responsible for the economic down sad thing is that we might have scoffed
roughly 2,500 people. The participants
ranged from some 27 state or govern
turn. Putin referred to the previous at this a while ago. But we really
ment leaders, over 110 ministers, and
boasting of American businessmen dragged the world down."
many well-known business and politi
who bragged of "cloudless" invest
Until this year's meeting, the forum
cal leaders.
ment prospects. "Today, investment has not always been taken seriously

by those who attended. One Wall
Street businessman wrote that when
he attended the Davos forum, "I was
there to press the flesh with as many
CEOs in three days as I could see in
three months on the road. And for a
Wall Street banker like me, that was a
good thing. Partying with a little busi
ness on the side. That's what DaVos is
really all about."
The party appears to be over, and it
is clear the capitalistic system that ap
peared limitless is on its way to having
the reins seriously yanked back in.
Change will not result with any one
country acting on its own. In order to
get the world economy back on track,
the consensus at the forum was that
global cooperation is necessary.
Kofi Annan, former Secretary-Gen
eral of the United Nations and Nobel
Laureate put it most poignantly when
he said, "It's vital for everyone that the
discussions at Davos look outwards,
not inwards. For what this unprece
dented crisis has shown is no country,
no matter how prosperous or power
ful, can now alone protect itself
against the challenges of an inter-con
nected world. We can only do this by
working together. And solutions won't
be effective or lasting unless they are
seen to be fair."

Tensions Escalate on Korean Peninsula

Oddly Enough

by

Ryan McKeon
World Staff

O

by

Kieran Whelan '
World Staff

Dolphins: The
Newest Top Chefs?
by

Asia: North and

ccording to

South Korea
ommunist

C

North Korea

A

has re-

cently decided to dismiss all mili
tary and political agreements signed
with South Korea, accusing the gov
ernment to the south of having hostile
intentions, BBC news reported.
Pyongyang, the capital and govern
ing city of North Korea, has accused
Seoul, the capital city of South Korea,
of promoting politicians that are bent
on intensifying confrontation between
the two Korean states.
According to the North's cross-bor
der relations body, South Korea's gov
ernment had pushed relations between
the two states "to the brink of war."
"All the agreed points concerning
the issue of putting an end to the polit
ical and military confrontation be
tween the North and South will be
Associated Press
nullified," the Committee for the
North Korea appears to be preparing to test-launch a long-range Taepodong-2 mis
Peaceful Reunification of Korea said.
sile capable of carrying a nuclear warhead and reaching the United States, South
elations-between the two states

R

Mackenzie Mango
World Staff

Korean officials said on Tuesday, Feb. 3.

have soured over the past year, es
he North has labeled President
pecially since South Korea's conserva Lee as a "traitor," especially in light
tive president, Lee Myung-bak, took of the favorable negotiations that devel
office last February, and insisted on oped over the past decade. Relations
tougher action towards the North, and greatly improved when North Korean
promoted no further unconditional leader Kim Jong-il met with South Ko
economic aid for the North. President rean President Kim Dae-jung in a his
Lee said that cooperation depended on toric summit in 2000, and especially last
whether or not the North would be year when South Korean President Roh
willing to give up its nuclear weapons. Moo-hyun rode into Pyongyang to
In response to this position, Py meet North Korean leader Kim Jong-il
that
ongyang argued that such strategic is for another summit meeting th;
sues should be kept separate from the seemed to encourage hope for all Korebusiness and tourism links that were ans. Now, however, the two govemjust developing across the border. Ear ments
nts seem far from reaching a truce.
lier this week, North Korea criticized
Never to be condoned are the
the appointment of a new South Ko crimes the Lee group has committed
rean unification minister, believing against the nation and reunification by
that the selection of Hyun In-taek was bedeviling overnight the inter-Korean
additional evidence that the South just relations that had favorably developed
wants to further intensify confronta amidst the support and encourage
tion between the states.
ment of all Koreans and ruthlessly
Cross-border tourism projects have scrapping the inter-Korean agree
stopped in light of the suspended gov- ments," a spokesman for the North
emment-to-govemment contact. How said on Friday, Jan. 30.
ever, according to BBC news, the joint
Although many people seem will
industrial zone near the North Korean ing to put the blame for poor relations
city of Kaesong remains open. The fac between the two states on the South
tories in this city employ North Korean Korean president, others argue that
workers, but they have been built there is great justification for his
strong intentions. Many of President
using South Korean investments.
The tighter border restrictions now Lee's supporters have said that for too
mean that far fewer South Korean long handshakes with North Korea
managers will be allowed to travel to have meant nothing, and that the op
Kaesong, as the freight train link with timism that relations would always
get better was misplaced.
the South has been cut.

T

ome analysts believe that Py

S

Reuters,

'10

dolphins

are the newest chefs of the sea.
They have been observed going
through elaborate preparations to ria
cuttlefish of ink and bone to produce
a soft meal of calamari.
From 2003 to 2007, Australian scien
tists observed dolphins pinning the cut
tlefish with their snout before killing
them instantly with a rapid downward
thrust. The dolphin then lifts the body
up and beats it to drain the toxic black
ink that cuttlefish squirt to defend
themselves when attacked. Next, the
prey is taken back to the seafloor,
where the dolphin scrapes it along the
sand to strip out the cuttlebone, making
the cuttlefish soft for eating.
Additionally, a separate study in 2005
provided the first sign dolphins may be
capable of group learning and using
tools. A mother was seen teaching her
daughters to break off sea sponges and
wear them as protection, while scouring
the seafloor in Western Australia. The
mammals used the sponges as a kind of
"glove" while searching for food. Both
studies exemplify how well developed
dolphins' brains are.

ongyang is only trying to build up
tensions with South Korea in order to
give itself more negotiating power
with the new U.S. administration, es
pecially since talks over the North's nu
clear program are expected to resume.
According to The International Herald
Tribune, some analysts have said that
the North's remark could be an indica
tion that it is intending to keep its nu
clear arms despite an agreement that it
signed with five countries including
by Mackenzie Mango '10
the United States in 2005, in which it
World Staff
committed to eventually giving up any
esource-poor Japan has reportedly
nuclear weapons.
Prior to President Obama's inaugu
discovered a new source of mineral
wealth: sewage!
ration, North Korea had said that re
opening diplomatic ties would not be
According to Reuters, a sewage treat
enough to persuade it to give up its nu
ment facility in central Japan has
clear weapons. North Korean officials
recorded a higher gold yield from
reported that as long as there was a
sludge than can be found at some of the
threat from the United States, the
world's best mines. The facility recently
North would maintain its "status as a
recorded finding 1,890 grams of gold
nuclear weapons state."
per ton of ash from incinerated sewage.
North Korea has indicated that the re
This is a far higher gold content than
moval of an American nuclear threat
Japan's Hishikari Mine, one of the
meant the removal of South Korea from
world's top gold mines.
the American nuclear umbrella. Offi
An official has stated the high per
cials also requested the introduction of
centage of gold found at the Suwa facil
a verification mechanism to ensure that
ity was probably due to the great
no American atomic weapons are de
number of precision equipment manu
ployed in or pass through South Korea.
facturers in the vicinity that use gold.
However, North Korea seems optimistic
Luckily, gold industry officials expect
and very eager to begin negotiations
prices this year to top the all-time high
with the new Obama administration.
above $1,030 per ounce set in 2008.

The Sunny Side

In Japan, One Man's
Garbage is Another
Man's Gold

R
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UNITED STATES: Blagojevich Impeached, Ousted

THE HAGUE: International Court ofJustice

from Gubernatorial Power
Illinois Governor Rob Blagojevich was stripped of
his gubernatorial power on Thursday, Jan. 29, ac
cording to The New York Times. Blagojevich was im
peached in a 59-0 vote by the State Senate following
a four-day trial, during which he addressed the sen
ate for 45 minutes asserting his innocence prior to a
two-hour deliberation.
Blagojevich was ultimately convicted for im
peachment by the Senate for an alleged "pattern
of abuse of power" which played out over the last
two months. Calls for impeachment followed
Blagojevich's arrest on Dec. 9 after FBI wiretap
ping caught him allegedly trying to sell now-Presldent Barack Obama's vacant Senate seat for his
own personal gain.
Arguments from the prosecution also claimed
Blagojevich consistently abused his power, as gov
ernor, saying he tried to obtain campaign donations
in return for state contracts and jobs.
A second unanimous vote was also passed by the
Senate to prevent Blagojevich from ever holding
public office in Illinois again.

UNITED STATES: Obama Signs Children's
Health Insurance Bill
President Barack Obama signed a bill extending
health coverage to four million uninsured children on
Wednesday, Feb. 4, according to The Washington Post.
The bill, which calls for spending an additional
$32.8 billion on the State Children's Health Insurance
Program, went to the White House after it passed in
the House of Representatives on a vote of 290-135.
In order to generate revenue to fund the bill, law
makers raised the federal tobacco tax.
The signing ceremony occured merely a day after
Obama's nominee to lead the Department of Health
and Human Services, former Senate Majority Leader
Tom Daschle (D-S.C.), withdrew his bid after reve
lations that he failed to pay over $140,000 in back
taxes and interest. The loss of Daschle, a fierce ad
vocate of universal health care who seemed poised
to lead the new administration's drive for sweeping
health-care reform, did not preclude Obama from
taking swift action on the issue, and he said this is a
key step toward his promise of universal health care
coverage for all.

BOLIVIA: New Constitution Ratified Under Morales

Bolivians voted to approve a new state constitu
tion on Jan. 25, according to The Washington Post. The
new constitution furthered the platform of the state's
first indigenous president, Evo Morales.
The document was approved by approximately
56 percent of voters, while 43 percent voted
against the changes.
The new constitution represents an effort to ex
tend the voice and interests of the indigenous ma
jority which had long resided under the political
power of the smaller, wealthy populations of Euro
pean or mixed heritage. It will expand state control
over the economy and allow for the possibility of re
election for Morales by extending the term limit
from one to two.
The constitution also delegates rights to Bolivia's
36 Indian nations, providing seats in the National
Congress for minority groups, a law for open dis
cussion prior to the extraction of natural resources
from indigenous territories. Finally, it will end the
communal justice system in which tribe leaders were
delegated authority to bypass courts and dictate
often violent punishments.

BRAZIL: Ten Killed in Police Raid
Ten people, including two teenage boys, were
killed during a police raid on shanty towns in the
Brazilian city of Rio de Janeiro, officials told the BBC
on Wednesday, Feb. 4.
Authorities say those who were killed were sus
pected drug dealers, but the police version of events
is often ambiguous in Rio de Janeiro and community
and rights groups regularly challenge it.
The raid occured at a time when police are trying
a new policing approach in two of the city's shanty
towns. According to the BBC, the police often stay
out of its large shanty towns, only entering on heav
ily-armed raids directed against drug gangs or ille
gal militias. Now, instead of withdrawing after a
short and violent confrontation, the police are to
maintain a 24-hour presence in the shanty town of
Santa Marta in order to take back the area from drug
traffickers.
ARGENTINA: Coin Shortage
Spurs Government Action
Argentina's president, Cristina Fernandez de Kirch
ner, announced a new electronic ticketing system this
week for Buenos Aires' public transport to fight the
capital's dire shortage of coins, according to the BBC.
Kirchner said her government was investing ap
proximately $57 million to end the black market in
coins that has developed in recent years.
Last October, the Argentinian government put
millions of dollars in coinage into circulation, but it
did little to alleviate the shortage.

week in review

by

Brett Corrigan '09 and
Mary Kate Nevin '09

Middle East
IRAQ: Provincial Electorate Favors
Secular Parties
Early numbers from Iraq's provincial elec
tions on Jan. 31 are finding unprecedented
success for the country's secular parties, ac
cording to The New York Times.
In wnat was nearly a violence-free day of
high-security ballot casting, turnout at the
more than 6,000 polling places across the na
tion was skewed and results are not expected
to be officially determined for days.
In one of the rare violent incidents dur
ing the day two men were shot by Iraqi se
curity forces in Sadr City as they tried to
enter the polling places carrying cameras
and recorders.
According to early returns, Prime Minister
Nuri Kamal al-Maliki's Dawa Party gained
strong support in the major cities of Basra
and Baghdad. The party, which was estab
lished in the 1950s, has rebranded itself as a
nonsectarian party while in office.
According to the Council on Foreign Re
lations, it was estimated that "more than
three hundred new democratic, liberal, na
tionalistic and sectarian parties planned to
contest in the elections."
The early results have strengthened spec
ulations that Iraqis have come to innately
recognize a certain level of separation be
tween church and state. Incumbent parties
are also claiming success in many areas in
cluding the Iraqi National List, a secular
party led by Ayad Allawi, former interim
prime minister of Iraq.

Asia
KYRGYZSTAN: Government Seeks
Closure of U.S. Airbase
Kyrgyz officials announced they would
move to close a U.S. military airbase in Kyr
gyzstan used to supply U.S.-led troops fight
ing in Afghanistan, Reuters reports.
On Tuesday, Feb. 3, the president of Kyr
gyzstan, Kurmanbek Bakiyev, declared its
decision to close the Manas base while in
Moscow seeking financial support. Analysts
said the move could be a signal to U.S. Pres
ident Barack Obama that Moscow wants to
maintain its traditional sphere of influence in
the post-Soviet region. The move puts
Obama in a tough spot as he plans to in
crease U.S. troop presence in Afghanistan
while seeking to reinforce supply routes that
bypass Pakistan.
Kyrgyzstan's parliament is expected to
vote on the measure on Friday.

SRI LANKA: Violence Intensifies as Rebel

Conflict Continues
Fierce fighting continued this week in Sri
Lanka, and the United Nations reported on
Tuesday, Feb. 3, that over 50 civilians were
killed on that day alone as cluster bombs
struck a hospital in rebel-controlled territory.
According to al-Jazeera, Sri Lanka's presi
dent, Tamil Tiger rebels will be "completely
defeated within a fe>v days," though the gov
ernment made similar claims in January fol
lowing massive military operations.
In the meantime, pressure for a ceasefire
has mounted internationally, as both U.S.
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and British
Foreign Minister David Miliband urged for
an end to humanitarian suffering.

Delineates Romania-Ukraine Border
The International Court of Justice (ICJ) has settled
a dispute over a part of the Black Sea by establish
ing a single maritime boundary between Romania
and Ukraine, the BBC reported on Tuesday, Feb. 3.
The unanimous ruling by the 15 judges of the ICJ
gives Romania about four-fifths of the area it
claimed. Both parties agreed in advance that their
decision would be binding, and both countries said
the ruling was fair and promised to abide by it.
"We consider this an equitable and correct solu
tion by the court," Romania's agent on the case,
Bogdan Aurescu, told reporters afterwards.
Ukraine's Deputy Foreign Minister, Oleksandr
Kupchyshyn, agreed, calling the court's decision a
"wise compromise."
The area in question could contain some 100 bil
lion cubic meters of natural gas and 10 million tons
of oil according to Romania, and exploration and
drilling rights for the region were at stake. After a
decade of failed bilateral negotiations, Romania
submitted the boundary dispute to the U.N. court
in 2004, and ultimately was rewarded about fourfifths of the region it claimed.

VATICAN: Holocaust-Denying Bishop Told to Recant
The Vatican ordered a bishop to publicly recant
his views denying the Holocaust if he wishes to be
reinstated into the Catholic Church, Reuters re
ported on Wednesday, Feb. 4.
A statement by the Vatican said British Bishop
Richard Williamson must "unequivocally" distance
himself from his statements in order to serve the
Church again.
The Vatican also said that Pope Benedict XVI had
not been aware of the bishop s contentious views
when he lifted excommunications on him and three
other bishops last month.
The decision to reinstate Williamson, who does
not believe Jews were gassed by the Nazi's during
World War II but was excommunicated for an un
related matter, last week sparked worldwide con
troversy. According to the BBC, on Tuesday, Feb. 3,
German Chancellor Angela Merkel urged the Pope,
a fellow German, for a clearer rejection of the Holo
caust denials.
"The Pope and the Vatican should clarify unambiguously that there can be no denial," she said.

Africa
MADAGASCAR: Violent Protests Amid Calls
for Presidential Resignation
After a week of deadly violence and looting,
Andry Rajoelina, the head of opposition to the
Madagascan government of President Marc Raval
omanana, lea calls in demand of the president's
resignation, according to CNN.
Rajoelina, mayor of Madagascar's capital city of
Antananarivo claimed his position as the new Pres
ident on Jan. 31 following violent protests that left
at least 83 dead and over 300 wounded.
The mayor announced plans to begin issuing or
ders even before a transition government is estab
lished, and is calling for his home city to protest by
not attending work until Ravalomanana steps down.
Rajoelina also condemned the recent violence
and looting, in which protestors stormed state-run
media outlets. He also attributed the anger to re
cent World Bank reports which delineate the ex
treme economic stratification within the country, in
which the average person earns about $320 a year.
Residents remain concerned that the violence,
which resulted in the burning down of a small
store and left many businesses looted, will return.

ZIMBABWE: Rapid Inflation Leads Country to
Abandon its Currency
Zimbabwe has announced plans to abandon its
currency amid its rampant monetary inflation.
The announcement was made by Finance Minis
ter Patrick Chinamasa as he delivered the country's
annual budget to parliament, according to BBC reEorts. It comes as the country contends with record
yperinflation of 231 billion percent, as of July
2008, which is the most recent statistic made public.
The uncontrollable inflation has left the value of the
country's dollar essentially worthless, and recently
led the state to begin printing a Z$100 trillion note.
The newest announcement allowing Zimbab
weans to do business in other currencies had al
ready begun occurring throughout the country
through use of the South African rand, U.S. dollar,
Botswana pula, the euro and the British pound as
many businesses had begun refusing the near
worthless Zimbabwean notes.
While country's official currency will continue to
beprinted, the country has begun setting prices in
U.S. dollars in hopes to also slow down the deep
ening economic and humanitarian crisis.
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St. Valentine's
Day
Massacre
by

Andy Kowal '10

The Italian Way Is the Right Way
Maryclaire Dugre '10 reflects about her semester abroad in Florence, Italy
Maryclaire Dugre '10
Assistant Commentary
Editor

by

CULTURAL

Commentary Staff
CAMPUS

The spring semester has officially
begun which means that the most
happy/dreadful/scary day is quickly
approaching. No I am not talking
about graduation, but the even more
ominous Valentine's Day. This day,
more than any other can evoke the
most polar opposite emotions in peo
ple: happiness if you happen to be in
a relationship and anger/depression
if you are single. The arrival of this
holiday has given me an entirely dif
ferent emotion, however, curiosity. It
got me to thinking of how relation
ships happen on this campus and the
general demise of dating that seems
to be occurring.
Generally, and I am not speaking
about everyone on campus, there seem
to be certain steps to follow in order to
get into a relationship. They usually
include going to a bar or party, being
intoxicated, and hooking up with a
random person/someone you kind of
know/your friend. After that there are
numerous text messages which each
person will try to read as if they are
trying to crack a secret encrypted code.
Girls, you know exactly what I am talk
ing about. The whole "He said he's
going to the gym later and we should
meet up, is he saying I'm fat?" or "He
said he's going to be pretty busy this
week, does that mean that he's with
some other girl?" thing. Then there are
a few awkward hangouts, another
intoxicated hookup, and boom!
Suddenly your Facebook status
changes to 'in a relationship with..."
Perhaps this is not the best situation
from which a relationship should arise.
Whatever happened to dating?
Maybe I sound like an 80 year old
reminiscing about taking someone to
the sock hop but c'mon. How are you
supposed to know if you are compat
ible with someone unless you go on
dates with a few people and see what
you like? Dates are perfect because
you go out, do something fun, get to
know a person, and have an awk
ward kiss goodnight. If you like the
person then you call for a second
date; if you get no call; he/she is not
interested so you can move on. It
seems so simple but it has worked for
hundreds of years.
I feel that people at this school are
not too receptive to that idea. They
might even laugh if someone walked
up and asked them out on a date. But
what is the harm? Unless they are
completely unattractive and have no
personality, go! You have nothing to
lose and, in fact, you can probably
get a free meal out of the deal.
I am going to put a challenge out
to all of The Cowl readers in the spir
it of this upcoming holiday. You
know that girl you always see at the
gym who you think is so hot? You
know that guy in your science class
who you think is geeky, but in a
good way? ASK THEM OUT!!!!!
That's right; you are going on a real
old-fashioned date. Congratulations,
you are a grown-up. Just man up
and do it. It's going to feel weird
asking someone out but it will all be
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On my last day of classes in Florence,
Italy, our program director passed
around a hefty packet about readjusting
to life at home. The subscript was clear:
No one really cares about your awesome
experience abroad. Your friends certainly
don't want to sit through lengthy, wistful
monologues spewing from a mouth that
used to guzzle Busch Lights and has
since moved on to the finest Chianti. I
appreciated this advice, trying my best to
throw myself back into my former
lifestyle and refraining from sounding
too cavalier while talking about my
Italian endeavors. But I can't ignore it—
four months in another country has
influenced my perspectives on the sim
plest aspects of American college life.
Now that I'm back at The Cowl, I'm
happy to take full advantage of my 800
allotted words purely for selfish release.
So here it is: they just do things different
ly, and better, in Italy.
I'll spare you the obvious cultural dis
parities; the language and food of course
stood out most to me, given my predis
position to chatting and eating. What
struck me during my first few weeks and
what I eventually became accustomed to
were certain attitudes and social norms
that are markedly different from those of
America. There seems to be no sense of
political correctness or everyday polite
ness. Courtesy is actually uncommon,
granted when deserved. I can remember

my initial chagrin at being hip-checked
and bumped out of the way by unapolo
getic Florentines on the busy Italian
streets. I soon learned that feigning sin
cere sorrow for such things is unneces
sary and unusual in Italy. They don't pre
tend to care about trivialities the way we
do here. A country that condones rude
ness? I'm all for it. Now however, I'm
considered barbarous when I can't be
bothered to act contrite at the slightest
accidental elbow-rubbing.

It's the slower, straightforwardness of
Italian living that I miss. Dining out is
surprisingly a simpler experience, with
realistic portions, no tipping, and waiters
who consequently do nothing more than
wait on you. There's no anxious desire to
impress the customer—the food speaks
for itself. In fact, one is expected to ask for
the bill when one wants it. In this coun
try I feel that going out to eat is much
more about the going out than the main
event: eating.
This relaxed approach is manifest in
other facets of Italian custom. Stores are
open or closed according to the whim of
the owner. I don't know how many cap

puccinos I have ordered without having
enough change to pay for them, only to
be dismissed with a wave of the hand
and the assurance that I could pay later..
.whenever that is. Time does not assume
such an important function in the same
way it does here; if you're late, you're not
rude, you're normal, and the meeting
will start when you get there.
I suppose what is so appealing to me
about Italian culture is the sense I get of
the people's inherent contentedness with
themselves. They don't apologize when
they bump into you because they aren't
really sorry; they engage in extensive
PDA because that happens to be what
they feel like doing at the time; they get
to tire bottom of disagreements quickly
and fiercely because passive-aggressive
politeness is inefficient; they're emotion
al because it's human to have emotions.
There are certainly times when I could
have had less of this free-spiritedness,
namely, the time I beheld more than a
couple of men at the beach confidently
strutting about in Speedo thongs. But
there is something to be said for such
laid-back living and openness, which I
am now sensing the lack of in my conser
vative, New England world of sched
ules, self-conscious cordiality, and men
who don't dance. Perhaps it's their
Mediterranean climate that does the
trick. Frigid tundra hardly connotes laidback living and openness.
So, instead of a favorite new dish or an
incurable addiction to red wine
(although I've come dangerously close),
what I've truly acquired from my semes
ter abroad is a respect for the understat
ed genuineness and life-embracing
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All Men and Women Are Created Equal
Matt Miller '09
Commentary Staff

by

SOCIETY
How many of you know someone
who is gay? How many know someone
who knows someone who is gay?
Probably most of us. Recently, the Gus
Van Sant film Milk offered up a martyr
who espoused that all gay men and
women should immediately step out
on their front lawns and shout the true
blast of their long-hidden sexuality. But
being the honest filmmaker that he is,
Van Sant left Harvey Milk's political
motives suitably ambiguous. Now
folks, I am not sitting here calling for
some sort of mass action. I am just ask
ing, gently requesting an atmosphere
of acceptance; a culture of toleration
and brotherhood.

There are bound to be
prejudices in a country
which still feels so much
influence from the
puritanical values on which
it was founded.

------------------- »

The most pressing and insidious
phenomenon is not overt homopho
bia. It is a subterranean uncomfort
ableness with anything remotely asso
ciated with homosexuality. It seems
that the words "gay" and "fag" have
assumed a paradoxical meaning. As
often as these words are used in a pejo
rative fashion they are used in a sar

castic and joking manner, exposing the
preposterous negative connotation
they've conveyed in the past. This
development seems to foreshadow
progress, emptying slurs of their
harmful energy and appropriating the
thoroughly natural existence of homo
sexuality. We must usher in an era
when gay men and lesbians need not
defend their sexual preferences as
"personal feelings" or bury their pri
vate lives from the public sphere.
Many guys express their opinion on
gay people in the following way: I have
no problem with gay people as long as
they don't hit on me or invade my
space. Not a horribly complicated or
even bigoted sentiment. But listen. I
ask how this set of circumstances dif
fers from the classic situation at your
local watering hole. A fella goes out for
the night with a bunch of his buddy
fellas. They have imbibed a fair bit of
alcoholic refreshment and have a suit
able buzz on. They soon, spontaneous
ly, decide to engage in a bit of harmless
whimsicality. One of the dudes grabs a
pretty girl's rear. Everyone giggles.
Scene continues. People order bever
ages and down them in a series of
swigging motions. Everyone is feeling
fantastic, light, and euphoric. An
oxford-laden male sporting a wide grin
makes his way over to the bar to pur
chase another brew. He slides up next
to a beautiful girl and begins to whis
per in her ear. A couple of stock lines
and self-deprecating remarks. Nothing
traditionally offensive. She isn't having
it. Mumbles something like, "Nuh uh,
you're drunk." He approaches her
once more, half to make amends, half
to extend the flirtation. She does not
relent. Walks away across the bar to

where her friends stand. Man returns
to his group of pals. No hard feelings.
Life happens. How, may I genially
inquire, is that sort of fruitless excur
sion different from a gay man mistak
enly thinking another to be gay and
pursuing a similar conversation? This
seems, at both first and second glances,
to exhibit an obvious double standard.
In Milk, the title character's conserva
tive nemesis, Dan White (played subtly
by Josh Brolin), exudes a brusque man
liness. However, in Van Sant's contro
versial interpretation, White has deep
streaks of latent homosexuality. This
issue has reappeared in psychological
circles during the past with a study by
researchers at the University of
Georgia. Published in The Journal of
Abnormal Psychology, the study tested
35 admittedly homophobic men and 29
non-homophobic men as they respond
ed to sexually explicit videos of both
heterosexual and homosexual material.
The results were striking (or perhaps
not). 24 percent of the non-homophobic
men showed definite arousal while
watching the homosexual video, while
54 percent of the homophobic men did
while watching the same video. While
these results are far from conclusive,
they seem to suggest a trend in compul
sory heterosexuality and forced mas
culinity imposed by a society suffused
with gender stereotypes.
There are bound to be prejudices in
a country which still feels so much
influence from the puritanical values
on which it was founded. Yet in a
new millennium when humanity is
confronted by its own destruction,
one might reassess the cultural trajec-
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There's No Business
Like Snow Business
by

Ben Perry '10

Commentary Staff
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If you don't like the weather in New
England, wait a few minutes. At least,
that is what they say. Unfortunately,
sometimes you wait and wait and the
only reward is more harsh, cold
weather. Now, I'm not afraid of
bundling up and striking out on the
Yukon trail to get to class, but here at
Providence College there seems to be
extra danger involved in such a quest.
You see, for whatever reason those
people in charge of cleaning the roads
and paths of the College do an atro
cious job of it. I know it's a difficult
job, but the quality of the work being
done is...well, slipping.
This latest snowstorm this winter
was almost fatal for the average stu
dent here at Providence College. The
campus was laced with patches of
black ice, mounds of snow, slippery
trenches of crusted ice, and gigantic
puddles of slush. I could hardly walk
from Davis to Smith without seeing
at least one person slip and fall and
maybe a few more end up waving
their arms around like a windmill
and miraculously avoiding the same
fate. Now a little bit of ice is expect
ed when it is cold out, but the
amount that could be found on cam
pus went beyond the acceptable level
to that of treacherous. At one point
I've heard tell that blood could be
seen coloring the snow outside of
Aquinas. At what point do we decide
that enough is enough?
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Let us examine the methods that
the school's employees took to make
our campus "safe" for pedestrians
and I think it will quickly become
evident that the method is flawed

and no care is taken at all to do the
job correctly. First off, there's this
awesome naturally occurring mineral
commonly called "rock salt." Known
as "halite" to those few intellectual
snobs out there, this common sub
stance when applied to ice loosens
the bonds and melts it just enough
that it is quickly and easily removed
by a shovel or plow. Did we run out?
I mean, seriously, a college in New
England should probably invest in
some rock salt during the winter —
you are guaranteed to use it! There
was a little thrown down, but no one
cleared out the ice from those areas,
which means it just froze over again
leaving the path more dangerous
than before.
It really seems like it is mostly due
to laziness that the walkways weren't
cleared off. I mean, what about those
ridiculous miniature snow plows they
tried to use? Those glorified bumper
cars with windshield wipers attached
to the front didn't make any positive
difference in the snow coverage. They
did, however, do a very nice job of
flattening and packing all the snow
down so that the next day the walk
ways were perfect hard sheets of ice.
Really, those machines are entirely
unnecessary. They are a waste of
money and resources that could be
spent elsewhere, such as investing in
some nice shovels or something.
I really don't know what the big
deal is. The economy may be in a bad
state and all, but it really isn't all that
expensive to simply make sure that a
college is prepared for cold weather.
In the long run spending a little extra
on rock salt and the labor it will take
to adequately do the job is going to
save the college some money. After
all, with everyone on campus slipping
and falling, there's eventually going
to be a lawsuit. It just makes sense to
avoid putting your student body in
unsafe situations, so why can't
Providence College clean up the snow
on its walkways quickly and efficient
ly? It is safer, and the campus will
look better. Everyone wins!
Until the college steps up and starts
getting such a necessary task taken
care of, we the student body are going
to have to deal with the dangers of
getting across our tiny campus. After
all, we have to do our part too. Buy a
nice pair of boots (Ugg boots do not
count as snow boots, sorry) and some
warm weather gear. Be prepared,
because the college apparently isn't.
Coming this winter, the new
Broadway musical: PC on Ice!
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"Why the Queen stays out of SoHo"

ITALY: Life in America
Just Doesn't Compare
continued from page 20:
nature of the Italian way. I'm happy to be
home, and I love America in a Toby Keith
kind of way, but I think we could learn a
lot from the people of the boot. For now,

I guess I'll seek solace in the shadows of
Federal Hill, where I will never say sorry
for a sidewalk shove.

EQUAL: Gay Rights
continued from page 20:
tory in light of global imperatives. At
PC, where the gay community is
often forced underground by the
pressure of a school where "moral"
expectations reach a fever pitch, the
question must be addressed in an
open dialogue. One last thought:
Would someone born with dimples

or chestnut hair or a sunny disposi
tion be forced to repent? Homosexual
men and women have, througout
American history, been given an arbi
trary burden. You need not be a
bleeding heart to recognize the
inalienable right to respect and
human dignity.

DATING: Is the Art of
Dating Dead at PC?
continued from page 20:
good in the end, and you will proba
bly end up having a lot of fun. Girls,
you may think that it is weird for a
girl to ask a guy out but trust me,
they will love it. We as a gender are
pretty lazy, we love it when people
do the work for us so do not be
afraid to ask us out. If nothing else,
we will be flattered. I know that the
fear of rejection is enough to make
anyone avoid this situation but if
you never put yourself out there,

you will never get the reward.
Of course, after the date there will
again be the overanalyzing of text mes
sages. I have no solution to this prob
lem; it is just something that we are
going to have to suck up. But to every
one who might be sad or angry on Vday because they are alone, get off
your butt, find someone of your pre
ferred gender and ask them out! Let us
bring back the institution of dating.

Cowl Letters Policy
The Cowl welcomes guest commentaries
and letters to the editor from all members of
the Providence College community, as well as
outside contributors.
All submissions must include the writer's
name, signature, a phone number, and an email address where he or she can be reached.
Articles will be printed as space permits.
Anyone whose letter is given consideration
for publication will be contacted by the
Commentary editor to verify the author and
confirm the authenticity of the piece.
Letters should be no more than 250 words
in length. Guest commentaries should be
limited to 700 words in length, and only one
will be published per week. The Cowl edito
rial board and its administrative supervisors
reserve the right to edit articles for space and
clarity. If there is a portion you specifically
wish to remain unchanged, however, please
inform the editor-in-chief. Letters to the edi

tor are the opinions of the writer only and do
not reflect the viewpoint of The Cowl staff.
Submissions must be delivered, mailed, or
faxed to The Cowl office no later than 5:00 p.m. on the Monday before publication. Mail
submissions to 549 River Avenue, Providence,
R.I. 02918, Slavin Rm. G05; fax to 401-8651202; submit online at www.thecowl.com; email to thecowl@providence.edu; or hand
deliver to The Cowl Office in Slavin G05. Ads
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President Obama Tangents and Tirades
and the Arab Nation
Mark Scirocco '10
Commentary Staff

by

POLITICS

Newly inaugurated President Barack
Obama has wasted no time enacting
major policy changes in the United
States' dealings with the Arab world.

The Price of Closing Gitmo

Two weeks ago, the President signed
an Executive Order to effectively close
U.S. detention facilities at Guantanamo
Bay within a year.
Ironically, the same week that Obama
ordered the shutdown at Gitmo, it was
revealed that Said Ali al-Shihri, a prison
er released from Guantanamo in
November 2007, has returned to the bat
tlefield. Shihri is now the deputy leader
for Al Qaeda in the country of Yemen..
Mohamed Atiq Awayd al-Harbi, freed
from Gitmo on the same day as Shihri, is
acting as an accomplice to his former
inmate.
The examples of Shihri and Harbi are
just two of perhaps 60 cases in which the
US has received reports that detainees
released from Gitmo have returned to
the front lines with the objective of killing
Americans.
Shihri, for instance, after passing
through a Saudi Arabian "rehabilitation"
program for former jihadists, settled in
Yemen with Al Qaeda and was involved
in a September 2008 terror attack on the
U.S. Embassy in Yemen's capital. As The
New York Times notes, two car hombs
were detonated killing 16 people, none of
whom were Americans.
Such is the price of treating the detain
ment of the world's most dangerous men
lightly. While Obama hopes to reclaim
America's "moral-status" by shutting
down Gitmo, he has lost an important
means of containing and extracting infor
mation from terrorists. Conservative
commentators have longed warned
Americans that elections have conse
quences. Obama's tenure as President
will be based on a particular type of
worldview, one in which self-defense
and active engagement of an enemy give
way to the "feel-good" politics of tolerat
ing those who refuse to tolerate others.
As Bret Stephens writes in The Wall Street
Journal, "Fundamentally," what the
President's closure of Guantanamo Bay
tests is the "proposition that self-esteem
can be a form of defense."

Obama, in calling for a return to the
American-Muslim relations of decades
past, begs the question of how this con
stitutes progress in the Arab world. As he
has continually failed to recognize the
gift of freedom that the United States has
given to countless Muslims (particularly
Muslim women) in the Bush years, it
seems that the President is intent on
keeping liberty out of the equation for his
plans in the Middle East. Johns Hopkins
professor Fouad Ajami wrote in The Wall
Street Journal last week, "The irony now
is obvious: George W. Bush as a force for
emancipation in Muslim lands, and
Barack Hussein Obama as a messenger
of the old settled ways."

Iran Mocks Recent Offer

Amidst the Obama inaugural cele
bration, the International Institute for
Strategic Studies (HSS) released dis
turbing news about Iran's nuclear
capability. Mark Fitzpatrick of the
Institute announced that "During 2009,
Iran will probably reach the point at
which it has produced the amount of
low-enriched uranium needed to make
a nuclear bomb."

Al iakar Javanfekr, a senior
aide to Ahmadinejad,
reported last week that
Iran has no intention of
letting the Unites States stop
its nuclear activities.

In addition, Iran stated that it would
proceed to further talks with the United
States only if the new President promises
a "deep and fundamental" change in
U.S. foreign policy, including a with
drawal of all troops from abroad and an
apology for past "crimes" against Iran.
Obama, however, seems intent on
holding true to his campaign promise
that he will meet with Iranian leaders
"without preconditions." As the U.K.
Guardian
reports,
the
Obama
Administration is in the midst of drafting
a letter to Iran aimed at "unfreezing U.S.Iranian relations and opening the way
for face to face talks." In addition, the let
ter will serve as a "reply to a lengthy let
ter of congratulations sent by the Iranian
president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, on
November 6[after the election]."
To terrorists, such initiatives represent
only weakness and fear. In commenting
Obama's "Renewed" Vision
about the Obama Administration's offer
For his first formal interview as to talk to Iran, Iranian government
President, Obama chose Arabic satellite spokesman Gholam Hossein Elham
TV network "Al-Arabiya." In the inter-- noted that "This request [from Obama]
view, the President noted that the U.S. means Western ideology has become
has made mistakes in the past but "that passive, that capitalist thought and the
the same respect and partnership that system of domination have failed...the
America had with the Muslim world as main issue is that there is no way but for
recently as 20 or 30 years ago, there's no [the United States] to change."
In the proposed letter that the Obama
reason why we can't restore that."
What precisely Obama means by such Administration seeks to send to Iran, one
comments is unclear. In an analysis of the of the issues which may be addressed is
Bush years, one finds that in addition to a call for Iran to end its nuclear prolifera
liberating millions of Muslims, the tion program in accordance with a
United States toppled one of the world's United Nations resolution. Aliakar
most brutal dictators in Saddam Hussein Javanfekr, a senior aide to Ahmadinejad,
and ousted the Taliban from its strong reported last week that Iran has no inten
hold in Afghanistan. Throughout his tion of letting the United States stop its
tenure as President and particularly in nuclear activities.
The path of appeasement has been
light of 9/11, Bush held freedom to be a
universal birthright, not something tried throughout history, resulting ulti
reserved for the few lucky enough to be mately in bloodshed. If Obama thinks his
bom under a democracy. The stability charm will change the minds of Islamic
and political progress in Iraq now serve radicals he is sorely mistaken.
as witness to his vision.

High Fives & Nose Dives
High Fives: High Five to LaSalle Pizzeria. Delicious Pizza. Close Locations.
Reasonable prices. Why I even went to Sicilia's, I'll never know.

Nose Dives: New Administrative Policy. The new policy prohibits faculty and staff
from bringing their pets and children to campus. Day care and kennels are costly!
109 Nights in Peterson. Previous grads-to-be got to party off campus but this year sen
iors are restricted to the athletic center. Cool.

—Jaclyn Kramer '10

Stoned swimmer hits rock bottom. Throughout the din and buzz surround
ing the Super Bowl, a bit of news from the swimming world managed to peek
through. Olympic golden boy Michael Phelps was seen using a bong to smoke
marijuana at a party in November. British tabloid paper The World published a
picture of the incident, which was closely followed by Phelps' apology to his
fans. While the social stigma against marijuana use is seriously misguided (there
are many other things that we should be focusing on)—Phelps decision was a
truly bad one. Besides the obvious hypocrisy involved—Phelps was a high-pro
file anti-doping campaigner—he can say "goodbye" to all of his high-paying
advertising gigs too. With so much on the line, it's hard to imagine why Phelps
would make such a bad choice. —Andrew Sparks '09
Huxley River ices over.

Apart from the fact that this winter has already proven
to be extreme in many ways, does it really help to have a campus that doesn't
properly drain moisture? Try crossing Huxley during or after a snow storm or
rain fall: You might as well go swimming. I know that the physical plant is doing
its best to lay down salt and sand, but the design of the drainage system is not
pristine. I'm sure I am not the only one to feel as though ice skates would have
better served me this past week than boots would have; however, the practical
matter of trying to get across campus on the ice with little allotted time has
proven it to be troublesome, if not impossible, to get to class on time. It also does
n't help when people still insist on walking side by side on the narrow icy paths
throughout campus, forcing those who are walking in the other direction to
either step into the snow or on more icy terrain.—Jeff Gahan '11

"Boss Time" out. So, football season is over. I don't know if any of you caught
the big game on Sunday, but I didn't. No, I was too busy being annoyed by a man
that so many of you kids from Jersey think is God. That's right: I hate Bruce
Springsteen. Okay, sure, "Thunder Road" is a great song. You really have to look
hard to find another breakdown like that. But he didn't even play "Thunder Road."
In fact, the only semi-decent song he played was "Bom to Rim," which, all of you
Boss fans out there, is about getting out of New Jersey. (I can smell the irony from
here.) But that could just be the perpetual stink coming from the swamps of Jersey,
aslieard in "Rosalita." I've got to tell you though, I've got a new found respect for
Bruce. I've never seen a close to 70-year-old man jump around on stage with so
much vivacity and spirit. So, prance around, Bruce. This Bud Light's for you. No
one can make smashing your nuts into the lens of a high definition camera look as
cool as you do. Keep on pumpin' those fists and remember, sooner or later we'll all
be talking about our own glory days.—Michael Pettinari '09

The true American pastime. To the extent that the United States of America has a
culture, its biggest festival is not July 4 or any of the half-dozen or so peripatetic postal
holidays, the actual dates of which have become subordinate to the need to have each
of them fall on a Monday. No, our Pan-American Festival is the Super Bowl, which
unifies and exalts all things quintessentially and preeminently American. As George
Will once wrote, "Football combines two of the worst things in American life. It is vio
lence punctuated by committee meetings." The Super Bowl adds to this definition
two more of the less flattering aspects of our society: a relentless blitz of exceedingly
clever commercials, and the consumption of vast quantities of rather unhealthy food
and beverages. But lest we become jaded and cynical, let us not forget that at its core,
the Super Bowl is the yearly culmination of a game played passionately by young
men. It is marked by triumph and tears of happiness. At field level, the Super Bowl
is a celebration of innocence, not of fallenness. Even amidst the fart jokes and the way
ward nipples, the advertisers are starting to catch on to this fact. And once again, the
game was terrific.—Jeremiah Begley '10

Lost ID or: Hurricane Jenn.

So I had a temporary moment of insanity this past
weekend. I was literally on a tangent. I misplaced my student ID. That little piece
of laminated plastic was nowhere to be found. Have you ever noticed that you
have no identity at Providence College without that minuscule little card that
scans all cool and stuff? You can't eat, you can't get into your building, and you
can't go to the gym—not as if that was an issue, trust me. Two of my friends were
visiting at the time. Sunday morning we woke up, I noticed it was missing and
we scoured through my room looking for it. It wasn't in my hamper, my closet or
in any of the most obscure places possible. My room looked like World War HI.
My friends left to go back to UCONN and I was left with the daunting task of
cleaning my room.. .I'm pretty sure FEMA would have tweaked out too. So, as I
do in all moments of crisis including natural disaster, I called my mother. While I
am on the phone telling her my tale of woe I stuck my hand into the pocket of my
sweatpants. And what do you know? My ID, with my smirky little grin in the cor
ner, as if to say "You're gonna lose me," was sitting pretty in my pocket mocking
me. Kill me. My mother called me a loser. It's totally fine, I am a loser because only
losers misplace their IDs three times per week. As far as my room is concerned,
please send all donations to my disaster relief fund. — Jenn DiPirro '12

Generation Guitar
Hero or Guitar Zero?
by

Chris Slavin ’12

Commentary Staff
The men of my family are blessed
with a talent that I, for whatever reason,
simply do not possess. My dad and my
younger brother are both excellent
musicians, but this kin
dred capability wanted
SOCIETY nothing to do with me
and skipped right over
me in the family line. A slight depres
sion ensues for me each time my dad
and brother have a jam session in our
basement, the twang of the guitars a
reminder that this gift is not mine.
However, I, like many of us, have been
given a taste of the musical prowess I
was never able to show before, but elec
tronically. I am speaking of course of
the entertainment titan that is Guitar

Hero. A lack of genuine musicality
leaves me not knowing what to make of
this sensation of society.
I don't think I would be enlightening
anyone by describing the fun of Guitar
Hero. The appeal of the game is appar
ent, and the latest adaptation of the
game with the addition of drums and a
microphone multiplies the amusement.
Who wouldn't love rocking out with
their friends to awesome songs? But
part of Guitar Hero's enticement comes
from the players feeling as if they are
creating the music and are actually
"rock stars". While playing the game
does involve some hints of the basics of
music, it really is a false substitute for
playing real instruments and making
actual music. Obviously, this does not
hurt the fun of playing, but I am curi
ous to see how Guitar Hero will affect
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GUITAR HERO: Hurting the Love of Music?
continued from page 20:
the generation of youths who are
enthralled in the game in terms of
interest in music. Guitar Hero can
potentially yield two opposite reper
cussions on the youngsters who love
and play it.
For many of today's youth, strum
ming through the green, red, yellow,
blue, and orange notes was probably
their very first musical experience, and
for most of them it was an excellent
one. Feeling like they are the creators of
the music they are hearing, as is the
games intent, could have positive and

negative effects. In a perfect world,
youngsters would enjoy the game as
kids and grow up to be talented musi
cians. Guitar Hero could spark a love for
music in children at an early age by
giving them a taste of how great the
feeling of playing music is. At the same
time, the game could divert the youth
away from real musical instruments.
My critique of the game is a compli
ment to my colleague's (Jeremiah
Begley '10) article last week, acknowl
edging the potential defect of the gadg
ets of today. For some, playing Guitar

Hero could satisfy all musical interests. es when that video-induced thrill
As a substitute for genuine music, it quenches all of the player's musical
could give kids the attitude of "Why desires, when that player is a potential
would I take guitar lessons when I musician. What if Eric Clapton had
have Guitar Guitar Hero simplicity and grown up playing Guitar Hero? Would
ease of playing thb illegitimate music he have had any desire to try a real gui
of the game is very appealing. After tar? For me, playing Guitar Hero is the
playing Guitar Hero, the lengthy closest I've been to musically identify
process of learning and practicing an ing to my dad and brother, and proba
instrument is not extremely tempting.
bly the closest I'll ever come, unless I
In any case, those who were not have an undiscovered knack for the
blessed with much musical ability can .saxophone. Still, I haven't conquered
share in the thrill of making music ! that orange button yet.
through Guitar Hero. The problem aris
GOOGLE IMAGES

Letters to the Editor:
Support the Women's HockeyTeam!
I have been reading The Cowl for
over 50 years and enjoy it immensely.
I am particularly pleased with the
coverage it offers realative to PC
sports.
My wife and I enjoy all PC sports,
but we have a special fondness for
Women's Ice Hockey and attend
many of the team's games. During the
35-year existence of the program, it
has
brought
great
credit
to
Providence College.
We are disappointed, however, at
the relatively low fan turnout at home
games —especially the many empty
seats in the student section. (PC stu
dents are missing out on some great

Disappointed at the lack of supportfor the Pro-Life March
ice hockey.) It is our hope that student
attendance will improve over the few
remaining home games, especially on
Feb. 21 which will be the last home
game at Schneider Arena for six outsanding seniors who epitomize the
excellence that Providence College
student athletes have always demon
strated. It would be nice to see them
get the accolades that they deserve
from their fellow students at this
event. These seniors are Brittany
Simpson, Erin Normore, Stephanie
Morris, Mari Pehkonen, Katy Beach,
and Danielle Ciarletta.

—William C. Leary '60

Advocating /or The Vagina Monologues
Since the 2005-06 academic year,
Providence College has blocked a cam
pus-wide staging of a V-Day benefit
production in the form of Eve Ensler's
debate-stirring The Vagina Monologues.
Students were informed that "a V-day
presentation of The Vagina Monologues
is not appropriate for a school with our
mission." Fellow Friar, do you even
know what that mission is? The col
lege's Web site www.providence.edu
states that our beloved school intends
"to foster academic excellence," "to
actively cultivate intellectual, spiritual,
ethical, and aesthetic values," and "to
prepare its students to be responsible
and productive citizens to serve in their
own society and the greater communi
ty." I fail to see how censoring a stu
dent production of the play (and there
fore the students themselves!) effec
tively remedies the issue; much less
clear is how banning V-Day from our
campus is in alignment with our mis
sion. A campaign striving for the erad
ication of violence against women
worldwide, V-Day's aim is for the
heartrending and true (albeit not
always politically correct or easily
digested) foundational stories of The
Vagina Monologues to "inspire reflection
and thought among audience members
and dialogue among people who have
seen the play." (Source: vday.org)
Unfortunately, Providence College
would prefer not to disturb the calm
waters of our already-too-apathetic
campus with such controversy, con
tention, and clash (oh, my!).

How are we to become
the responsible and productive
citizens our college claims to
make us if we cannot burst
our campus' bubble and bring
to the forefront key
issues through provocative and
provoking works?
In January 2006, students were
informed of implementation of the ban,
due to the administration's considera-

tion of the work to be "inimical to the
teaching of the Church." Since then,
The Vagina Monologues has been disal
lowed because it supposedly "fails to
explore fully the dignity of woman."
(Sidenote: If the administration is pro
hibiting production of all art that fails
to explore fully the dignity of woman,
then why is The 40-Year-Old Virgin
shown on the school's cable channel?)
The full exploration of the dignity of
female sexuality is cultivated not in the
mere work of The Vagina Monologues
alone but rather in the dialogues and
reflections it evokes from its viewers.
"The Vagina Monologues has proven
vastly liberating because it gives voice
to experiences and feelings not previ
ously exposed in public and reflects
how shame and self-deprecating
thoughts of women's bodies has kept
women separate from power and
pleasure." (Source: vday.org) How are
we to become the responsible and pro
ductive citizens our college claims to
make of us if we cannot burst our cam
pus' bubble and bring to the forefront
key issues (like violence against
women) through provocative and pro
voking works (like The Vagina
Monologues)? Through The Vagina
Monologues, channels of communica
tion previously unexplored emerge for
victims of abuse to share how to heal,
love, and serve. When its message is
witnessed, the words of The Vagina
Monologues "teach us how to love our
bodies, our vaginas, our inner selves,
as momentum towards experiencing
the fullness of love with others
(Source: vday.org), lessons certainly
nurtured by and in alignment with the
context of our college's JudaeoChristian heritage. The Providence
College community needs to hear the
words spoken by real-life women and
recorded by Eve Ensler in The Vagina
Monologues; more importantly, though,
we need to hear those that are voiced
afterwards. How can we listen to the
latter when the former are silenced?
Mission: impossible.
—Jessica Kowal '09

www.TheCowl.com

Providence College: “.. .a Catholic, lib to allow wider scale participation. We
eral arts college in die Dominican tradi support our Friars sports teams almost
tion..." Eighty percent of students here religiously—they generate millions in
are Catholic, with the remaining 20 per revenue and bring in countless fans for
cent being Hindus, Buddhists, Jews, every game—yet winning on the pro-life
Protestants and atheists, and maybe front, insuring that every child will have
some Zoroastrians and Shintoists? a right to life in the future is more pre
Considering the school's affiliation, a cious than any win that can be attained
majority of students are here because by our basketball team. We regard not
they share common moral values and doing harm to our neighbor as a rule of
traditions. Regardless of religious orien life, yet we allow egregious numbers of
tation, most of these faiths believe in the our helpless, defenseless neighbors to
sanctity of human life as a core principle. perish. Being a Protestant, I find it inter
Further, most reasonable people can esting that The Catechism of the Catholic
agree that those who harm others are Church states that a person who procures
regarded as wrongdoers. We, as follow a completed abortion incurs excommu
ers of our various faiths, are called to nication (line 2272). Are people even
reflect our principles, yet are shying aware of this?
Personally, I feel that at crucial times
away while the most gruesome acts of
killing the innocent are occurring ever when'women are either contemplating
day. This paralysis of conscience crosses abortion or have underwent the proce
the borders of religions and cuts deep dure, they should be offered support and
into the heart of our society—a society informed of every possible alternative
that sends billions of dollars to Third available rather than being cut off from
World countries and wherever else aid is an institution with such a tradition of
needed. We invite hundreds of thou mercifulness. Anyway, the general cli
sands of people with specializations into mate of apathy that young people have
our country annually, yet we proceeded in regards to core issues such as abortion
to kill more than a million unborn last and legislation having to do with it is
year. (There were less than half a million unfortunate. We should have hundreds
U.S. military fatalities in WWE) Where of kids down in D.C. every year, and the
is the logic, the sanity in these actions? trip, in its entirety should be funded by
Large scale problems require an this school. Personally, as weU as a col
assertive, large scale response. That is lege community, we go out of our way to
why the March for Life, occurring annu serve; whether soup kitchens, clothing
ally on January 22 in Washington D.C., is drives, collections.. .yet we stay silent on
an issue of such great magnitude that
a crucial step in the pro-life movement.
This act of advocacy needs to be already one third of our generation has
reigruted amongst those who identify been aborted. No doubt, activism on this
with any of the religions mentioned issue is a personal choice, yet society as a
above—all those who hold the sanctity of collective (and we, as its younger mem
life as an important pillar of their faith. bers) has a responsibility to think about
Keeping this in mind, I find it unfortu the way in which it will thrive in the
nate that out of almost 4,000 students we future; whether by granting its widely
can not stir up enough enthusiasm to fill .touted equality to all, including its small
a bus to Washington. Only 14 PC stu est persons, or denying this right and tac
dents marched this year. This school itly allowing defenseless lives to be taken
must take a more active roll in the pro- by the millions. We, as our nation's
life movement, including encouraging promise for the future, must be the voic
student attendance at the March for Life es, advocates of those who have none.
Perhaps administration should consider
—Svetlana Goretaya '11
dismissing classes every Jan. 22 in order

The "C" word and the "V" word
When we were in elementary school—I
was 10—the Congo was at war. It still is.
We don't hear much about this mysteri
ous war. What is the secret weapon that
sustains such violence? What could
mutilate the heart of a country in such
ugly ways? It is not just guns, and it is not
just armies. It is violence against women.
Eve Ensler, a name you might recognize
from the V-Day Campaign, went to the
Democratic Republic of Congo. She held
an 8-year-old rape victim on her lap, and
listened. I read her story, and I want to
share it with you. I feel the weight of that
little girl on my lap. I want to say, STOP
this violence! She has a voice! There are
so many women's stories all of equal
importance—that I want to share with
you. But, I can't. What about our story?
When I was a freshman, the administra
tion of Providence College banned a pro
duction of The Vagina Monologues because
some of the stories in it were inimical to
the traditional values of our school. I'm
sure our college would let me share this
story about the Congolese child with

you, but I can't do that without also shar
ing the story of the elderly lady from
New York who talks about her sexuality
for the first time, or the southern woman
who slowly overcomes her past of
assault and finds peace with another
woman. I want to talk about the reclama
tion of the controversial C-word, and
about learning how to love yourself—
even when society says you don't meas
ure up. I can't leave these stories out,
because they make a quilt. Only sharing
stories of victimization, pain, and assault
is like waving a tattered, ripped quilt on
our school's flagpole. We need the
vibrant colors of those other stories of
empowerment. We need to sew them
together tightly, so they hold on to one
another. I hope you'll come hear my
story in The Vagina Monologues this
February. Your ticket purchase ($5) will
contribute to the women's justice and
peace movement in the Congo, and will
start mending that quilt.

—Kerry Bergin '09
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What is the best 'would you rather'

question you have ever heard?

"Would you rather go to 109 Nights at
8:45 p.m. or 9:30 p.m.?"
Danielle Schaetzle '09, Jason Upham '09

"Would you rather eat in Ray the rest of your life or have
Civ the rest of your life?"
Lindsey Reale '11, Caitlin Gorman '11,Deanna Roncaioli '11,
Amy Hogoe '11, Hilary Maclsaac '11, Alyssa Catjakis '11

"Would you rather be Kieran Whalen or
someone else?"
Kieran
'09

"Would you rather eat your hand off or spend the rest of your
life in prison?"
Erin Gilfillan '12, Samantha Jackson '12, Margaret Barresi '12

"Would you rather eat a bucket of toe
nails or a bucket of hair?"
Sondra Snyder '12, Kourtney Halliday '12

"Would you rather be my husband or one of
my daughters?"
-Michelle Obama

The Cowl
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Grab your party caps and A+ Pizza Dip folks. This year's batch of Super
Bowl ads were tasteless and tasteful; tasty and awkward; shameless and
shameful. But did we really need 3 Budweiser Clydesdale spots? We don't
need your life story, horse. You just have to get the beer to the store. This
isn't Seabiscut, it's Budweiser.

More Addictive than Taylor Swift: SOBE
Dancing lizards and Ray Lewis turning into a lizard, I haven't had
this much fun since Animorphs was popular. Walkzy!

Most tasteless: GoDaddy
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PETA will love: Castrol
The EPA of course, will not. The real question: should we trust "liquid
engineering" from a company that publicly encourages make-out ses
sions with chimpanzees?

Most anti-climactic: Toyota
You show us a pick-up towing a five-ton trailer up a flaming ramp in the
middle of the Mohave Desert. The next logical step would be for the
truck to keep driving off the top to demonstrate the roll cage and safety
features. Or maybe it could just explode. Or be taken over by aliens.
Imagine away. In reality it just stops majestically and sits there.

Most likely to have been made my teenage boys: GoDaddy.com

But I guess that's what happens when you give a bunch of nerds
$3 million. Saucy!

Were these "Watch the SuperBowl in Tucson travel ads? Or ads for
showers? I couldn't say for sure.

Best Montage: Pepsi's 'Refresh Everything.'

Stolen from the mouths of babes:
Sorry E-Trade

Because obviously the 21st century's equivalent to Bob Dylan is
Will.I.Am.
But where was everyone's favorite man crush
Will.Ar.Net? He's a Pepsi guy now isn't he? Refreshy!

Most environmentally friendly: Coke recycling its iconic 80's
Mean Joe Green commercial:
Except Mean Joe Green was Troy Polamalu, and the kid just looked
like a nerdier eight year old version of Justin Long. And instead of
getting a coveted garrft worn jersey, the kid got a sweaty fat guy's
shirt. Tasty!

PETA's not gonna like:
The disgruntled employee punching the koala in the face for the
career builder ad. But then again what kind of Koala wears glasses
and drinks coffee (one that deserves to get punched is who). Refrainy!

This year, cute little babies over
dubbed with investment banker
voices won't convince me to invest
the forty seven cents I'll have left
when I graduate.

Most misleading: Bud Light
Chicks dig the Michelin Man about as much as they dig guys drinking
light beer. Remember this the next time you're lounging in the snow,
drinking cold beer and drawing fake pine trees to kill unknowing skiers.
Also, summer does not taste anything like Bud Light Lime.

The "What Were They Thinking" Award (drum roll please) goes to
Cash4Gold.com
MC Hammer sells a gold medallion of himself wearing a gold medallion; Ed
McMahon bids goodbye to his golden hip replacement. Speaks for itself.

Most likely to result in vandalism: Doritos' crystal ball commercial

Most Painful:
Either the Doritos guy who gets snowglobed in the groin, or the Bud
Light Commercial where the dude gets chucked out the window. Or
the guy who got electrocuted in the face. Or the Jack-in-the-box dude
who gets hit by the bus.. .or the other dude who gets hit by the bus. Yea,
apparently pain is the only thing that's topical nowadays. Painy :-0

Most Recession Effected: Miller High Life's One second commercial
You probably missed it because it was only a second long and it cost
$100,000 (replace a few'words of that and you get a pretty epic "that's
what she said"). High life, low budget... meet Low Class, High Budget.
Legen...wait for it...nevermind the ad would have been over by now.

Most Ominous: Alec Baldwin and HULU
When I saw "Miami Blues" for the first time I told everyone that
this Alec Baldwin guy would end up destroying the world some
day. Everyone laughed at me then, and apparently people are
still laughing. The ad was pretty
funny, fnvaidy!

A chip company encouraging me to vandalize vending machines and
steal their products. I like it. And while we're on the topic of Doritos—
why do their commercials always show the clothes falling off of
women? 50.7 percent of the American population is female. And we
want it the other way around.
My personal favorite: Jordan's Furniture. That one was riveting, let
me tell you.

Most unlikely: Coca-Cola.
Imagine that you've lugged out an entire picnic basket to lunch by
yourself. You stretch out for a nap and happen to leave out an
unopened glass bottle of Coca Cola to get nice and warm in the^un.
While you're asleep, Sergei Prokofiev pipes on, the bottle is stolen
by ladybugs and bees and turned into a fanciful waterfall; and you
wake up to a flight of butterflies pretending to be your soda. It
could happen. I sound like a hardened cynical moron—I actually
thought it was cute. But can you really open happiness?

Most likely to be tried at home: Mt and Mrs. Potato Head

I can see it already—women around the country
are pulling out their angry eyes.

-John Vaghi '10

Pepsuber. Glad to see he's still
100 percent his own man.

-Sarah Bidinger '09

The Boss Proves He Can Still Make the Dream of This Hard Land Come True
(except for Lions fans who prefer Menudo)
by

Nahuel Arguijo Fanjul '11
A&E Staff

So the day was finally here: the
day when all the chips are sold out
at the supermarket, the day when
all the couches are taken up, and
the day when that following
Monday morning seems so much
worse than usual: the Super Bowl.
I'm not going to go and say we
were all super excited for this
night; I mean, let's be serious —it
was the Steelers and the Cardinals
playing. The commercials weren't
even that good. Then again, we did
get to see Bruce Springsteen and
the E Street Band perform the half
time show at this great event.
Springsteen has passed up the
opportunity for this show in the
past, and even mentioned that this
time he only did it for the business
and not for pleasure (he just
released a new album last week
which he is currently promoting).

Still, if you ask me, it looked like he Boss for changing the character in
was having nothing but fun up on "Glory Days" from a baseball pitchthat stage. Let's
'
’ ” quar
er to a football
just say that I put
terback?
down the chicken
Bruce showed all
fingers
and
Super Bowl viewers
turned my volthat he can still sing
umeup as soon as
and shake it as well
he got on stage.
as he has in the past.
Springsteen
From his opening
played
four
move —that little dip
songs during his
and tiptoe, which
12-minute . set,
would be a back
including "Tenth
breaking move for
Avenue Freezeany other 59 year old
Out," "Born to
— to the very last
Run," "Working
note,
Springsteen
surely had a good
on a Dream," and
time up on stage.
"Glory Days." I
NBC Yes, his moves were
know I am not
Abovt; The Boss serenades the
a little rusty —and
the only one who
. .
caught this, but People of The Bowl Raymond
yes, he did run into
-

James Cf'ariiiim
Stadium lA/rMilH
would COO
see mH!
more

the
camera—but
there were miss
pyrotechnics than a road ie for KISS
come on, guys; he's
ing verses and
could ever imagine.
59 years old!
His
replaced words.
Then again, who am I to judge The voice was nothing but pitch-perfect,

his moves were fun to watch, and I
can truthfully say his microphone
grinding moves are a favorite for
moms around the country.
All jokes aside, Bruce livened up
what seemed to be the most boring
Super Bowl match-up that I have
ever seen. Before the halftime show,
I was ready to go to bed. The half
time show was very entertaining,
and it was great to see Bruce up on
that stage once again,.
Springsteen has had a great start
to 2009 with a new CD release, the
new tour's dates being announced,
his show in front of the Lincoln
Memorial, and even a documentary
on VH1 about the making of his
new albumTThis performance was a
nice way to start the new year. I'm
going to go ahead and say it: Bruce
Springsteen, you're having the best
week ever!
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What Would Mark
Wahlberg Say?
Let the Man Who Led the Funky Bunch Take You into a World Neither of You
Have Ever Been to Before: Emotional Country Music
Mango '10
A&E Asst. Editor

by John

Hey, hey yeah, hey I wanna tell you
Disclaimer: John Mango is a trained Mark somethin. I heard this great new
Walhbergologist, anything he says is album ok? And I don't listen to music
authentic Wahlbergian and should not be much 'cause I don't like it. It's bad for
attempted at home. Also, he's not copying you, I mean you could be in your car
that old SNL skit, because, he hasn't even listening to rap or hip-hop and just be
in that zone and bam! The next thing
seen it, probably.
you know you hit someone
and then you're gonna jack
em up! I've done that—been
there, you know?
But Marty, you know
Marty Scorsese, yeah well
he's a director we did this
thing together so I trust him.
He's like a brother to me. He
makes good films. But he
told me about this old coun
try guy, and you always
gotta respect your elders
right? Trust me on that one; I
went down a long path of
not respecting any elders
and I got really just, con
fused in a lot of bad things
ok? So trust me on that one.
But this album its pretty
Sings Murder Ballads and Disaster Songs
good, even for music it's
pretty good. By this guy
CHARLIELOUVINBROS.COM
Charles Louvin, but me and
I like this album okay? And all I'm sayin' is that if
Marty we call him Charlie.
you don't read this review you'll be missin' out on
this really great opportunity from me, you feel me? And this one is called

CHARLIE LOUVIN

Charlie Louvin Sings Murder Ballads and
Disaster Songs from I think December
2008 so it's still pretty new. And I know
the title sounds pretty violent so you
don't wanna let your kids near it. I
mean, my mom she was a real tough
lady. I give her a lotta credit, and so
growin' up she didn't wanna let us lis
ten to any of this trash but this isn't
even trash.
The first song, "Darling Corey," I
like it 'cause it's pretty emotionally
driven, you know what I mean? It's got
real religion in there. I'm real about
faith you know? You guys are a
Catholic school right? I'm Catholic.
Maybe I'll come down to your place
some time. What d'you think Father
Shanley? I mean this is the real thing
ok? This could be huge. We could get
the Pope and everything, I'm bein' seri
ous here. Alright well, just drop me a
line ok? I'm a busy man, but I'll tell my
publicist to get a thing goin'.
I used to have a lot of problems,
okay? But God bless this country cause
of where I am now. You know it gets
me down to listen to sad music 'cause,
it reminds me of the bad things I did. I
was pretty much an idiot for a while.
So most of this album is pretty slow
goin' you know? So I was pretty down
after I heard it, even though it's good

stuff, just really kinda sad. So I went to
Marty cause we might be doin a thing
and I said, "listen Marty, this is a sad
album, why you givin' this kinda thing
to me?" And he said, "Mark, you gotta
just let those emotions out some time,
you can't bottle 'em up. That's why
everyone thinks you're gonna hit em."
So lemme tell you, Providence
College, I listened to the whole thing
again. And I'm not even ashamed to
say it, as a successful man, with two
kids and just a great life, I cried ok?
And it was just, really real and power
ful, beautiful really.
There's this one song, "This is My
Destiny." It just really hit home, like,
wow, God has done a lot of stuff for
me, and it just really made me think,
right? But just a real good slow song
with violin. Wow, this guy really
knows what he's doin'. I mean I think I
might really start liking some of this
country stuff.
Well anyway I don't wanna take up
all uh your time here, but think about
me cornin' down there, ok? Ok
Providence College, well, say hi to
your mothers for me.

Charlie Louvin's Charlie Louvin Sings
Murder Ballads and Disaster Songs is
highly recommended.

YouTube: Helping Self Esteem Improve,
One Video at a Time
A&E's Lindsay Sheehan '11 Hand-Picks Some of YouTube's Finest Offerings
For The Sake of Procrastinators Everywhere
by

Lindsay Sheehan

A&E Staff

'11

YouTube, like Google, is as much a
part of a college student's life as doing
the Electric Slide is part of a wedding.
How do you make yam soup? I don't
know; Google it. How do you use a
potato gun? Not sure, but there's this
video on YouTube...you get the point.
Here you will find five YouTube
videos that will make you pee your
pants out of either awe or laughter.
Many of you have seen some of these
— but you will watch them again any
ways, because they never get old.

A Whole New World by Nick Pitera
(2:46)
You
need
to
watch this video all
the way through.
This is how my
experience
went
down: I clicked
play, and at first I
thought 'Oh sweet,
he has a good
voice.' I was about
to cross this one
the list because it
isn't
fresh
or
"Cowl" enough for
P.C., if you will—
but then something really strange hap
pened. I thought, 'Are you fa' real?'
Pitera is a rare case - one in a million
that has the ability to sing like a girl.

Scarlet Takes a Tumble (1:31)

Dan Decon and Liam Lynch Drinking out of Cups (2:44)
Synopsis: guy does drug, friend
records guy, guy is re-made into ani
mated lizard. Watch it. Caution, this
may have an adverse affect on your
studies. Instead of taking notes like the
rest of your bright-eyed and knowl
edge-hungry peers, you will develop a
strange and rare form of Tourette
Syndrome. Apparently outcries such
as "Yeah right!" "Get real!" or "Mr.
Balloon Hands! Can you write a little
bigger? are not welcomed by profes
sors. Why do drugs when you can
watch YouTube?

Kid Gets Wii for
Christmas (1:09)
These
parents
should be arrested
for letting their child
watch too many ninja
movies. This video
will bring back mem
ories of that ultimate
present that you got
for Christmas as a
child. I can remem
ber it now: it was a
snowy morning, the
dog had just peed on Dad's new
sweater, Grandma's wig was lopsided
from getting caught on the mistletoe,
and there was just one more present

You lost your PC ID for the third
time this semester, your jacket was
stolen the night before, and you just
found out that your major requires a
thirty-page thesis paper. I can't help
you out, but take a minute and thirtyone seconds to watch Scarlet take a
tumble. Your ID, jacket, and three
espresso shots may not be free—but
laughing is.

Things get trippy in Dan Decon and Liam
Lynch's "Drinking Out of Cups."
left. 'This better be freaking good or
else Santa can get hit by a Mack truck
for all I care' was the thought that
streamed through the minds of my sib
lings and I. Our final gift was a
Nintendo 64. Victory at last. We all had
our own way of celebrating, but our
glory ten years ago cannot compare to
this kid who got a Wii for Christmas...

Grape Stomping Gone Wrong (1:25)
The best videos are those that are
not premeditated or staged, but rather
the ones that are caught on live televi
sion. When told about this video, I
thought it would be obvious what
would happen. The hilarity of it, how
ever, is in the FOX 5 news broadcast
ers reaction, as well as the camera
mans refusal to cut. It is sort of like
that commercial, "I've fallen and I
can t get up!"

YOUTUBE

Scarlet takes a nasty spill in her popular
YouTube hit.
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Trinity Takes on the Deferred
The Trinity Repertory Company Revives the Dream
in Hansberry's Drama, A Raisin In The Sun
'10

perfectly communicates his need to be
a man, to be able to provide for his
family,
and to take control of his own
A Raisin in the Sun, by Lorraine
Hansberry, is a compelling play that life. Day in and day out he lives by the
centers on the Younger family, a black word of his white boss or his mother.
family living in a much-too-small In the first act Walter Lee is a powerful
apartment in the south side of Chicago. portrait of a man about to explode, and
Walter Lee Younger (Joe Wilson, Jr.) is luckily in the second act we get to see
the only adult male in the family. He when he does.
Walter Lee's feelings of inadequacy
lives with his sister Beneatha (Angela
spill
over into his relationship with his
Thomas), his wife Ruth (Lynnette
Freeman), his son Travis, and his moth wife, and are exacerbated when his
wife explores the option of abortion.
er Lena (Barbara Meek).
Walter Lee is a proud man who Lynnette Freeman played a wife
stays up late with his friends talking grasping at straws in any way to help
about how great they could be in life if her husband be the man he needed to
they were only given the chance. He is be. Her frustration for a lack of a way
tired of working for the white man as a to help comes out as frustration at her
chauffeur when he feels he is destined husband, which pushes him deeper
to be something more. His wife is fed into his feelings of'inadequacy. The
up with hearing his dreams, especially three women were wonderful portray
when she discovers that she is preg als of three different stages in a
nant. Beneatha is a free-spirited, inde woman's life. The women so sincerely
pendent girl part-way through med showed the audience their struggles,
ical school. The radical temperaments and their relationships with each other
of Walter and Beneatha are wonderful-1 that what emerged from their per
ly contrasted by their mother, who is formances was a vision of the difficult
very traditional and religious. All and painful growth a black woman in
their interests collide on the day 1959 had to go through from child
when their father's $10,000 life insur hood to adulthood.
Barbara Meek as Lena showed us a
ance check arrives.
Walter Lee wants the money to open character of particular strength in the
up a liquor store so he can be his own first act; after several minutes of
boss and start building his own career. Beneatha dancing around and telling
Walter Lee was the perfect manifesta her family how God is not responsible
tion of the oppressed dream. Through for her successes, and how she herself
the entire first act everything he said is such a powerful image that she
and did was the embodiment of an doesn't need God, Lena stands up and
explosive gas under pressure. He so slaps her. With a dead level voice she
makes her daughter repeat the phrase,
by

Paul Perry
A&E Staff

The Finer
Brews in Life
Dogfish Head: 60 Minute I.P.A.

"In my mother's house, there is still
God". The ferocity and anger in
Meek's eyes was chilling. The time
comes to do something with the
money, so Lena makes a decision with
out her family's input, and buys a new
house. The women are ecstatic until
they hear the house is in a white neigh
borhood; however, after the initial
shock wears off they decide they still
need to move into the home.
The second act of A Raisin in the Sun
is the most powerful sixty minutes you
will find in Providence today. A repre
sentative from the white community
where the Younger family will be mov
ing pays a visit to the house with an
unusual proposition: he offers to buy
the house from the Younger family for
more than they paid for it. The family
shows
wonderful
solidarity
in
promptly kicking him out. Things
change quickly, however, when we
discover Walter Lee took the rest of the
life insurance check and lost it in a bad
investment. It is this plot point that
allows for the two most amazing
moments of the evening. Against his
family's wishes, Walter Lee calls the
white representative back to accept his
offer. In his explanation to his family
he tells them they are going to "put on
a show" for the white man. Walter Lee
climbs on a table and with tears in his
eyes pretends to beg the white man for
whatever can be tossed his way. When
the representative returns, Walter Lee
begins a submissive explanation of his
family that begins to pivot in the other
direction when he realizes his son is

C.W.'s Picks:

Best Cartoon Gags You Didn't Get
When You Were a Kid
by

C.W. Tompkins '09
A&E Asst. Editor

Here's a rundown of all those hid
den nuggets of hilarity that slipped
into a lot of that after school pro
gramming we all grew up with.

5. Ren And Stimpy: I suppose no kid
by

C.W. Tompkins '09
A&E Asst. Editor

I recently realized that besides the
Piece on Oktoberfest Lagers there has
not been much love given to our local
east coast brewer. This feature has
been slightly consumed by European
and west coast choices, and for that I
apologize. There are a lot of fantastic
and unique beers in our relative vicin
ity, and I would like
to reform myself by
highlighting
my
favorite Indian Pale
Ale.
Dogfish Head is a
fantastic
brewery
based out of Milton,
Delaware, and The 60
minute IPA is their
money maker. It's the
beer they brew so
they can continue
concocting all the
crazy "experimental"
beers that rarely make it out of their
brewpub, beers like the Golden Shower
Pilsner or the Surrender Monkey.
However, just because the 60 minute is
their most common choice does not
mean you'll find it in a thirty rack. It is
their flagship beer for a reason.
This fine pale is the closest thing to a
session beer Dogfish Head offers and
though it is six percent alcohol by vol
ume it can be possible to put them away
as fast as a Zima. Dogfish makes the 60

minute with Warrior, Amarillo and
"Mystery X" hops. Upon pouring the
IPA you will notice a rich amber look
with a short, thick, tan head. The nose is
very floral and hoppy. You might even
catch a whiff of pine. The taste is quite
astounding. I am not usually a big fan of
pale ale but this beer is has the citrusy
kick without the bitterness of a typical
IPA and the fullness and depth you
don't get with a white beer. The 60
minute also has the
pine and floral notes
that are apparent in
the nose, and a small
hint of hazelnut or
cedar is there as well.
In the end it goes
down smooth with a
slightly bitter middle
but it does not leave
that awful soapy
bitter
aftertaste
associated
with
some IPAs. This is
what
American
beer should taste like, and
Dogfish Head is show
casing what a lot of East ,
Coast breweries are
1 V
capable of; the ability to
have a really dynamic full
beer as a best seller allows a
company the freedom to branch 'X
out into the strange and some
times absurd, but still fun.
Anheuser should be taking
notes.

TRINITY REP

listening. He explains how his father
was a blue collar worker supporting
his family, and how his father almost
beat a man to death for calling him the
N-word. Joe Wilson's strength increas
es with every word and every power
ful realization about his family until
the pinnacle moment of the play in
which he tells the man that their fami
lyjvill be moving in, no matter what. It
was in that moment that, as his moth
er so eloquently put it, Walter Lee
finally came into his manhood.
There were three or four times
where the director took several lines
from the characters and directed them
at the audience like a soliloquy. It was
interesting, but ultimately distracting.
The production was very realistic,
with real food being cooked on stage,
and real steam rising from a tea kettle.
To break from this reality for the sake
of the soliloquies was inconsistent and
distracting. It was hard to reconcile
those moments with the rest of the per
formance.
This was the best performance I
have seen at Trinity Rep, and the best
show I have ever seen in Providence. A
Raisin in the Sun plays until March 8.

really should have had the knowl
edge to understand anything that
happened in this fantastic '90s car
toon. Some of those extreme close
ups were blood curdling, and
episodes like "Space Madness" and
"Stimpy's Invention" were just
frightening in their depictions of
insanity. However, this odd couple's
subtle extracurricular relationship
was something a youngster just isn't
equipped to understand.

4. Batman: The Animated Series: The
Joker's crazy acrobatic sidekick
Harley Quinn was famous for her
suggestive sexual quips. In one
episode, Sgt. Bullock asks a dis
guised Quinn if they had met before,
to which she replies, "Why yes I
think that I served you a subpoena
before. It was quite a small
C*
I
1
subpoena, too.
\ \
<

3. Rocko's Modern Life:
This
strange
and
absurd 'toon about
•
an
Australian
expatriate wallaby
n and his chums is
chock full of self•' abuse jokes like
Chokey
Chicken
restaurant and the
ever popular Spank
the Monkey board

game. And who can forget Mitch the
lovable three legged elf?

2. Animaniacs: This show could
probably be considered the most
docile on the list, right? Wrong!
Animaniacs is more notorious for
sneaking in inappropriate content
than any other show. At one point,
the Warner Brothers (and their sister
Dot) wash out Beethoven's mouth
with soap for uttering the word
pianist. Another time, Wakko is
enjoying a couple statues in a doc
tor's office. When the man of medi
cine comes in he shouts, "Stop play
ing with my Busts." Finally, in one
episode the trio sits at a warm fire
wondering when Santa Clause, "will
leave his big load." These are just a
few of many.
1. The Simpsons: This isn't the most
kid-friendly show to begin with.
However, in the episode, "A Fish
Called Selma" there lays the funniest
and most subtle running gag in all of
cartoon history. I never picked up on
this gag in all its years of reruns
until maybe six months ago and, to
this day, I am sure some of the most
attentive fans out there might not be
able to pick up on it. The gag sur
rounds Troy McClure and an appar
ent fish fetish. There are glimpses of
a newspaper article written on the
subject and his thoroughly modern
home is equipped with an enormous
bedroom aquarium. My favorite line
from this episode is of course:
Louis: Troy McClure!? You said he
was dead!
Fat Tony: No, what I said is that he
sleeps with the fishes! You see...
Louie: Uh, Tony, please, no. I just ate
a whole plate of dingamagoo.
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2008:
The Year In
Video Games

Flights of Fancy
A&E's Claire Pevoto '10
Explores the World of Wine Tasting
by

Claire Pevoto
A&E Staff

'10

Prolific Catholic apologist and writer
G.K. Chesterton once said, "No animal
ever invented anything as bad as
drunkenness—or as good as a drink."
His words, true as they may be, may
not be quick to take root on a college
campus—it's probably safe to assume
the "drink" he referred to was neither
Keystone Light nor Franzia. But at a
school renowned for its Thomist values,
surely there is a mean between the
extremes in which students can enjoy
alcohol while maintaining their dignity.
Wine flights, anyone?
No, I am not referring to the meager
cup of stale grape juice that is
exchangeable for a Southwest Airlines
drink coupon. A "flight" is a sampling
of wines that allows a taster to try
multiple varieties in pours smaller
than full glasses. Flights are often
themed around type, region, or vin
tage, and sometimes (at establish
ments of the more fancy-schmancy
variety) paired with different appetiz
ers or meal courses.
Providence has its own share of
flight destinations. Napa Valley Grille
in Providence Place Mall offers "Flight
Nights" on Wednesdays from 5:00
p.m. to 7:00 p.ih. During these hours,
three wines are selected, expertly
matched with a trio of "small plates"
of food by the executive chef, and
served to parched patrons for only $10.
Pane E Vino on Federal Hill also has a
heart for the economically-conscious,
offering their wines at half-price on
Monday nights. My own weekend
wine-tasting adventure brought some
friends and me downtown to Citron,
where 17 pre-grouped flights are
offered, a little more steeply, for $16 to
$26. A few flights shared among a

WDOM 91.3
Spring
Schedule
8-10 AM

10AM-12PM

12PM-2PM

2PM-4PM

4pm - 4:45

Monday

large group of friends, however,
makes for a fun and less financially
challenging night.
There were eight of us altogether,
and so we decided on three different
flights. The flights at Citron have
clever titles, such as "Three Deadly
Zins" and "The Merlot the Merrier,"
and the menu makes it easy for the lay
man by including a key that describes
the sweetness, body, and taste of the
wines. After some deep pondering, we
settled on "Understanding Riesling"
($18), "Naked Chardonnay" ($19), and
"Earthly Organic Reds" ($20).
Our server brought the flights to us
on three wooden trays that delineated
which wine was which. We started
with the Rieslings, which our server
told us are typically fruity and aromat
ic. Budding connoisseurs that we are,
we did our best to follow the pre
scribed "Five S's of Wine Tasting": see,
swirl, sniff, sip, and savor. To "see" the
wine, the glass is held over a white
table cloth and the wine expected for
clarity
and
uniformity—experts
advise tasters to be wary of brown
tints at the rim of red wines, or dark
spots in whites.
Next, the taster swirls the wine to
release the aroma, or bouquet of the
wine, and to observe the "legs," which
are the splashes against the glass as it
is swirled. Sniffing the wine prepares
the taster for the flavors about to be
experienced in the sip. A sip of wine
should be intentional and thoughtful,
allowing the taster to experience all the
notes of the wine in its fullness and
finally, to savor it. One informational
website we visited before our outing
suggested "gargling" the wine to note
any other sensations, but none of us
were quite sophisticated enough to
replace our Listerine with Pinot
Grigio just yet.

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday
All ie Filepp & Chris Traester
Jessica Zawada

Robbie SmithMacdonald

Leah Glass

David Pezza

Andrew Ottman Allie Sullivan& Liz Flynn
MattYetsko
& Jeanette
Tony

by

We started with the Rieslings, pass
ing around each glass so that everyone
could sip and comment. The first two,
the 2007 Snoqualmie "Naked" and
2006 Saarstein Riesling, were sweet,
but as one pal noted, "Not your little
brother's grape juice." The Saarstein
was "perfect for a steamy summer
evening" according to another wistful
friend. The final pour of the flight, the
2006 Knyphausen "Baron K" Kabinett,
was more "wine-y" in my own expert
jargon—less sweet, and crisper.
Next came the Earthly Organic
Reds, including the 2004 Yorkville
Malbec (called "tart" and "raw" at the
round table), the Ladybug Red Cuvee
(described as "oaky" on the menu, a
little more rugged), and the 2005 Moon
Mountain Cabernet Sauvignon. A red
girl myself, this flight was my favorite,
particularly the spicier Cabernet. The
Naked Chardonnays were also a table
pleaser. The first two, the 2007 Woop
Woop and the 2005 Chanson VireClesse, were crisp and medium-bod
ied, and made us all feel like elegant
princesses. The last wine, the 2006
Macon Lugny "Les Charmes," smelled
like honey to one friend and had a
heavier consistency.
The wine flight experience was a
memorable one which allowed us all a
chance to relax with one another while
trying something new. Talking about
wine was a great opener to different
memories and stories, and because it
was all about the taste, we felt no rush
or pressure. The wait staff at Citron
was more than willing to share their
wine knowledge, and I would imagine
that to be the case at any wine bar. At
the end of the night, everyone had a
different favorite wine, and_. a new
favorite evening excursion.

Friday

Saturday

Chris Panetta & Sal Tripoli &
Luis Jimenez Chris Donoyan

Sunday

Katie Foley,
Molly McGlynn,
Blair Rohan

Joe
McLaughl in

Chris Mattiol i & Stephanie &
Kevin Almonte MaryKate

Tom Nailor

Jess Kowal

Kevin Randazzo Billy Winters &
& Justin
Sean Montville
Trojanowski

Justine & Kate

Ali Slachta &
Jenna Fl is

Alex Donnelly

Scott Schere & Tim Rollinson & Andrew Ward & Nick Hemond,
Chris Torel Io,
Anthony
Erik Gravel
Stephen La
Ryan Holt
Valentino
Marca

Pat Welter &
Billy
D'Allesandro

Liz Babinecz & Brendan Frail &
Al isonDeNisco John Cody

Greg Coonley & Nick Hemond,
Chris Torel Io,
Mike Mazzonna LoBasso & Chris Jon Zafonte
Ryan Holt
Bonafide

Kyle Gill &
Andrew
DeSoiza

Liz Babinecz & Brendan Frail &
Al isonDeNisco John Cody

Chris MaTello & Matt Deiana &
Dan O'Brien
Joe Mort

Nora Faziol i &
Amanda Zeti

Jessica
Crawford &
Matt Order

llyse Sakamoto Brandon
Lahoud
& Meghan
Brookes

4:45PM-5:3oPM Scott Tashjian & Damian

5:3oPM-7:3oPM Justin Baer &
Gregory
Randolph

Asha Chana

7:3oPM-g:3oPM David Marcotte Derek Knox

Kaileigh Merone Alex Bridges
& Christine
Doren
TimWillisS
Mary Pelletier:
Good Face for
Radio

930PM-1130PM Zach Matook & Carolyn Rodgers Texas
Mark H

ii:3oPM-i:3oAM Andy Maglione Chris Pater &

Morgan Cross

Jim Cooney &
John Manley

El izabeth
Victoria
Troxell & Clare Nicastro
Brewka

Justin Anderson
& Kaitlyn Watto

John Vaghi and
Anthony
Sampino:
Vaghi and The
Doof

Andrew Isidoro Ben Perry
Magic Mike
+ the Naked DJ

Kershny Gedeon

Morgan Victor Erin Rush &
Shannon
& Naomi
Aisha Stewart
Johnson &
Sarah Bidinger Brown-Jones

Rory Dirksmeier
& Rich Lienhan

Kyle Heaney

Paula Tran &
Briana RivasMorello

Mike Gonda &
Hannah
Johnson

James Shaw

Nahuel Arguijo Fanjul '11
A&E Staff

The year 2008 was a dam good one
for video games, but the biggest
release came out in June with the
astounding Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of
the Patriots. What is said to be the last
of the four game series (well, maybe —
there are rumors for a fifth title) was
nothing short of legendary. I know it's
hard to say for sure if something will
become a legend, but everything about
MGS4 was perfect. The game series
began twenty years ago when it was
created for the first Nintendo console,
and its story was created ten years ago.
But even without all the history, MGS4
would have been on the top of this
year's list.
Before delving too deeply into this
game, there are other 2008 video game
releases worth mentioning. For the PS3
many runner-ups deserved the Game
of the Year award. LittleBigPlanet was
a great "Mario-Platform-Wanna-Be,"
while still creating a whole new gam
ing experience online. Grand Theft Auto
IV was of course in the running; I mean,
when is it not? Then there is the all-toopopular game in my dorm room,
Resistance 2. This game was not really
bound to make heads turn after the
release of the first installment, back
when PS3 first came out. However, the
second story made a nice return with
Nathan Hale becoming the "dark hero."
The Xbox 360 had a few good hits, but
nothing amazing. Fall Out 3 was
announced the Game of the Year for
them, but Gears of War 2 and Dead Space
came in close seconds for the console.
The Nintendo Wii system keeps try
ing new things, and sure, most new
innovations are great — but nothing
seemed to stick with the Wii games
and me. World of Goo was ranked the
best game, but it wasn't even a real
game. It was a downloadable puzzle
game on WiiWare that edged out Super
Smash Brothers Brawl (which does
include MGS4 main character as a
secret fighter) because this Super Smash
was just too much like its predecessor.
Guns of the Patriots was given the
best game of the year for the
Playstation 3 console by many gaming
publications, and was even said to be
"technically flawless" by Gamespot.
This masterpiece, by the famous Hideo
Kojima, has tied every plot point
together from previous games in the
series. The new installment creates the
most beautifully-cut scenes, includes
most previous characters, and demon
strates the most real-life graphics that I
have ever seen.
The Metal Gear Solid story started ten
years ago when the first Solid Snake
game was released for the Playstation
console. Characters have changed and
the story has progressed, but this final
game will answer the millions of ques
tions that were brought up in its pred
ecessors. Ever since 1998, the games
have become classic for its stealth action
style and amazingly-cut scenes. With
this new installment, Kojima put a great
amount of work into the cut scenes,
which run from five minutes to over
thirty minutes long.
This final story has shown how per
fect and cinematically amazing a video
game can truly be. From wars in the
deserts and machine beasts trying to
stop you, to a ninja who just won't help
you, every aspect of this game was
made so perfectly to satisfy us, the life
long fans. The game even includes an
almost hour-long finale, which
includes suicide attempts, weddings,
and a secret final scene that reveals
even more than we thought was possi
ble. In a few words, this game has
everything that could possibly be
needed in a game, and more.

Clubs & Orgs
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Irish Night!
Live music from
Spend a month in China this summer
and get three credits for it!
Students interested in taking a two-week course at the University of Jilin,
and experiencing the culture of China while visiting
Beijing, Shanghai, the Great Wall....

Info Session
Tuesday, February 17th
Slavin G 1 (Soft Lounge) 4 p.m.
(or contact the Center for International Studies)

Shady Grove!

Irish Step
Dancers!

Friday, 2/13
8:00pm
McPhail's

McPhail's Dance Party!
Sat, Feb. 7th 9:00pm
LIVE SHOW:

FRI. 2/6, 9:00PM
MCPHAIL’S

FURTHER YOUR
CAREER
IN ONE MORE
YEAR!
Join us for more information on the
Providence College MBA
4+1 Program
Tuesday February 10th
Concannon Center Meeting Room
6PM

Valentine’s Day Flower Sale
To Support the Providence College Sailing Team

Pie pre-order a.flower for your friends and Valentines^
iey will be able to pick it up in time for Valentine’s Day!
$1 per Carnation
$2 per Rose

Pre-sale February 2-6
Raymond Cafeteria
Lunch & Dinner

“Kindness...it’s a virtue!”
Random Ads of Kindness Week:
A week dedicated to performing random acts of kindness on campus!
Sponsored by the Office of Residence Life
Sunday. February 8*”

Kick-off Mass and Prayer Party. St. Dominic Chapel. 10;30pm
Come down to the chapel basement following mass to fill out a prayer intention for a Dominican! Ice
cream will be served'
Monday. February S*
Make a Valentine for Family. 5pm-7pm
Come to Raymond Cafeteria to create a valentine to send home to a family member or friend!
Card-making materials, envelopes and stamps provided!
Tuesday, February 10th
Friendly Favors. 5pm-7pm
Pass by our tables at Ray and pick up a ‘Friendly Fa vor' coupon to give to a roommate/friend!
Show them how much you care by offering to make their bed or bring them dinner at Ray1
Wednesday. February 11”'
Special Delivery. 5pm-7pm
Perform a true random act of kindness for someone! Come to Ray to dedicate e carnation to a
random.student and write a cheerful note. Carnations will be delivered to each residence hall!
Thursday. February 12th
An Apple a Day Gets you an "A", 5pm-7pm
Come to Raymond to write a thoughtful note to a favorite faculty or staff member Let them know
how much they mean to you by hand delivering an apple with your note!
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Metro Ticket Protest Tactics
by

Lindsay Wengloski '10

Portfolio Staff

Her voice was strong and loud in the
clear December air. "Close Gitmo!"
So was his. "Goddamn hippies."
"Clarity! No torture!"
"Don't you have any
.
FICTION weed to smoke?"
"Open trials! Fair evi
dence! Justice!"
"Oh, I remember now. You used the
Constitution as rolling paper, right?"
It was the last comment that got to
her. He saw the poster she was holding
drop a few inches, saw her eyes swivel
around to jar against his own.
"Have you even read it? I mean,
honestly, have you?"
"I respect the goddamn thing."
She snickered. "Sure you do."
"Just look at yourself. You're parad
ing around with people who probably
haven't bathed since Watergate. And
you claim the right to call me unin
formed? Backward?"
Her voice jumped an octave higher
as she retorted. "Oh, me? Look at you\
What is this, 1950? Think for yourself.
Question what's going on in the world
instead of watching Fox News."
It was his turn to snicker. "Let me
guess—you're somehow original?
Activism is just the new black or red or
pink. Whatever color happens to be
trendy right now. What's it going to be
next week—Captain Planet takes on
global warming? Is that going to be
your issue?"
"Idiot. I'm standing up for someone
else. What the hell are you doing?"
"Standing up for my country."
"How? You're just a sheep. Admit it
for once."

"And you're not?"
"Patriotism. An abstract idea. One
taken advantage of countless times to
justify everything from genocide to
buying a brand of paper towels." She
spat history like tobacco juice.
"Individualism. A fantasy."
"Speaking of flying solo, go screw
yourself."
He blinked, could feel the heat rising
up along his neck. "Mindless whore."
"Ignorant prick."

A pause. Her hair moved a little
across her face. A smile played against
her cheeks.
"Where are you from?" she asked.
"Maine." He wondered why the hell
he had bothered to answer.
"Really?"
"Yeah. You?" He wondered why the
hell he had bothered to ask.
She spread her arms wide and
twirled around. "Everywhere."
He raised his eyebrows as one of her

Saturday Mornings
by

Nicole Amaral 'io

Asst. Portfolio Editor

I jump start my att itude
until that benevolent mannerism
leaves me undone.

Sometimes I feel foolish, but
"I can be a fool if I want to."
Even though I don't want to;
but it's nice to pretend I
still have a choice in the matter.
It's enough to forget that I have
the things I'd fight for—once.
So I tell it I ike it is, over waffles.
Such a pretty myth that coaxes me
out of myself.

own eyes vanished behind her bangs.
The other one, flirty and deep, danced,
watching him. It seemed to be laugh
ing at the entire dialogue.
He was the one to break the short
silence that fell betwen them.
"This is very strange. The conversa
tion." Somehow, his words didn't quite
fit together.
"I want your number." She dropped
her arms and stared at him as she
said—didn't ask— it.
He laughed. "I don't give that to left
ies." And then he wondered when the
hell he had started saying 'lefties'.
She smirked, reached into her bag,
pulled out a red pen and a half-crum
pled Metro stub. She wrote hers down
anyway. Hand outstretched she dan
gled the paper tantalizingly in front of
his jacket's right-hand pocket. He
blinked. She smiled deeper.
"Mine. In case you change." Her
hand flapped the ticket.
His hand didn't move an inch.
"Change what?"
She shrugged, that smile still fixed
on her cheeks as she walked away
across the plaza, crumpling the stub.
She tossed it away over her shoulder.
"Whatever needs to be," she called
over her shoulder.
His fingers were trembly—the kind
of jitters an extra cup or two of coffee
conjures. The pay phone: relic of the
past, altar of the anxious number-dial.
The wrinkled Metro ticket glistened
with sweat.
He finished punching numbers. The
phone rang once. A bored adolescent
voice was at the other end.
"Johnny's Pizza? Yeah?"
He hung up.

Reclaiming the Everyday Adventure
by

Kaly-Thayer

'10

Portfolio Staff

What happened to the adventure?
I'm not talking about packing up a
suitcase and spending hundreds of
dollars on a flight to some exotic loca
tion. That's a vacation, not
ESSAY an adventure. And I'm not
talking about jumping off a
train in the middle of whoknows-where and living off the land
like a barbarian. Again not an adven
ture, and, in some ways, it's really just
plain stupid.
I'm talking about deciding you real
ly want Sonic, realizing that the closest
one is in New Jersey, looking at your
friends with that crazy little smile,
jumping in the car and driving several
hundred miles away for the sake of a
burger and a strawberry-limeade
slushy. I'm talking about going to
Kennedy Plaza or the train station or
even an airport with just a little day
bag, walking up the counter and drop
ping all your spare change on the
counter and asking the attendant
"Where will this get me?" I'm talking
about making no plans, making no
promises, and letting yourself go out
into the world in order to enjoy it in
every way possible.
Some people say that the real adven
ture only begins once everything goes
wrong. I respectfully disagree, though
I've had my share of those kinds of
adventures (spending 18 hours in
O'Hare in Chicago is not an experience
I'd like to repeat), and say instead that
an adventure is best had when there
are no plans at all, or a plan so very

vague that there really is no way for ordered pizza with your roommate,
anything to go wrong. The beautiful dig under your bed and at the bottom
thing about these kinds of excursions of your backpack for change, and take
is that they usually don't cost that what you can to the counter in the
much money and it's almost impossi train station or the bus terminal. Have
ble to be disappointed.
it totaled, and politely ask the atten
Most adventures can even be had dant where you can get to with $8.72.
within the space of a day or two. You If there are several directions in which
don't need a tour guide and several it is possible to travel, have a direction
weeks in a jungle, just a coat and a lit or a rail-line picked out before hand.
tle cash. The best way to begin is usu The closing your eyes and spinning
ally right here, where you already are, around trick works in this case too:
because let's admit it, those of us who you point west, find the bus that will
don't hail from the great state of Rhode take you west, and just wait and see
Island don't have a very good grasp of where you end up.
things in and around Providence sim
Trains and out-of-state buses are
ply because we
slightly more dar
don't get off cam
ing, but also more
high-yield in the
pus enough. So
adventure depart
start
small:
go
ment, because most
down to Kennedy,
When you've had a bad day,
of the stations are in
take a few friends,
or when you just need to
parts of whatever
and roll a few dice.
take off and see something
town you end up in
You rolled a total
new, get in the car with a
with easy access to
of... 22. Go get on
few friends, and open the
cultural centers or
that bus, see where
it takes you. If you
other modes of
atlas to a random page.
public transporta
don't have any dice,
close your eyes,
tion. It's necessary
spin around in a cir
in this case to have
cle and point. And
a little spare cash on
don't worry about getting back. you, in case you see something you'd
Remember, if RIPTA takes you there, really like to buy or do. Lunch is also a
RIPTA can take you back.
bonus, but it can just as easily be
Once you've done your share of bus wrapped in a few napkins and packed
venturing, maybe you can graduate to along with you.
the commuter rail or Greyhound
So now you've ridden buses, you've
buses. These aren't as cheap as our taken trains, and you're ready for
lovely RIPTA, of course, but they're something more. Well, the intermedi
not a debilitating expense either. Get ate stage here only works if either you
together that change from your last or one of your adventurous friends has
7/11 trip and that one time you a car. If they do, you're set! All you

need is a road atlas and a pen. When
you've had a bad day, or when you just
need to take off and see something
new, get in the car with a few friends,
and open the atlas to a random page.
Have a friend point to an intersection
or see what looks interesting on that
page: go there. With gas as cheap as it
is, you might get pretty far for pretty
little if you pack some food and don't
take any toll roads.
The auto-adventure is one of the
most versatile, but if you really want to
experience world surrender, you're
going to need just a little more cash
and a lot more nerve. Find a way to get
yourself to an airport, pick a plane,
and get on it. Don't pick a destination
if you can help it: pick a flight number
or a gate number. Don't check any lug
gage, just take a change of clothes and
a good pair of walking shoes. Some
flights, especially those with lastminute cancellations on tickets, will
sell empty seats for cheap, and you can
make it just about anywhere for a hun
dred dollars or less. Once you're there
the adventure really begins. Where
will you go, where will you sleep,
what will you eat?
All valid questions. Well, what's
your answer? Go find out.
So stop defaulting to a night at
Clubbie's or that movie you've seen a
hundred times already and the same
pizza place for the 30th time this
month. Pick a bus, a plane, a train, or
an automobile, pack a bag and just go
until you feel like stopping. And once
you're there. ..
Well, that part's up to you.
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Promises Floating on a Red Balloon
Conor Leary '11
Portfolio Staff

by

Maureen toyed with the ring that
her husband had given her almost
eight years ago, his grandmother's
engagement ring. She slipped it from
her bony finger too easily;
SHORT she had been meaning to
STORY Set h adjusted since the
night Andrew had given it
to her. The astonishment had stayed
with her though and she never wanted
it anywhere but on her left ring finger.
It would not fall off even if she shook
her hands at the fastest speed possible,
but it would always move, shift back
and forth, up and down, with any ges
ture she made.
The smallest nudge of cool silver
against her skin reminded her at any
moment that she had found her true
love.
"Ellen! Come here for a minute!"
She listened after her voice had filled
the kitchen and the rest of her quiet
home. She stood beside the window
and gazed longingly out the window
into the sunny blue sky.
She could hear her daughter leaping
in her obedient dash to the kitchen,
bouncing off bedsprings and tapping
over wood floors. Each step resonated
with a different piano's note as Ellen
conjured an angelic symphony to
announce her arrival.
"What's the matter, Mommy?"
Maureen turned around to gaze into
the adorable features of her daughter's
face. Her beautiful green eyes shim
mered with a touch of aqua as her tof
fee-colored hair settled over her shoul
ders in loose curls. She smiled in a
sparkling white dress with green rib
bons tied in her hair and around her
nimble waist. She clicked her heels
together as she stood small and proud,
itching to return to her land of makebelieve where dolls were brought to
life and cared about what they wore.

"Oh, nothing is the matter, Ellen. I
just wanted to show you something.
Why don't we head outside? It's so
nice out today." Her daughter's face
dazzled as she smiled and reached a
small hand towards her mother.
Maureen slipped her ring back onto
her finger and avoided her daughter's
hand for just a moment. She switched
directions and entered into the dining
room, returning with a floating bal
loon tied to a string. It was bright red
and bobbed very near the ceiling.
"Ooo! Mommy, can I have it?" Ellen
squealed and skipped endlessly
around Maureen's feet, leaping after
the string.
"Yes, but only for a little while.
Balloons are meant to fly away." She
leaned closer to her daughter's face.
"And then they go 'POP'!'' Ellen
slapped her hands together but grew
somber again, her eyes no longer star
ing at the balloon.
"Yes, they sometimes do that. But
sometimes, when they float away, they
come back."
She glanced at her ring, but knew
she'd be able to live without it.
Maureen walked with her daughter
in the park across the street from their
home. She advised Ellen to keep a
tight grip on the string of the balloon
after handing it to her which resulted
in Ellen walking very slowly, staring
directly at her fingers laced around the
string. She guided her through the
twisting pathways of the park, around
strollers and weaving through swing
ing and sliding children.
"Mommy, why are we just walk
ing?" Ellen asked after a few minutes,
after she had become confident in her
ability to not let go of the balloon.
"It's a beautiful day outside,"
Maureen answered and stopped walk
ing. Ellen remained in her mother's
shadow, her chin raised high and her
eyes squinting through the sunlight so
that she could look at the balloon.

"Then what's the balloon for?"
Maureen smiled at her daughter's
curiosity and slipped her ring from her
finger. She swallowed one quick
breath as she realized how light her
hand felt as she reached for the bal
loon's string. Her simple and gorgeous
gold wedding band still hugged the
bottom of her ring finger, but it felt like
her hand could float away as high as
the balloon. She found Ellen staring up
at her, her tiny fist gripping the string
even though her mother held it too.
"Did you know your grandfather
proposed to your grandmother in one
of those hot air balloons?" Ellen
beamed and glanced towards the sky
as if looking for one of the sky's deco
rations. Maureen managed to thread
the string out of her daughter's obedi
ent hands. Maureen looped the party
string through the ring and tied it
tight. When she let it go, Ellen's small
hands grabbed for the string as it was
about to float away.
"Mommy, that's your ring!"
"I know, silly."
"But Daddy gave that to you!"
"Yes he did. But this is a tradition.
One day, you'll see this balloon again.
A boy who is much taller than you will
pull it from the sky and give you this
ring." Maureen brought the balloon
high into the air until her daughter let
go of the string. She closed her eyes
and felt the passing breeze tugging at
the helium-filled balloon.
She felt the string sliding through
her fingers until the ring weighed it
down like an anchor.
"Maureen, will you make me the happi
est man alive?" She heard her answer as
she opened her fingers and let the ring
go. She watched Ellen run a few steps
forward to wave.
♦**

Ellen was stuck waiting for him
again. She sat in the park where Greg
told her he'd be at twelve-thirty on her
lunch hour. She checked her watch

again and growled at
his tardiness. She
wouldn't have any
time to eat, let alone
talk to him about

what he desperately
needed to talk about.
She tossed her hair
over her shoulder and
peered through the curls,
hoping to see him. It wasn't a
complete waste she guessed. It
was a beautiful day and the park
was filled with sounds of playing
children and kind conversation
between nannies and mothers, all
beneath a clear blue sky. She tried
to breathe in a soothing breath after
checking her phone and finding a
number of text messages explaining
why he hadn't shown up yet. When
she opened her eyes, she looked back
into the sky. She blinked multiple
times until a small dot floating in the
sky had gained color, shape, and dis
tinction. There was a red balloon lin
gering in the soft breeze of the day and
Ellen found herself standing as it got
closer. It was being weighed down by
something until it touched on the
ground just at her feet. Ellen couldn't
believe it even as she touched the tired
balloon, trading the sweaty latex for
white string. She threaded it through
her fingers until something caught in
her fingers, an anchor.
"Ellie! Sorry I'm late." Ellen turned
to find Greg standing in front of her.
"I really need to ask you something."
She looked down at the ring in her
hand as Greg approached her.
"Ellie, hey, can you look at me?"
And he proposed to her with the red
balloon floating in between them.
Ellen had forgotten how frustrated she
was by his lateness as she recovered
from his kiss.
"Mom said it would happen this
way. It's tradition."

Tales from Abroad

Hyperspace
Bobby Bretz'12
Portfolio Staff

by

Oxford, England
Thomas Reilly '10
Contributing Writer
by

So here I am at Blackfriars Hall,
Oxford, a fellow Dominican institu
tion, two weeks or so into my second
term. Academic life here is much dif
ferent from that of Providence
College—they leave you to read and
write all on your own, then you meet
with your tutors once a week for an
hour to discuss what you've done and
what you'll do for the next week. I
knew this when I'd signed up and had
expected it to be different. Apart from
this, I did not really expect the U.K. to
be all that different from America.
After all, even the language is the
same, right? Well, not quite. In fact,
some words have a completely differ
ent meaning here, which has proved
somewhat problematic.
It was a bright Sunday afternoon in
mid-October. I came home from lunch
and sat down by my big bay window,
opened it up for a breeze, and started
some reading before heading to
church. This particular window has a
wonderful view of my street in a rela
tively busy part of Oxford, making it a
great place to see all sorts of people
walk by: academics, families, students,
tourists, etc. So there I was, all dressed

up, reading in my window, watching
different people walk by. I'd just man
aged to get through a few pages in my
book, when suddenly a piece of
pineapple came flying through the
window and landed splat on the leg of
my dress pants.
It wasn't really a big deal. One of my
fellow visiting students, a Canadian,
living next door, was simply bored
and thought I would enjoy a snack.
When he learned what happened and
that he might have stained my nice
pants, he leaned out of the window in
apology and offered to take them to
the cleaners. I assured him everything
was fine, nothing a little water couldn't
remove. I even told him I would prove
it and show him the pants with the
stain removed. I yelled from my win
dow to his: "It's fine; come on over in
twenty minutes, I'll show you my
pants and then we'll go to church."
Immediately, all the people on the
street rushed to cover their children's
ears and eyes and turned to me with a
look of utter disgust that said, "Who is
this whacky man living on our street
and why is he saying this?" What had
I done now?

Apparently what we in North
American English usually call "dress
pants,"
and
only
sometimes
"trousers," are only called "trousers"
in British English while "pants" exclu
sively refers to underwear. So, all these
people were shocked beyond belief
about the strange man in Sunday
clothes reading in the window, making
plans to show his neighbor his under
wear and then head off to church. I
soon realized what I said, laughed,
and tried to wave and smile in apolo
gy. In return I only received blank
stares, but at least they seemed a little
less shocked. I was just another
American in Oxford.
Of all my different discoveries here,
this was probably the most embarrass
ing. Learning about all their different
pies (pork, shepherd's, cottage, fisher
man's, mince), drinking tea in the
afternoon, and first looking towards
the right when crossing the street have
all been much easier to pick up. From
here on out, I sure hope there aren't
many more similar mistakes to make.
So, if you ever find yourself in Oxford,
watch out for flying pineapple, it just
might end up landing on your trousers1.

Mommy scolds
Do as you're told
And don't unfold
The manifold
Well, you did it anyway
(How?)
And way to go
I'd feel I ike a Picasso
If I could still perceive
(Can I?)
You had a brain in the three-brane
(Or so doc said—I took his word)
We weren't sure about the rest
Well now we're somewhere else
(Thanks to you)
And it's quite a bloody mess
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Getting Through the Morning After
Daniel James '11
Portfolio Staff

by

It takes me a minute to figure out if
I'm dead or not.
My eyes are wide open and burnt
from leaving my contacts in while I
slept. My head feels seven
SHORT sizes too big, and my throat
STORY tastes like a desert. I look
around in the darknessfor
signs of life, but there's nothing but the
familiar black that swallows me whole.
I try to lift my head from its resting
place on a pillow, but the thought of
trying to move causes my brain to go
into a schizophrenic rage, slamming
itself in all directions against my skull.
I want nothing more then to empty my
10,000 pound stomach onto some
thing—preferably a toilet, but I'll take
a floor or a trash can. Beggars can't be
choosers. I'm not dead. I only wish I
were.
My body demands so much of me
and I feel incapable of delivering any
thing. For a moment my instinct is
water, but the thought of more fluids
in my stomach only makes me want to
move and open the flood gates that are
keeping everything I drank tonight
suppressed in my body. The thought
of moving makes my brain rattle
around in my head like a pinball. I
cater to the most immediate of my
needs and try to lift my arm and rest it
over my eyes, a technique that has no
real effect when it comes to settling
myself. I do my best to pick my right
arm up from being sprawled out
across the oversized twin bed, but the
moment I start to pick my arm up
something small and soft stirs on top
of it. I'm startled and my instinct
becomes to pull away from this
unknown, but once I try moving that
familiar skull slamming begins again
in full force.
I groan and the thing on top of my
arm rustles and moves away from me,
pressing itself against the wall. I try to
review the night as best as I can. I start
ed out in an apartment with a few of
my friends and roommates. We had
talked about going to the hockey game
or checking out the new hookah bar,
but we decided to go to a few social
gatherings instead. The beverage pro
visions were bountiful, and the night
seemed to be going good.
I think she was by the table in the
kitchen when I first noticed her. I was
trying to get to the fridge, and she was
talking with a few of her friends and
had something red and diluted in her
blue Solo cup. She was not, by any
means, a dime, but she had something
that set her apart from the rest. It was
n't her well-kept, glossy brunette hair

that dropped to her shoulders, and it
wasn't the way she dressed because
there are plenty of girls who dress like
her: tight pants and seductive top. If I
had to take a bullet or figure out what
it was that made her stand out—
almost glow—Yd have to give up and
take the bullet because this chick had
me baffled.
I finally opened the fridge and
pulled out a fresh one, filling up my
Solo cup and tossing the empty into a
black garbage bag sitting limply on the
floor. I took a long, drawn out swig
from the cup in an attempt to keep up
with the rest of the guests. When I low
ered the cup I tried to steal another
glance at this girl and found, to my
surprise, that she too was looking at
me. I would like to think that maybe
she noticed me like I noticed her, and
that maybe I stand out from the rest of
the crowd, but chances are I'm not sep
arate from the rest of the pack drunkenly screaming and laughing, and that
this was just a freak occurrence that
this girl looked in my direction. I gave
her a half-intoxicated grin, and she
smiled back. I took this as a victory
and talked back downstairs to the
basement where the rest of my friends
were before I found a way to crash and
bum. I wasn't even looking for any
thing, so I didn't see much of a point in
setting myself up for failure.
But something didn't let me leave. I
had a surge of confidence run through
my body like an electric shock, and I
suddenly didn't fear rejection. I turned
around and approached her and her
friends. I tried to convince my mind
that even if I got rejected it wouldn't be
the end of the world and nobody
would care. I asked her for her name,
but was so surprised by my courage to
approach her that I didn't even pay
attention when she told me. I asked
her to speak up because everyone was
so loud, so she leaned in close to my
ear and whispered it. I asked her if she
needs a refill, and she nodded.
We were dancing at some point after
that. I don't remember when we
exchanged fluorescent lights and the
smell of stale beer for the vibrating
black lights and smell of college stu
dent sweat. Our bodies were hot and
like magnets under a flame they
stayed tightly together, getting hotter
by the second but refusing to separate
despite the heat. My hands were on
her hips, and she laced her fingers
with mine. She turned her head and
we kissed sloppily.
And that's how I ended up here,
wondering if I'm dead or alive in some
dorm room that I've determined isn't
my own with a complete stranger
while my brain is trying to kick a hole

in my head and escape. I feel the urge
to burp and hold it in, fearing that I
may accidently pop out more than just
gas. She rolls back over and opens her
eyes. They glow in the dark, and even
though I want to look away I can't pull
myself away from her gaze. I try to
open my mouth to speak but no words
come out. I'm so parched it hurts just
to breathe. She tells me that there's a
bottle of water on her desk, and asks
me if I can grab it for her. I nod and
almost fall off the bed trying to get out
of it.
I get the water and crawl back into
bed, embarrassed to be there. I feel like
I've already let her down. She sips the
water and then offers me some. I gra
ciously drink it while trying not to be
greedy. We take turns passing the
water back and forth before lying
down. We talk, but it's bland and unin
teresting and mostly pertains to how
sick we feel. I pull the blankets over us
and—to my utter shock—she nuzzles
her head against my shoulder. We both
shut our eyes. I dream that I'm naked
walking through my campus that's
been encased in a bottle of Jack
Daniels. People walk by my laughing,
but when they notice me they stop
laughing and turn away. I walk past
them, feeling exposed but indifferent.
I wake up again with the sun shin
ing through the cracks of the pulled
shade. There's music playing quietly
from her speakers on her desk. At first
I try to dismiss the song as something
irrelevant, but the rhythm is familiar
and I recognize the song to be "Lord
Knows" by 2pac, one of my favorite
songs off of my favorite hip-hop
album. I recite the lyrics in my swollen
head—I smoke a blunt to try and take the
pain out, and if I wasn't high then I'd try
to blow my brains out—God do I know
what that feels like.
She's across the room, putting fresh
clothes on. Her hair is damp, and the
towel sagging over her closet door
indicates that she's been up long
enough to shower. I feel like a train hit
me, and I guess it shows because when
she notices I'm awake she has a
stunned look on her face, probably
because I'm still able to move.
I groggily ask her what time it is
while I rub my eyes in an effort to
readjust my contacts with my palms
and she tells me that it's already noon.
I look back at her lazily—she doesn't
look like I remember. The magical
glow she carried the night before is
gone, replaced with the morning sick
ness every college student feels during
the weekend. I'm disappointed, but
I'm sure I looked no better with my
hair unkempt and my heavy appear
ance of nausea.

I stop rub my eyes and ask her shyly
if she wants to go to brunch. She looks
taken back by this and I feel invasive. I
fumble with my words, trying to justi
fy my question to let her off the hook,
but she agrees to come, saying that
she's surprised I want anything to do
with her still. I ask her what she's
done, and she blushes and says noth
ing, but that most guys her roommate
brings back wake up early and sneak
out, so she figured I'd be the same. I
think about reminding her that she's
not her roommate and I'm not 'most
guys,' but why would she have any
reason to believe me? So I nod and say
nothing, doing my best to find my
clothes, which are scattered through
out her room and under her bed. All
the while she's watching me with a
look of uncertainty (or is it disappoint
ment?), and I secretly wish to just get
out of the room and leave before I
make a bigger idiot out of myself.
After a scavenger hunt that rivals an
egg hunt on Easter morning or a
Matzo hunt on Passover I'm dressed
and feeling recycled in my used
clothes. We walk down the hallway of
her dorm while I mentally review
what I know about her, and it's not that
much. But the more I think about all
the things I don't know about her, the
more I reflect on the previous night,
about how we talked on the walk back
from the party and loved each other's
company, how we both revealed that
we had ex's who were idiots for leav
ing us, and how much we both love
old hip hop and grunge music. I think
about the sweat-drenched dance room
and the way our hands interlocked
and how, even in our obliterated states
of mind, we managed to have a more
significant kiss than anyone else has
had for a random hookup. I acknowl
edge to myself that I'm starting to
think we're something more special
than we actually are. To be real we're
just two random people who hap
pened to find each other on a stroke of
luck and now we're at the morning
after and trying to decide what we're
doing with ourselves. I'll never know
for certain unless I take a leap of faith
that I hadn't intended on taking 16
hours ago.
My hand clenches into a nervous
fist. I try to relax but my clammy
palms make me even more nervous.
It's now or another time, and the con
cept of 'another time' is never a guar
antee. With every ounce of courage I
can muster, I reach my hand out from
my side and wrap my fingers in
between hers. She curls her hand to
mine and smiles bashfully. We walk
like this to brunch.

"Perhaps no person can be a poet, or can even enjoy
poetry, without a certain unsoundness of mind."

-Thomas Babington Macaulay
Contribute your poetry, prose, and artwork to Portfolio to prove just how unsound you are!
cowl.portfol io@gmail.com
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Forever Haunted by Palmistry
Katie Caeiva "10
Portfolio Editor

by

Someone read my palm once. I'm
pretty sure that the whole thing was
relatively invalid—it happened during
a lull in orchestra when a high school
sophomore dabbling in the
ESSAY occult grabbed my hand to
practice on. Sketchy though
the
whole
shebang
undoubtedly was, it's an incident that
I've never been fully able to forget
about. I'll go for years at a time with
out thinking about it, without thinking
about the odd things that my delight
fully bizarre friend told me that day.
Every once in awhile, however, some
thing will happen and I'll think about
that afternoon in the unyielding cold
of the band room located in the far
thest comer of my high school. I'll be
able to recall with uncanny vividness
her light brown hair falling over her
face, obscuring her brilliant green eyes
that right then were occupied in the
unsolicited task of interpreting the
creases of my palm. I'll remember,
with equal parts nostalgia, reluctance,
and amazement, the words that she
said that afternoon. Her reading was
not in-depth, but still resonates pro
foundly when I choose to think about
it, so much so that I feel comfortable
relating it within quotation marks.
"You'll meet your soul mate," she
told me, "but not until very late in life.
And you'll never get lucky unless you
think you won't."
Now here's the thing: I don't believe
in soul mates, and I certainly don't
believe in luck. Every time 11:11 comes
around (which is twixe a day because

of our silly American refusal to use
international time) and someone tells
me to make a wish, I laugh contemptu
ously. (For a philosophical/theological
analysis of how luck is different from
providence and prayers are different
from wishes buy me a cup of tea
and expect to have your ear talked
off.) Why, then, has this assertion,
based on some ridiculous practice
of interpreting the lines on my palm,
refused to fade away with all the
other bizarre things this friend
told me while dabbling in tarot,
Wicca, and Druidism? It seems—
repugnant as it is for me to say
it—that the answer is that the
prophesy seems disturbingly true
sometimes.
Friday night was the kind of
weird that brings females togeth
er to complain about the over
whelming nuances
of life. For most,
though certainly
not all, of the
women in my liv
ing
room
that
night, these nuances
were
complicated
further by the foreign
culture of the male. "I
just want to find my soul
mate," someone said, and
with that simple, wineinduced
admission,
I
remembered the reading of
my palm. The soul mate issue has
never really concerned me much,
but the luck thing, well that got me
thinking.
If I, for the moment though not with
intellectual assent, grant that luck

exists, I ask whence it comes. Is there
some sort of miserly dealer who tosses
it out in haphazard sprinkles or is
Richard Wiseman right in saying that

we control our lives and our luck? On
Friday night it didn't seem to matter.
Things were more or less going my
way academically, socially, and. . .take
your pick of adverbs. If this was luck,
why had it been granted to me? Maybe
my old friend was right, maybe I was
lucky right then because I hadn't
expected to be, maybe thinking that
things will go right is an unobstructed
path to failure and disappointment.
Can someone really live like that? I
don't mean that in any judgmental
way, I mean it quite literally. If I (or
anyone with a similair palm) continu
ally get lucky, statistical probability
will eventually lead me to believe that
I will continue to be continually lucky.
As soon as I do this, however, my luck
will be magicked away. I think I catch
whiff of some rotten cycle. It seems
impossible to actually function like
this. Did my palm-reading friend
secretly hope to drive me crazy with
this? I wouldn't put it past her.
So now the obvious question about
my personality: If I know that I can't
live this way, if I know that I don't even
believe in luck or soul mates or any
force that infringes upon my free will
to such a degree that luck or soul
mates are plausible, then why the hell
can't I let this go?
I see your question and raise you an
exhortation: If you know the answer
please let me know. In lieu of an
answer to my dilemma, I'd also take a
reference to a certified palmist who
could confirm/deny the half-decade
old reading. A second opinion might
make things worse, but might finally
put my mind at ease.

Tiffany&Earl

Making PC an
emotionally
, one letter
place
stable
al a time . . .
Dear B&B,
Everybody gets a
little bit down during
these winter months.
With mounds of gray
snow piling up all
around us, who can
keep a smile on her
face? Only the very
strong of heart, a
group to which you
don’t sound like you belong. I say that only
so that you can fix the problem now that I
have definitively pointed it out to you.
You sound like a pretty nice girl, B. A
tad on the mopey side, maybe, but who
hasn’t been there? The trick in times like
these is not to wallow. Sitting at home in
Meagher while your trim and tan room
mate goes out and macks it with the cute
economics guy at Louie’s would be one of
the worst decisions you could make. What
you should do is borrow one of her tops,
go out with her and flirt with every eligible
PC bachelor. It’s the only way to find your
self a man, which won’t necessarily bring
you happiness, but if you need relationship
advice you know where to come.
I like to think looking for a guy in terms
of shopping. You look in the window, flip
through things on the rack, and maybe try
some things on. Maybe you’ll choose to
buy something, but remember to keep your
receipit so that you can return it within 30
days if that proves necessary. After that
you’re stuck with whatever messy situa
tion you’ve gotten yourself in to.
As far as the extra holiday flab goes,
don’t worry about it. Your body will soon
adjust to not eating due to Ray’s excuse for
food and having to walk everywhere. The
flab will fade and your confidence will
come back.
Best of luck with everything!

This Week

.

.

Beatin gthe Wintertime Blues

Dear Tiffany and Earl,

1 know it’s a new semester and everything, but I’ve been feeling pretty down late
ly. Classes have been a drag, I can’t get rid of that extra holiday flab, and my love
life has been. . .less than stellar. Meanwhile, my roommate came back from the holi
day break looking better than ever, with a renewed confidence that I only wish I
could find in myself. I can’t help being jealous of her trim figure and high spirits.
Any advice for how I can cure my winter time blues?. . .or at least for how I can get
myself a boyfriend?
—Feelin’ Beefy and Blue

Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com

Dear Beefy,
Wow, I just started
lactating from sad
ness. If there was
some kind of machine
that could convert
sadness into renew
able energy, we could
fuel Christian Bale’s
rage for at least 27
years and in that time
the United States
could settle all disputes by unleashing this
man of fury on our enemies. I suggest begin
ning with Spencer Pratt (I’m sick of that lame
translucent beard). But I digress.
After coming home from a relaxing
extended vacation in the Mediterranean (aka
Hartford) I see this old wobbly desk, in this
filthy hole, located in the basement of a build
ing that is currently being “remodeled.”
I sit amidst the din of power tools and
some sleazy (but not in the cool John Waters
way) three-toothed dwarf is scraping the
paint off a wall that once bore a poster of Don
Johnston promoting abstinence. Dangling
above my desk is the severed arm of a onceproud giant panda and gripped in his rigored
hand is this pathetic letter. As I begin to write
my editor goos- steps over to my computer so
she can spit absentees at the back of my neck.
Do you really expect me to sincerely answer
this question with sympathy ? People have
problems worse than a muffin top.
The only thing that can really help you is
WoW (World of Warcraft for any nOObs that
might be reading this). It is a fantastic way to
meet people from the relative safety of your
own home. You really get that fantastic com
munity feeling and it is the perfect place to
find a new BF (that’s a Battle Friend). I’m
actually on a quest with my new BF Eugene
right now. He’s single (big surprise) and I
think you would be interested to know that he
wears magnums, but its only because he likes
that baggy look if you know what I mean. If
you’re interested, message him at filiusflitwickfan4@hotmale.com.
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics -- Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Nick Mazzolini

Catherine Bove

Men's Hockey
Senior—Anchorage, Alaska

Women's Basketball
Senior—Cincinnati, Ohio

Mazzolini had one goal in the Friars' 2-2 tie
against Boston College, and a career-high two
goals the next night against Merrimack.

Bove led the Friars to an victory against
Cincinnati with a season-high 23 points and a
6-6 night behind the three-point line.

Scores

Schedules
Friday, 2/6

Friday, 1/30
Men's Hockey vs. Boston College

T, 2-2 (OT)

Saturday, 1/31
Women's Swim & Dive vs. Holy Cross
Men's Swim & Dive vs. Holy Cross
Women's Hockey vs. Connecticut
Women's Basketball vs. Louisville
Men's Hockey vs. Merrimack
Tennis at St. Peter's
Men's Basketball at Connecticut

L, 176-124
W, 194-106
W, 5-1
L, 81-49
W, 5-3
L, 7-0
L, 94-61

Sunday, 2/1
Women's Hockey at Connecticut

L, 2-1 (OT)

Women's Tennis at Albany
Men's Hockey at Vermont
Women's Hockey vs. Northeastern
Women's Track at Giegengack Invitational
Men's Track at Giegengack Invitational

6.00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
All Day
All Day

Saturday, 2/7
Men's Basketball at West Virginia
Women's Tennis at St. Bonaventure
Swim & Dive at New England Invitational
Women's Hockey at Northeastern
Men's Hockey at Vermont
Women's Track at Giegengack Invitational
M Track at Giegengack Invitational

4:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
All Day
All Day

Tuesday, 2/3
Women's Basketball at Cincinnati

W, 82-71 (2 OT)

Tuesday, 2/10
Men's Basketball at USF
Women's Basketball at West Virginia

Wednesday, 2/4
Men's Basketball vs. Villanova

7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

L, 94-91

Standings
Men's Big East Basketball (Top 10) (2/5)

Team
Marquette
Connecticut
Louisville
Pittsburgh
Villanova
Syracuse
Providence
West Virginia
Cincinnati
Georgetown

Big East
L
W
0
9
1
10
1
8
2
7
3
6
4
6
4
6
5
4
5
4
6
4

Overall
W
L
20
2
21
1
17
4
2
20
4
18
5
18
14
8/
7
15
8
14
8
13

Women's Hockey East (2/5)

Hockey East
W
L
Pts
Team
2
23
New Hampshire 10
4
21
10
Providence
21
5
10
Boston College
20
5
10
Connecticut
20
6
Boston University 10
11
9
5
Northeastern
7
11
3
Maine
6
12
3
Vermont

Overall
w
L
I
15
5
5
15
11
2
17
7
3
18
8
2
13
10
5
10
14
3
5
19
3
5
22
1
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Providence College’s
Premier Off-Campus Properties
The Plated Homes of Emerald Isle Real Estate
A Providence College Tradition
Now taking reservations for school years 2009-2010 and 2010-2011
(Reserve now to lock in 2008-2009 pricing.)

133 Pinehurst Avenue

Edenderry
98-100 Eaton Street

Limerick
29 Huxley Avenue

Claremorris
98-96Eaton Street

Castlebar
127-129 Pinehurst Avenue

Killarney
93 Pinehurst Avenue

Tipperary
141-143 Pembroke Avenue

Tollamore
138-140 Radcliffe Avenue

Safe, clean, family neighborhoods

Off-campus living with character, priced

A short walk from campus center

competitively

Beautifully restored 1920s family homes

Redundant security systems

Each house is uniquely charming with a

Responsive, 24-hour service

distinct, personal feel

Directly managed by the property owner with

The off-campus center of student life

a proven history of serving the PC community

Stan Kizlinski
“My personal reputation at PC is your assurance of satisfaction.”
Owner/Manager 24/7 • Cell Phone: 401-316-8457 • Email: skizlinski@cox.net
Registered, Providence College Off-Campus Housing Office
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A Cowl Salute to the Friar Student Athlete
by John Butler '11
Assistant Sports Editor

In the weekly black and white of The
Cowl’s sports pages the doings of the
many Friar sports sqauds are reported
with care and admiration. However, it
is the fear of this
writer
that
COMMENTARY
obscured by the
statistics,
the
analysis, the stand
ings, and the standouts is the spirit of
the Friar student athlete.
Each of us knows the trials of the
collegiate experience with the pres
sures of exams, and dorm life, the
demands of extracurricular activities,
etc. Providence students are certainly
justified in suffering from Civ
headaches and biology frustration. But
we owe the student athletes respect
and admiration for the perseverance,
endurance, and enthusiasm that they
bring to combat Civ headaches, biolo
gy frustration, and the superstars of
the NCAA.

When I was a boy, I watched the
likes of Austin Croshere and Jamel
Thomas don the black and white.
What struck me about their play was
the grace and calmness that character
ized their demeanor each time they
stepped on the floor. As a writer for
The Cowl, I now stand before presentday Friar athletes with a similar
sense of awe. But I have seen
that this grace and calmness
extends beyond the playing
field to the classroom, the
cafeteria, and the cam
pus in general.
Formally, I suppose
it is a type of stoicism, a singleness of
purpose and a seriousness of purpose
that I admire. One can not help but
watch Jeff Xavier at the foul line or
Mathew Card off the blocks and not
believe that there is something special
in the works.
In my estimation, the sine qua non for
this "specialness"is nothing other than
disciplined, hard-nosed, old-fashioned
hard work. This is the hallmark of the

Friar student athlete. Take the Swim
Team, which operates on a double ses
sion schedule all season long. Take the
track teams, whose "sport is your pun
ishment," as the t-shirts tell us. Take
the Lacrosse Team, which has been
practicing in the dead of winter in
preparation for the spring season.
Disciplined, hard-nosed,
old-fashioned hard work.
Easier said than done. But you
can see it done daily in the
Mullaney Gym, on Glay Field
and around the campus.
What is it that animates the
Friar athletes to put forth
the ultimate effort day after
day? It is difficult to say. I suppose
one probably must have to be a colle
giate athlete in order to truly articulate
the animating principle of the Friar
student athlete.
I suspect, however, that most Friar
student athletes would answer that the
drive to compete comes from within. It
is an intrinsic motivation, without any
external considerations.

I had a swim coach in high school
who would consistently tell us that
sports do not teach character; they
reveal it. In order to be a successful
colegiate athlete, one must possess
that steely resolve which inspires
when the chips are down and the
hour is dark.
Each of us ought to emulate the
steely resolve which the Friar stu
dent athletes typify. It is the resolve
that wins games and endures hard
practices. Yet, it is the same resolve
that makes successful men and
women. Men and women who know
the value of hard work, and are will
ing the sacrifice their own well being
and comfort for the greater good.
We of the Sports Section seek to
ensure that the spirit of the Friar stu
dent athlete is not obscured in this
very space. Let this, then, serve as
testimony to our admiration of our
peers in whom we place our respect,
admiration, and affection. We salute
you, Friar student athletes.

Off Campus
Housing
Pembroke Ave.
5 apartments left
all with 3 beds, 1 bath,

new kitchens,
mostly furnished

FRIDAY
$500.00 per bedroom.

Call Jenn Pier Realty
Property Manager

401-789-7700.

SATURDAY

For up-to-theminute news
on all of the
Friar squads,
visit

SATURDAY

www.TheCowl.com
All PC STUDENT TICKETS WILL BE SOLD MONDAY - FRIDAY,
8:30 AM - 4:30 PM IN THE BOP OFFICE AND IN MARTIN HALL.
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Providence College’s
Premier Off-Campus Properties
The Plated Homes of Emerald Isle Real Estate
A Providence College Tradition

Galway
133 Pinehurst Avenue

Edenderry
98-100 Eaton Street

Limerick
29 Huxley Avenue

Claremorris
98-96Eaton Street

Castlebar
127-129 Pinehurst Avenue

Killarney
93 Pinehurst Avenue

Tipperary
141-143 Pembroke Avenue

Tollamore
138-140 Radcliffe Avenue

Safe, clean, family neighborhoods

Off-campus living with character, priced

A short walk from campus center

competitively

Beautifully restored 1920s family homes

Redundant security systems

Each house is uniquely charming with a

Responsive, 24-hour service

distinct, personal feel

Directly managed by the property owner with

The off-campus center of student life

a proven history of serving the PC community

Stan Kizlinski
“My personal reputation at PC is your assurance of satisfaction.”
Owner/Manager 24/7 • Cell Phone: 401-316-8457 • Email: skizlinski@cox.net
Registered, Providence College Off-Campus Housing Office
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A Cowl Salute to the Friar Student Athlete
by John Butler 'll
Assistant Sports Editor

In the weekly black and white of The
Cowl's sports pages the doings of the
many Friar sports sqauds are reported
with care and admiration. However, it
is the fear of this
writer
that
COMMENTARY
obscured by the
statistics,
the
analysis, the stand
ings, and the standouts is the spirit of
the Friar student athlete.
Each of us knows the trials of the
collegiate experience with the pres
sures of exams, and dorm life, the
demands of extracurricular activities,
etc. Providence students are certainly
justified in suffering from Civ
headaches and biology frustration. But
we owe the student athletes respect
and admiration for the perseverance,
endurance, and enthusiasm that they
bring to combat Civ headaches, biolo
gy frustration, and the superstars of
the NCAA.

Off Campus
Housing!
Pembroke Ave.
5 apartments left

all with 3 beds, 1 bath,

new kitchens,
mostly furnished

$500.00 per bedroom.

Call Jenn Pier Realty
Property Manager

401-789-7700.

For up-to-theminute news
on all of the
Friar squads,
visit

www.TheCowl.com

When I was a boy, I watched the
likes of Austin Croshere and Jamel
Thomas don the black and white.
What struck me about their play was
the grace and calmness that character
ized their demeanor each time they
stepped on the floor. As a writer for
The Cowl, I now stand before presentday Friar athletes with a similar
sense of awe. But I have seen
that this grace and calmness
extends beyond the playing
field to the classroom, the
cafeteria, and the cam
pus in general.
Formally, I suppose
it is a type of stoicism, a singleness of
purpose and a seriousness of purpose
that I admire. One can not help but
watch Jeff Xavier at the foul line or
Mathew Card off the blocks and not
believe that there is something special
in the works.
In my estimation, the sine qua non for
this "specialness"is nothing other than
disciplined, hard-nosed, old-fashioned
hard work. This is the hallmark of the

Friar student athlete. Take the Swim
Team, which operates on a double ses
sion schedule all season long. Take the
track teams, whose "sport is your pun
ishment," as the t-shirts tell us. Take
the Lacrosse Team, which has been
practicing in the dead of winter in
preparation for the spring season.
Disciplined, hard-nosed,
old-fashioned hard work.
Easier said than done. But you
can see it done daily in the
Mullaney Gym, on Glay Field
and around the campus.
What is it that animates the
Friar athletes to put forth
the ultimate effort day after
day? It is difficult to say. I suppose
one probably must have to be a colle
giate athlete in order to truly articulate
the animating principle of the Friar
student athlete.
I suspect, however, that most Friar
student athletes would answer that the
drive to compete comes from within. It
is an intrinsic motivation, without any
external considerations.

I had a swim coach in high school
who would consistently tell us that
sports do not teach character; they
reveal it. In order to be a successful
colegiate athlete, one must possess
that steely resolve which inspires
when the chips are down and the
hour is dark.
Each of us ought to emulate the
steely resolve which the Friar stu
dent athletes typify. It is the resolve
that wins games and endures hard
practices. Yet, it is the same resolve
that makes successful men and
women. Men and women who know
the value of hard work, and are will
ing the sacrifice their own well being
and comfort for the greater good.
We of the Sports Section seek to
ensure that the spirit of the Friar stu
dent athlete is not obscured in this
very space. Let this, then, serve as
testimony to our admiration of our
peers in whom we place our respect,
admiration, and affection. We salute
you, Friar student athletes.
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Bove's Homecoming Effort Leads Friars to Win
by

Alexis Smith

Sports Staff

'12

A long and arduous battle ended in
a win for the Providence College
Women's Basketball Team. On
Tuesday Feb. 5, the Lady Friars defeat
ed Cincinnati 82-72 in
WOMEN'S double overtime at
HOOPS Fifth Third Arena in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Providence
guard
senior Catherine Bove, from Cincinnati,
Ohio, returned to her hometown wear
ing her Providence Friar uniform. Bove
ended the game with a season-high of
23 points against the Bearcats. With a
perfect 6-of-6 shots beyond the threepoint arc, Bove hit a total of 7-of-9
attempts from the floor.
Thanks to a great 14-point first half
effort from Bove, Providence had a
36-29 lead going into the locker room.
In the opening 20 minutes, she hit five
of five attempts from the floor, which
included four of four attempts from
beyond the three-point arc. Senior
Chelsea Marandola gave the Friars 10
points in the first half.
The Bearcats's Jill Stephens led their
offense for the first 20 minutes regis
tering 15 points and scoring 11 of
Cincinnati's first 14 points that started
the game.
The second half started with
Cincinnati on an 11-2 scoring run that
took the score to 40-39 with 16:34 on
the clock. Adding a seven point run,
Stephens fueled the Bearcats. She also
contributed a three-pointer to give
Cincinnati the lead.
Junior Brittany Dorsey scored two
free throws 14:18 into the game mak
ing the score 40-40. Dorsey also sent
Stephens to the bench with her fourth
foul of the night. The Friars regained
the lead pulling the score to 48-47 with
Bove's three pointer, her fifth of the
game, at 8:47. Freshman Lola Wells
added to the score with a three-point
layup, putting the game at 50-47 with
7:58 remaining on the clock.
With 3:47 left in the game,
Cincinnati responded with a 13-6 scor
ing run to take a four-point lead mak
ing the score 60-56. Stephens, who
returned to the court from foul trouble,
was responsible for the damage, scor
ing eight points in the run. Shanasa
Sanders pushed the Bearcats' lead to
seven with a three-pointer taking the
score to 63-56 with 2:27 remaining on
the clock.

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Senior Catherine Bove was perfect behind the three-point I ine in the Friars' 82-72
double overtime win against the Cincinnati Bearcats.
Providence held Cincinnati score
less in the closing minutes of the game.
They netted seven unanswered points
in total. The run was capped by
Marandola, who forced overtime with
a three-point basket with less than a
minute left to play. Marandola is cur
rently leading the Friars with an aver
age of 11.3 points per game, and is also
averaging 5.0 rebounds per game.
The first overtime kept the teams at
a tie when they traded baskets and
ended with a score of 68-68 with 35
seconds remaining. Cincinnati let the
clock wind down to 10 seconds before
calling a timeout. With six seconds left,
Bove came up with a steal for the
Friars and Providence called a time
out. The ball was knocked out of
bounds on the baseline with half a sec
ond left on the clock.
Junior Emily Coumoyer made what
appeared to be the game-winning
shot when she cut to the basket on the
inbounds play and got a shot off.
Unfortunately after a 20 minute delay,
the officials determined that the bas
ket did not count, leaving the teams
tied again and sending them into a
second overtime.
Providence dominated in the second
overtime by scoring the first 10 points
and earning control of the game with a
78-68 score.

Marandola finished the night with 19
points, while sophomore Mi-Khida
Hankins chipped in 13 points. Hankins

is currently third on the team with 10.3
points per game, after Coumoyer who
has 11.0. Coumoyer spent much of the
evening on the bench in foul trouble,
recorded 10 points in 23 minutes. Seven
of her 10 points came in overtime.
On Saturday, Jan. 31, the Friars suf
fered a disappointing loss to
Louisville. The game ended with a
score of 81-49. Providence had its only
lead following two free throws by
Bove which took the score to 30-28. But
Louisville finished the half with a 12-0
run for a 40-30 lead at halftime.
Louisville
all-American
Angel
McCoughtry had a big impact early in
the second half by scoring 11 consecu
tive Louisville points—including her
only 3-point basket of the game —
which gave the Cardinals a 56-34 lead.
She also converted 12-of-13 free
throws, grabbed seven rebounds,
handed out five assists and was credit
ed with eight steals
Providence is now 9-13 overall and
3-6 in the Big East.
Providence returns to the court on
Tuesday, Feb. 10, versus Big East foe
West Virginia. The game will be held
at The Coliseum in Morgantown, West
Virginia. The game is scheduled to
start at 8:00 p.m.

Mozzarella Sticks
Beer Battered Onion Rings
Chicken Quesadilla
Jalapeno Poppers
LaSalle Fries
Buffalo or BBQ Wings

$5.25
$4.95
$6.95
$5.25
$2.95

7 Piece
15 Piece

$5.25
$7.75

Gourmet-To-Go Pizzas
10" Medium
$8.95
Cheese Pizza: $5.45
Each Topping: $1.25

14" Large
$11.95
Cheese Pizza: $8.95
Each Topping: $1.50

Margarita
Fresh diced tomatoes, chopped garlic, olive oil, basil & mozzarella.

Buffalo Chicken Pizza
Grilled chicken, buffalo sauce and the LaSalle cheese blend.

Chicken Pesto

RENT THE BEST HOUSE OFF CAMPUS!

Available 6/1/09
Large brick Colonial with full kitchen, high
speed internet in every bedroom, off street
parking, fireplace, washer-dryer, alarm
system

Grilled chicken, fresh garlic, sliced tomatoes on a pesto-ricotta base
and a sprinkle of the LaSalle cheese blend.

Veggie Deluxe
Portobello mushrooms, red onions, black olives, roasted red peppers
spread over our homemade pizza sauce topped with provolone and
mozzarella cheese blend.

Bacon Barbecue Chicken
Our Special Barbecue Sauce is used instead of pizza sauce combined
with grilled chicken, bacon, onions and mozzarella cheese for the best
barbecue pizza on campus!

LaSalle Cheese Steak
$5.95

Thanksgiving Day
$5.95

The Big Bird
$5.95

Located at 309 Huxley Ave.
Contact M. Perry at mper7124@cox.net or
334-4045

Veggie Delight
$5.95

Roast Beef
$5.95
Meatball Parmigiani
$5.95
Chicken Parm
$5.95
Bacon Lovers BLT
$4.95

Buy Any Pizza and the get the second c4 equal or
lesser value for FREE (pick up enters only)
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HOLT: Great
Showing by PC
Student Body

Offense Shines in Thrashing of UConn
by

Al Daniel '11
Sports Staff

The infraction that ultimately bol
stered the final blow in their fall-fromahead overtime loss last Sunday—a
tripping call to senior Mari Pehkonen
with 1:19 remaining in
WOMEN'S
regulation — funcHOCKEY tioned as spot-on sym
bolism for the overall
course
of
the
Providence College Women's Hockey
Team's weekend.
Leading up to the halfway mark of
the third period in the back-end of a
home-and-home
series
with
Connecticut, the Friars had at best
flaunted consistent command or at
worst got irreproachable results for
their efforts. They had centered a 5-1
home victory on Saturday, Jan. 31 —
which officially earned them a pass
port to the Hockey East postseason—
around a three-goal outburst in the
second period, coupled with satisfac
tory discipline and die characteristical
ly clutch goaltending of freshman
Genevieve Lacasse.
And on Sunday, Feb. 1, over at
UConn's Freitas Ice Forum, they had
gnashed their way to a 1-0 lead via
freshman Laura Veharanta at 16:20 of
the second period. But the equally
poised Huskies pounced when, at 9:49
of the closing frame, sophomore Jean
O'Neill's high-sticking felony granted
them only their second power play of
the day. Dominique Thibault convert
ed for the equalizer. And, within
another ten minutes worth of clock
time, Nicole Tritter inserted the clinch
er one second after Pehkonen's release
50 seconds into the bonus round.
And so, the Friars tripped, as it
were, and thus spilled a dollop of
lemon-and-limburger icing on an oth
erwise delectable weekend.
"We definitely got the bounces in
the first game, and in the second game,
it was pretty even all the way
through," noted team captain senior
Brittany Simpson, who sparked two
assists in each contest. "Then we just
took a couple of late penalties which
hurt our momentum, and we just
couldn't come out on top."
Still, within about two hours of
Saturday's final horn at Schneider
Arena, Boston University repressed
seventh-place Vermont, 4-0, effectively
securing a playoff berth for PC with
still six games yet to bite off of their
regular season itinerary.
Quite a cathartic change of pace con
sidering their immediate history: last
season, the Friars were not sure of
their postseason viability until they
drew Boston College, 2-2, in the regu
lar season finale. Ditto 2007, when-they
swept UConn over the final weekend.
"It's definitely nice knowing that

continued from back page

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Freshman Laura Veharanta scored her fifteenth goal of the season which proved
to be the Friars' only score against Connecticut in their 2-1 overtime loss.
we're, for sure, going to be in the play
offs this early," said Simpson. "We
hope to clinch first or second-place,
though, to push us higher and get that
bye into the semifinals."
With their epic rally on Sunday,
Connecticut likewise confirmed their
playoff membership, as have BC, BU,
and New Hampshire. With the
Hockey East caste system as distinc
tive as it will likely get this season,
the five heavyweights enter this
weekend with 10 conference wins
apiece and are pried apart by no
fewer than three points.
Although, laboring under head
coach Bob Deraney's dogma, PC is
staring up at the regular season to pose
it the half-puzzled, half-terse inquiry,
"Are you still here?"
"I just think we've got a terrific
league, and every game is a dogfight,"
Deraney said. "We've been playing
playoff games for the last couple
weeks. I think UNH has done that,
Boston College has, UConn has, BU
has, and we have. That's the way to
approach it."
The sixth and final post-season slot

should, odds-on, ultimately go to the
lesser-potent Northeastern, which is
next on PC's agenda. The Hub Huskies
drop in at Schneider Arena for their
lone visit of the season on Friday, Feb.
6, at 7:00 p.m. before the teams recon
vene in Boston on Saturday, Feb. 7.
Junior forward Arianna Rigano,
who formerly answered to NU's firstyear coach Dave Flint at St. Anselm,
recalled the Friars' 1-0 falter at
Matthews Arena in mid-October —
when the matchup was more analo
gous-then
offered
a
refined
pregame playbill.
"We just have to play well overall,
much like we did the last time we
played them, when they scored on a
breakaway to make it 1-0...We just
need to keep working hard and play
ing our game and we should be fine,"
said Rigano.
"I think we've matured a lot since the
beginning of the season, so I definitely
think we can come up with four points."
That would be quite advisable in the
thick of this pennant race, where at
least five programs are inclined to
shuffle positions like lottery balls.
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intimidating atmosphere.
Davis' pep talk and the group's hard
work and organization led to one of
the most impressive turn-outs in
recent Friar History - and perhaps, the
most vocal as well.
Such a showing by PC's student
body for last week's victory over
nationally ranked Syracuse created a
buzz here and around the‘Big East.
Several Syracuse papers and blog
gers whined (much like their coach
does about other things) about the
conduct of our student fan-base. Were
some of the things said by our fans offcolor? Probably. Most of it wasn't,
though. This was, in my estimation and this comes with nearly twenty sea
sons of PC basketball under my belt one of the "cleaner" crowds than in
past bigger games. If one would like to
take issue with student fan conduct, I
beg you to revisit days in the '90s
where fights in the crowd were com
monplace, or in the earlier part of this
decade when a certain "marital aide"
was thrown onto the court.
Had the Orange not been defeated
last week, I can almost guarantee none
of those senseless articles would have
been written - sour grapes and whin
ing from the institution where such
words are almost always associated
with its fans, coaches, players, and
even the press covering it. Anyone
who doesn't believe me should wan
der over to their various internet mes
sage boards.
In Providence, however the cover
age has been much more positive,
After Davis mentioned the support in
his post-game press conference, the
Providence Journal decided to write a
story about the new group profiling
two of its more prominent members,
John "Flag Boy" Burke, and James
"White" Emeigh, both '09. The story
led to positive attention for PC's stu
dent section and general excitement
among other fans. The group will be
profiled on NBC 10's Coach's Show
which airs on Sunday nights.
So Friar Fans, good job so far and
keep it up. My only suggestion to you
is to please not storm the court again,
Unless PC defeats a top five team it
just looks amateur. I know you're
excited, and so am I, but believe me, it
just doesn't look right.
For anyone interested in joining, just
talk to the people in the front rows,
they'll point you in the right direction.

Listen to Ryan Holt live on 91.3 FM
WDOM Tuesdays at 4:00 p.m. Email
Ryan at rholt@providence.edu

HOCKEY: Preparing for
Weekend Vermont Series
continued from back page
"We missed him while he was hurt
and he just got healthy the past few
weeks. He is a big addition coming
back into the lineup, and our overall
game is a reflection of what Mazz
can do."
On Friday night, the Friars skated to
a tie as they hosted the Boston College
Eagles. BC opened the scoring 8:14
into the first period, and it was not
until near the end of the period that
freshman Daniel New was able to even
the score for the Friars at 1-1. In the
second period, the Friars took advan
tage of a power play when Mazzolini
fapped a rebound off of Cavanagh's
shot into the open net.
The Eagles quickly responded with
a power play goal of their own and
that would be it for scoring for the
night. Norton had a good scoring
chance late in the third, but BC goalie
John Muse was able to pounce on the

puck just before it crossed into the net.
Muse finished the game with 29 saves,
while Beaudry finished the game with
27 saves.
"We have to pay attention to details
and win the little battles on the ice,"
said sophomore Eric Baier. "We all
have been making individual efforts
for the betterment of the team and it
shows in the locker room. Guys are
holding each other to a higher stan
dard and pushing each other through
the tougher times. Anything we need
to work on we take care of early and
work hard at it so we're ready for
game time. We just need to focus on
our game right now and working our
way up the ladder."
With less than ten games left in the
regular season, the Friars will con
tinue to push for the last Hockey
East Tournament spot this weekend
when they travel to Vermont for a
pair of games.

The Friar Faithful are once more a force to be reckoned with at the Dunk, an
increasingly formidable arena of Big East play.
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HOOPS: Drops Two Straight

FRIARS Update

continued from back page

A recap of the week in Providence sports
Tennis Team Opens Second

Busy Week for Men's Ice

Half of Season

Hockey Squad

The Providence College Tennis
Team opened the second half of its
season on Saturday, Jan. 31, in Jersey
City, NJ against St Peter's College.
The Friars were swept 7-0 despite a
solid effort and some -close sets in
both the singles and doubles.
The doubles team of junior Jen
Cusack and senior Meghan Gilroy
earned the lone Friar win in sec
ond doubles by defeating the St.
Peter's duo 8-5. The Peacocks
earned the doubles point, howev
er, with two victories in the other
two doubles matches.
Senior Ashley Rissplo in first
singles had an impressive per
formance but came up short, los
ing 6-4, 7-6. Rissolo's fair perform
ance against St. Peter's is likely a
sign that the success she had in the
fall season will carry over into the
spring season.
Cusack had a good showing and
competed fiercely in fifth singles,
but ultimately dropped the set 7-6,
6-7, 7-6. Sophomore Liz Gillis also
put forth a worthy challenge in
sixth singles, but came up short 64, 7-5.
The loss did not overshadow
impressive play by all and a high
caliber of competition.
That competition will be put to
the test once more this weekend
when the Friars take on Albany on
Friday, Feb. 6.

It was a busy week off the ice for
the Friars Men's Hockey Team. Senior
defenseman Matt Taormina was
named one of 16 finalists for tire
Walter Brown Award. The award is
given annually to the best Americanborn college hockey player in New
England. Taormina has been a main
stay on the ice this season with a solid
nine goals., Providence Head Coach
Tim Army '85 also won the Walter
Brown Award in 1985.
Also,
senior
forward
Nick
Mazzolini was named Hockey East
Player of the Week on Monday, Feb.
2, after scoring one goal in a tie
against Boston College and two goals
in the Friars' win against Merrimack.
Coach Army also announced this
week that Providence had signed
three student-athletes who will join
the team for the 2009-10 season. Tyler
Landman, Alex Velischek, and Chris
Rooney are expected to be fine addi
tions to the hockey program.

Track Team to Compete at
Giegengack
The Men's and. Women's Indoor
Track Teams were off this past week,
but they will return to action on
Friday, Feb. 6, and Saturday, Feb. 7, at
the Giegengack Invitational at Yale
University.

- Compiled by John Butler '11

have produced the most NBA play
ers out of any school in the Big East
over that time frame and have
repeatedly been in contention for the
national championship. Over the
past several seasons however, the
Friars have played David to UConn's
Goliath, winning three out of the last
four contests including four in a row
on UConn's home turf. Coming off
their most impressive win of the sea
son against Syracuse, the Friars
hoped to continue their stretch of
good fortune against the Huskies,
but unfortunately for Friar fans the
Huskies showed the nation why they
deserved the No. 1 national ranking.
The game started out as a back
and forth, fast-paced affair, with the
Friars managing to stay even with a
more
athletically-gifted UConn
squad. Although they struggled to
get shots in the paint with the
imposing forces of 7'3 center
Hasheem Thabeet and potential Big
East player of the year Jeff Adrien
swatting out shots left and right, the
Friars found a way to knock down
some big shots from the perimeter.
Sophomore Marshon Brooks came
off the bench and hit a couple of big
first-half three pointers and senior
Jonathon Kale once again displayed
his new found ability to nail the 1518 foot jumper which helped stretch
out the Huskies' defense.
Another major part to the Friars'
first half success was the play of
Curry who did an excellent job of
pushing the ball up-court in order to
beat the likes of Thabeet up the floor.
After the first 20 minutes of play,
Davis had to have been proud of the
way his team battled. Down just four
points (38-34) the Friars had man
aged to match the UConn attack and

played poised with the hostile
Gampel Pavilion crowd breathing
down its next.
If the first half showed us how
competitive the Friars can play with
an elite team, the second half showed
us why UConn is the best team in the
country. To open the second half, the
Huskies bolted out to an 11-0 run and
never looked back. UConn point
guard A.J. Price led the Huskies' sec
ond half charge, knocking down open
shots when he had them and finding
the UConn big men underneath for
easy buckets. Perhaps more impres
sive than the Huskies' offensive
onslaught was their almost impene
trable defense.
It seemed as though every time a
PC player took the ball to the hole,
Thabeet was there waiting to send it
back. In total Thabeet recorded 10
blocked shots and undoubtedly
altered many more. To go along with
the block party, Thabeet added 15
points and 11 rebounds to record the
first triple dodble of his career. In
addition to Thabeet, the Huskies had
three other players in double figures
and played about as well as a college
team can play in the second half.
The end result: a 94-61 drubbing.
Despite the poor result, the Friars
never gave up. Senior Randall Hanke
scored a team-high 16 points and had
to deal with some poor officiating
down low. Kale also reached double
digits in scoring, contributing 12
points and six rebounds in a losing
effort.
The Friars return to action this week
end when they travel to Morgantown,
W.V., to take on the always tough
West Virginia Mountaineers.
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to
hear from you! Just e-mail your questions
either about PC sports or sports in’general to
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we'll do our
best to answer them—and stir up a little
debate if we can!
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Here's to Your Health:
The Average Gourmet
by

Thanks,
The Cowl Sports Staff
Should “The General” Bob Knight make a comeback and coach Georgia?
902. That's how many coaching vic
tories Bob Knight has, which is more
that any NCAA Division coach ever. 69.
That's how old Bob Knight will be at
the beginning of 2009-2010 season.
Which number would you be looking
at if you're the Georgia AD contemplat
ing hiring Coach Knight? For me, I'd
take one glance at his age and immedi
ately pass on this coaching legend.
I have no doubt that Coach Knight
can still draw up the Xs and Os better
than anyone in the nation, but I fear he
has lost his desire to coach and recruit.
Sure he said he wants to come back,
but look at the way he left Texas Tech.
He basically quit midseason because
"he was exhausted." How long will it
be before he grows tired of Georgia
and its muddling program? The
Bulldogs don't have the talent to com
pete, which means Coach Knight
would have to get out there and
recruit it. But is he willing to hit the
recruiting trail year round, and would
anyone commit not knowing how
long Coach Knight's tenure would be?
As mentioned before, the men's bas
ketball team at Georgia has historical
ly underachieved, both in the SEC and
NCAA. Despite the abundance of tal
ent located in state, the Bulldogs have
failed to capitalize on it. Georgia needs
a young, charismatic recruiter to go
out there and rebuild this program.
Three candidates come to mind:
Anthony Grant (VCU), Jeff Capel (#2
Oklahoma), and Scott Drew (Baylor).
Each has the reputation for being a
solid coach, and a persistent recruiter.
Let's not forget that Bob Knight has
some baggage attached to his name. He
has a reputation for having a short fuse
and straining relationships within the
university. If Georgia wants a walking
circus, go for Bob Knight. But if they're
serious about contending in the SEC,
then pick up the phone and tell Coach
Knight, thanks, but no thanks.

Bob Knight has never been afraid to
say what's on his mind. While on TV
recently, Knight openly commented
about a possible return back to the hard
wood if the right situation arose. A new
coaching stint would be great not only for
Knight but for college basketball as well.
We all know the history. Throwing
chairs onto the court, endless tirades at
players and the media, and an impetu
ous personality that needs no intro
duction. But behind the circus that is
Bob Knight's coaching career is an
incredible basketball mind. And this
mind should not be sitting behind a
desk at the ESPN studios. The fact of
the matter is that Knight would be a
hot commodity on any campus.
Although recent reports show that the
SEC bottom dweller Georgia is show
ing interest, Knight could probably
have his pick of the litter with coach
ing positions.
And he should.
The General has a stellar coaching
resume including three national titles
while at Indiana. During Knight's final 23
seasons in Bloomington the Hoosiers
made the trip to the NCAA Tournament
21 times including two national titles.
Even with his illustrious career,
Knight has a lot to prove and a lot to
gain by returning to coach. Knight's
reign in college basketball ended on a
sour note in 2008. Although he
improved a consistently underper
forming Texas Tech squad, Knight did
not match the success he had with
Indiana in Lubbock. He resigned
amidst a disappointing season in
which the Red Raiders were just 12-8.
This time around success would be all
that more remarkable considering
Knight is nearly 70 years old. And if you
need further evidence as to why Knight
should coach again just watch him on
ESPN. He looks about as interested in
broadcasting as most people are with
chemistry. Bottom line, Knight should
return to coaching. Not only for our
entertainment, but for his sanity too.

- Chris Crawford '10

- Anthony Valentino '09

Casey Reutemann '09

Sports Staff

After two or three years of dorm
(suites, if you're lucky!) living, many
students forget that there exists life, and
food, beyond microwaves and plastic
cutlery. Needless to
HEALTH &
say, as wonderful an
FITNESS
opportunity as the
upperclassmen apartment/off-campus living
situation affords students to learn what
it means to "fend for themselves," the
novelty of the full kitchen wears off
quickly. Microwaving, or better yet,
dialing the phone, simply takes much
less thought and yields significantly
less frustration.
Therefore,
last
Wednesday's
Average Gourmet cooking demonstra
tion event, sponsored by Simply

dent audience. Paul Warrender,
Manager of Resident Dining, was
thrilled with the chefs' enthusiasm.
"Their creativity and friendly banter
carried the event, and their dedication
as students of their craft was apparent
and appreciated by all in attendance,"
Warrender said.
The night's menu, designed by
Chef Craig Dasuta, included easy-toprepare, healthy dishes like Pasta
Primavera, Vegetable Stir-fry with
Jasmine Rice, Vegetarian Omelet,
and a Yogurt & Berry Parfait.
Though all food preparation was
demonstrated and dictated by the
chefs, students actively participated
through questions, suggestions, and
of course, taste testing!
For those who weren't lucky enough
to attend this event; fear not! Due to its

COURTESY OF CASEY REUTEMANN

Just a few of the talented chefs who led The Average Gourmet on Wednesday,
Jan. 28, in '64 Hall.
Healthy, was a much-welcomed and
enjoyable effort to educate students on
just how easy cooking healthy can be.
Despite the cold, students trudged
through the slushy mess to '64 Hall to
watch and learn the art of simple, deli
cious, impressive cooking.
Together, Executive Chef Sam
Mansfield of Babson College, Sodexo
District Executive Chef Craig Dasuta,
and Providence College Executive
Catering Chef Peter Bennet provided a
spirited presentation that captivated
the attention, and stomachs, of the stu-

initial success, another Average
Gourmet Cooking Demonstration is in
the works, so keep your eyes open for
more information.
Overall, the message of the night is
applicable, and important, for students
of all cooking levels, tastes, and living
situations; with just a few simple
ingredients and some good taste buds,
you can create a wide variety of deli
cious, nutritious dishes to keep you
and your friends happy and healthy
while away from home.

Friars Split Senior Day Meet against Holy Cross
Sessions
Sports Staff

by John

'12

The Providence College Swimming
and Diving Team hosted Holy Cross
on Saturday, Jan. 31, at home in the
Taylor Natatorium. The Friar men
put on quite a show for
SWIM &
Senior Day, and their last
DIVE
home meet of the season,
earning first-place finish
es in a remarkable 13 out of 16 events
on the day, en route to a 194-106 win.
The women's side was not as fortu
nate, falling 176-124 to the Crusaders.
On the men's side, Providence domi
nated the meet. The Friar men were led
by juniors Tim Reilly and Mathew
Card, who each earned two individual
wins. Reilly earned victories in the 800meter freestyle with a time of 9:16.37
and the 200-meter backstroke clocking
in at 2:20.73. Card took the 100-meter
freestyle with a time of 54.97 and the
100-meter butterfly at 1:01.01, and also
was a member of the 400-meter
freestyle relay team which
took first in a time of 3:42.62.
"We really needed this one*" said
Card, who has consistently performed
for the Friars all season. "It was a big
win for our team's confidence. We felt
fast and very excited. The team was
moving fast and competing at a rapid
pace, it was just a great atmosphere."
On the women's side, a tough loss
overshadowed some great individual
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Junior Tim Reilly had two wins on Saturday, Jan. 31, against Holy Cross. Reilly
took first in the 800-meter freestyle and the 200-meter backstroke.
performances. The Lady Friars were
led by senior Blair Flynn.
Flynn
earned a first-place finish in the 100meter freestyle with a time of 1:02.34,
and then joined classmate Lauren
Sepe, junior Carrie Lamb, and fresh
man Caroline Caliri to win the 400meter freestyle relay in a time of
4:13.80. Lamb also earned an individ
ual win on the day, taking the 400-

meter freestyle in a time of 4:40.81.
Thus, there were indeed quite a few
bright spots in the Women's 176-124
loss
to
rival
Holy
Cross.
Head Swimming and Diving Coach
John O'Neill was pleased with the grit
ty performance of his men's squad.
"They're (Holy Cross) a tough team
who always bring their A game so it
was good for the guys to come out

ready and really hit the water fast,"
said O'Neill. "It was great to be
rewarded with the win, especially see
ing as we're heading into the most
important part of our season."
Indeed, the Big East Championships
in Indianapolis, Ind is inching closer
by the second. With that said, some of
the veteran leaders of the team know
how to handle some of the hype and
excitement that always seems to hang
in the air around this time of year.
"We definitely needed to push our
selves these past couple of weeks,"
Card said. "And, despite a few losses,
I think we did just that. We are going
to keep the intensity up and try to
carry that same mentality with us into
Chestnut Hill (at the New England
Invitational) and then into the (Big
East) Championships. This is the
moment we've been waiting for all
year long, and now we're here, so it's
up to us to finish this season right."
Certainly, there is no doubt that the
Providence College
Men's
and
Women's Swimming and Diving Team
is looking to make a splash in the col
legiate swimming and diving commu
nity in the next few weeks. Card and
the rest of the PC Swimming and
Diving Squad look to capitalize on this
momentum when the Friars return to
action on Saturday, Feb. 7, when they
travel to Chestnut Hill, Mass, for the
New England Invitational. The meet is
set to begin at 11:00 a.m. Go Friars!
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Friars Fall to Villanova in Offensive Shootout
by

Dan Ollquist '10
Sports Editor

The Big East can be cruel to just
about any team and after cruising
through the early part of their confer
ence schedule, the Providence College
Men's Basketball Team now knows
hpw tough it is to face the
MEN'S Big East gaunlet.
HOOPS
Oh Wednesday, Feb.
4, just one week after
defeating then No. 15
ranked Syracuse at the Dunkin'
Donuts center, the Friars hosted
another ranked opponent, No. 16
Villanova. Villanova has been a
mainstay atop the Big East during
Jay Wright's tenure as Villanova's
coach and his team showed why
they are a force to be reckoned with.
The Wildcats jumped out to an early
14-5 lead, led by their talented guards
Scottie Reynolds and Corey Fisher.
During the opening five minutes of
play, PC could not connect on any
thing from the outside and struggled
to feed the ball down low against an
aggressive, post-fronting Villanova
defense. The first half was dominated
by a series of runs, first by a 10-0
Providence run that knotted up the
game at 20 and then by a Villanova
8-0 run which led to their impressive
49-34 halftime advantage. If it were
not for junior point guard Sharaud
Curry, who knocked down a couple
of important threes, the Friars could
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Sports Boss: Friar
Fans Back in Action
by

Ryan Holt '09
Sports Staff

There really is excitement in
Friartown. Ever since the
tremendous turnout for last
month's game with in-state
rival, URI stu
dent support at
HOOPS
the Dunk has
ANALYSIS
been at levels
not
seen
in
many years. More and more
PC students are turning out,
standing up, and getting loud.
This is big time college bas
ketball. And it's about time.
As I've said in the past, PC
travels to some of the most
hostile environments in the
country (athletically speaking,
of
course),
such
as
Connecticut, Syracuse, Notre
Dame, Marquette, Louisville,
and West Virginia. It was high
time that PC students made
the Dunk a hard place to play
in as well.
The Dunk, home to many
rabid fans, has always been
known as a tough place to play.
However, there was much
lacking in the student section.
Sure, they'd come out for the
biggest games (UConn and
Syracuse), but for little else.
All of this, it seems at least,
is changing.
Winning does that, as the
Friars remain in the top half of
the Big East. They've even
received some national recog
nition tallying 14 votes in this
week's AP Top 25 poll, good
for 35th if you're counting.
A new outlook does that.
It's simple, a new coach
breeds optimism.

For the first time in a long
time, Friar Basketball is fun to
talk about this late in the season.
The PC Department of
Athletics, particularly its mar
keting branch, has tried for
years to foster a closer and
stronger relationship with the
student fan base. Gradually, it
has been a success.
Three years ago, a small
group of students met with
members of the marketing
team for brainstorming ses
sions about building student
support.
This
eventually
branched out further and fur
ther into what we see today.
A new group dubbed the
Friar Faithful has hit the
ground this season.
Perhaps you've seen them
selling tickets in Raymond
Hall, or holding up some cre
ative signs at the games, or
those giant cut-outs of the
heads of some Friars.
These are a few dozen of
the most dedicated Friar fans
who receive support from
Athletic Marketing Director
Katie Moore and Assistant
Director
of
Athletic
Fundraising Kevin Connolly.
Friars Head Coach Keno
Davis invited the group to a
meeting to kick off the semes
ter a week prior to the Syracuse
game. Davis indicated that he
wanted to see something new
from PC students and was
open to fresh ideas. He wanted
to clean up the image of the
student fan section while at the
same time creating unity and a
much more impressive and
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Efejuku three, the Friars turned up the
defensive intensity and looked to have
forced the Wildcats into two traveling
violations, but the officiating crew who
received much criticism missed both,
resulting in Villanova pushing the lead
back up to 10.
With the game all but over,
Providence just would not go away.
Efejuku continued to attack the rim
and Sharaud Curry bombed away
from the outside, bringing the Friars to
within four at 88-84 with 23 seconds to
play. After another made three by
Curry and one by Efejuku the Friars
got the ball back with 1.1 seconds, with
a chance to tie the game, but came up
empty as the Wildcats intercepted the
desperation pass, solidifying a 94-91
victory for Villanova.
Although the Friars couldn't pull it
out at home, coach Keno Davis was
pleased with his team's effort.
"I'm very proud of our team," said
Davis. "There are lots of teams that
wouldn't have had the fight that this
team had tonight."
Unfortunately for coach Davis and
company, effort could do little to effect
the outcome of the Friars' game on
Saturday, Jan. 31 against the No.l
Huskies of UConn.
The University of Connecticut has
been the gold standard for Big East
hoops over the past decade. They
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Win and a Tie for Providence
by

Chris Mammen
Sports Staff

'09

This
weekend,
the
Providence College Men's
Hockey Team continued to
rebound after a rough first
half, going 1-0-1
MEN'S and improving to
HOCKEY 7-14-3
overall
and 4-10-3 in
league play. On
Saturday, Jan. 31, the Friars
defeated Hockey East foe
Merrimack 5-3 and on Friday,
Jan. 30, they tied No. 11
Boston College 2-2.
"We played really well both
nights, carried some of the
momentum from Friday into
Saturday, but we worked hard
and we needed to make some
adjustments during the games,
stay focused, but it was a good
weekend for us," said Friars
Head Coach Tim Army.
On Saturday night, the
Friars played host to the
Merrimack College Warriors
and despite two goals each
from senior ’ Hockey East
Player of the Week Nick
Mazzolini and junior John
Cavanagh, the Friars had to
fend off a late charge by
Merrimack. In the first period,
the Friars jumped out to an
early lead on a long slap shot
from junior defenseman Mark
Fayne, who was assisted by
Mazzolini and senior Pierce
Norton. Later, Cavanagh
increased the Friar lead to two
when he fired a one-timer into
the net off a feed from sopho
more Matt Germain.
In the second period, the
Friars kept up the pace scoring
two more goals. Cavanagh
scored his second goal of the
night and team-leading ninth
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Senor Nick Mazzol ini had three goals over the weekends as the
Friars earned a win and a tie in Hockey East action.
of the season. With five min
utes left in the period,
Mazzolini scored his first goal
of the night on PC's third
power-play goal of the game.
In the last 5:44 the Warriors
raged back scoring three
unanswered goals and cutting
the lead down to just one goal.
It was not until the 17:28 mark
of the third period that
Mazzolini put Merrimack
away for good with his second
goal of the night and fifth of
the season. PC freshman
goalie Alex Beaudry finished
the game with 21 saves along
with the victory.
Sophomore Austin Mayer
recognized the substantial
progress that the team has

made since the beginning of
the season.
"The end of the second peri
od was one of the more telling
moments of the year," said
Mayer. "If that had happened
in the first half of the year I
don't know if we would have
bounced back, we could have
just let the wheels fall off the
bus but we are more confident
and patient now."
"We played really well for
35 minutes, then we got a little
comfortable and sloppy and
let them back into the game
before
Mazz
[Mazzolini]
scored a great goal and fin
ished it off for us," said Army.
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